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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH RESULTS
1. The following report titled "Computation of Optimal Low- and Medium- Thrust
Orbit Transfers" gives the detail of the research results. We summary these
results and future research plan here.
2.

The first-order necessary conditions for a general final mass maximization
problem has been set up. In the problem formulation we include secondharmonic oblateness, atmospheric drag, and allow three-dimensional, noncoplanar, non-aligned elliptic orbits. In order to ease the numerical calculation
we transform the original free final-time problem to a fixed final-time problem,
and non-dimensionalize the state variables.

3.

Although we can use the constant angular momentum equation, the
conservative energy equation, and the orbit equation to specify the boundary
conditions for the terminal orbit, we notice that this set of boundary conditions
does not uniquely determine an orbit. This is due to the fact that for a given
point in space we can have two different velocity vectors (difference in direction
only) and yet have the same angular momentum and energy. Proper boundary
conditions should be three eccentricity vector equations plus three angular
momentum vector equations. Since both eccentricity and angular momentum
equations specify the same orbit plane, one of these equations is redundant. That
is for a three dimensional problem we only need five equations out of both sets
of equations. For two dimensional problem we need two eccentricity equations
and one angular momentum equation.

4. We have applied two indirect optimization methods: BOUNDSCO and MBCM
(minimizing-boundary-condition method) successfully to several simplified
examples. The examples are two dimensional with oblateness effect and
atmospheric drag force. Both methods converge to the solutions with about the
same sensitivity in the initial guess. Although we have more freedom in
selecting the initial guess at every node points, BOUNDSCO does not adjust the
number of switching points and the switching pattern during the iteration. On
the other hand, MBCM implements the switching function into the integrator
and adjust the switching points and the switching pattern automatically during
the iteration.
5. Our current plan is to combine advantageous features of BOUNDSCO and MBCM
into a new algorithm. The new algorithm will use the idea of the multiple-point
shooting method to spread the unknowns among the node points, and between
two node points applies the minimizing-boundary-condition method.
6. There is still a question about the local optimum or global optimum for free final
time problem. We have some difficulty in converging the transversality
condition for the free final time case. In Edelbaum's paper, he shows that three
impulses control is usually minimum. However, such claim for low and
ii

medium thrust has not been shown anywhere. Our current hypothesis suggests
that the global minimum solution will be at infinite final time and local
minimum solutions exist for finite final time. We expect to answer this
question by obtaining all the local minimum solutions (if they exist) and
compare their cost functions along the final time axis.
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Computation of Optimal Low- and MediumThrust Orbit Transfers
ABSTRACT

This report presents the formulation of the optimal low- and mediumthrust orbit transfer control problem and methods for numerical solution of
the problem. The problem formulation is for final mass maximization and
allows for second-harmonic oblateness, atmospheric drag, and threedimensional, non-coplanar, non-aligned elliptic terminal orbits. We setup
some examples to demonstrate the ability of two indirect methods to solve
the resulting TPBVPs.
The methods demonstrated are the multiple-point shooting method as
formulated in H. J. Oberle's subroutine BOUNDSCO, and the minimizing
boundary-condition method (MBCM). We find that although both methods
can converge solutions, there are trade-offs to using either method.
BOUNDSCO has very poor convergence for guesses that do no exhibit the
correct switching structure. MBCM, however, converges for a wider range of
guesses. However, BOUNDSCO's multi-point structure allows more freedom
in guesses by increasing the node points as opposed to only guessing the
initial state in MBCM. Finally, we note an additional drawback for
BOUNDSCO: the routine does not supply information to the users routines
for switching function polarity but only the location of a preset number of
switching points.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to perform any given orbit transfer with a minimum use of
fuel is obviously desirable. Useful solutions to this problem will account for
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at least some approximation to real-life. Therefore, a formulation that
includes second-harmonic oblateness and atmospheric drag will be useful.
This report follows such a derivation all the way through to the
establishment of a two-point boundary-value problem for optimal low- and
medium- thrust orbit transfer. The core cost function is defined simply as the
final mass of the spacecraft plus fuel, setting the tone for the maximization
problem. The differential constraint is thoroughly defined in terms of the
oblateness model and an assumed atmosphere model.
The thrust (control) appears linear in the differential constraint. This
results in bang-bang control or singular-arc solutions for the final mass
maximization problem. Although bang-bang control is assumed here the
possibility of having a singular arc has not been ruled out for a general case.
In order to ensure the singular arc solution does not occur, we check the
derivative of the switching function at each switching point. However, when
our programs reach a non-optimal solution high frequency chattering
solutions do occur occasionally. This could indicate that singular-arc
solutions are possible for some modification of system parameters and
models.
The final mass maximization problem should be a free final time
optimal control problem. For impulsive thrust, the Hohmann transfer gives
minimum fuel but maximum transfer time. Although the three-impulse
Hohmann transfer performs better than a two-impulse Hohmann transfer,
Edelbauml shows that the number of impulses may be finite for a global
minimum. for low- and medium-thrust orbit transfer the same conclusion
has not be shown anywhere. One hypothesis is that the global minimum will
be at infinite final time and local minimum solutions exist for finite final
time. In other words, this assumes for a given number of switching points
(must be at least two) there is a local minimum with finite final time. We do
have difficulties in converging the transversality condition corresponding to
optimal final time.
We present solutions to three specific optimization problems. These
solutions represent the ability of the two TPBVP solvers. The methods
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considered are (1) BOUNDSCO, a multi-point shooting algorithm devised by
H. J. Oberle and (2) the minimizing boundary-condition method (MBCM), a
modification to the shooting method devised by the authors of ref(9).
Both methods converge solutions for about equal sensitivity in initial
guesses. In order to achieve the same accuracy along the path, BOUNDSCO
needs to converge the boundary conditions at every node point to the same
accuracy as the integration routine. the number of switching points and the
switching pattern need to be assumed and stay unchanged when BOUNDSCO
is used. On the other hand, MBCM does not constrain the number of
switching points and MBCM updates the switching pattern along the
integrated path.

II. THE PROBLEM

The problem discussed herein is the following: maximize the final
mass of a thrusting spacecraft for a given orbital transfer. The craft can be
considered as under the influence of some planet's gravitational field and
atmospheric drag. The thrust of the spacecraft is limited between zero and
some Tmax· The transfer will be defined by the terminal orbits. Solutions are
sought for both fixed and free final time problems and both the case of fixed
and free terminal points.
II. 1. The Cost Functional

The core cost functional must be defined. We shall define the cost as
J = m(tr)

(1)

where m(tf) represents the mass of the spacecraft plus its fuel at the end of the
orbital transfer. We shall use the methods of optimal control to maximize
the cost functional, thereby maximizing the final mass and solving the
problem.

4

n. 2. Differential constraint: System Dynamics
We represent the spacecraft by a point mass and assume it to be a
thrusting craft acted upon the by the aerodynamic drag and oblate-body
gravity forces of a central body. We also represent the central body, or planet,
as a point mass positioned at its own center of gravity. We restrict the
problem to crafts of mass much smaller than that of the central body,
allowing us to fix the planet in inertial space. We shall describe this inertial
space with a rectangular Cartesian inertial reference frame. All motion
within this frame of reference agreeing with the above assumptions must
satisfy the well-known Newton's equation:

(2)
where m is the spacecraft mass and
reference frame.

v is

its velocity with respect to the

In this case, gravity, drag, and thrust make up the total force acting on
the craft. The thrust on the craft is composed of two separated thrusts, the
pressure thrust and the thrust created by the expulsion of mass. That is,

F' = Fpressure thrust

-

Fc~rag

- Fgravity

=

m~- m-Y;

(3)

where \T; is the expulsive velocity of mass. Therefore,
Ftotal thrust

E

Fpressure thrust

(4)

+ rh Ve

and

m

- - -

v. = Fthrust -

(5)

Fdrag - Fgravity

We write the total thrust, herein referred to as just thrust, as some
time-varying magnitude, T, independent of a time-varying direction,

e:

5

-

Fthrust

= T ...e

(6)

Note that e is expressed as a unit vector. For a three dimensional thrust
vector the control requires three components. For two dimensional problems
only two independent control components are required.
The mass will decrease according to

(7)

We assume that the atmosphere surrounding the central body can be
described by an exponential model of the standard atmosphere2. The
following equation3 describes such a drag force:

(8)

where ~ and r 0 are constants from the atmosphere model describing air
density variation in the prescribed altitude region, p 0 is the atmosphere
density for the altitude r0 , Sis the wetted area of the craft, Co is the craft's drag
coefficient, and v is craft's current velocity with respect to the inertial
reference frame. We are assuming that no matter the orientation of the craft
the product of SCo remains the same and that the craft always remains in a
region where the chosen exponential atmosphere model is valid.
Within the confines of this study, the only other influence on the craft
is gravitational potential energy. The gravitational potential energy to the
second harmonic is4:

U

= - -mJ.L
- -31 J R zmJl
(1r
r3

3 cos29 )

(9)

Where R is the equatorial radius of the central body, e is the latitude angle of
the current position from the equator, and r is the distance from the central
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body's center of gravity to the current position of the craft with respect to the
inertial reference frame, J.i is the gravitational constant for the central body, m
is the mass of spacecraft, and J is a constant describing the mass distribution of
the planet. There are additional mass distribution terms but we shall truncate
the series here.
We now assume that (1) the central body is fixed at the center of the
reference frame and (2) that the plane of the central body's equator is aligned
with the x-y plane. The assumption (1) means that the position, velocity, and
acceleration of the craft are now measured with respect to the central body.
The assumption (2) means that we may describer with Cartesian coordinates
by
(10)

and we may describe

e with Cartesian coordinates by
z =r cos e

(11)

We may now write the gravitation potential as
m-J.i- -1J R
2 m J.i
U=- ( 1 - 3(z)
-)
r
3
r3
r

The force experienced by moving in a potential field U is

(12)

aa:;·
U

Performing this operation on the gravitational potential yields

-Fgravity __ (aaur )T
and

(13)

7

au

Jl ( l - 5(ZJ
- = -m
xJl+ J R2m
-x
-)

ax

r5

r3

(14)

r

(15)

(16)

au= -mzJl+ J R2-mzJl( 3 - 5(ZJ
-)
az r3
r5
r

All of the dynamics combines to form the following equations of motion

my

= T ey

-

m Jl y - J R2 m Jl y ( 1 - 5 {Z.\2) - .l Po e·fi(r-ro) S Co v y

t

t

2

rl

(17b)

which can be written in vector-matrix form as

.:...
T .... Jl.•
r =-e - - r m
r

J R2 !!_

r

1 - 5 (~t

0

0

0

1 - 5 (~Y

0

0

0

3- 5 (~t

r - .l2ID~ e · P

To conform to convention we make the change from
ref(4):

(r • ro)

S Co v ;

(18)

J to J2 as described in
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(19)

This can also be rewritten as a first-order system:
.;.

-

r=v

(20a)

III. THE FIRST-ORDER NECESSARY CONDITIONS

All problems herein perform a maximization of the final mass. Now,
in order to write the adjoined cost functional we need to know what is
included in the state, in the control, and what the constraints on these are.
First, however, we note that the problems herein are also free-finaltime problems. The three differential equations above are written with
respect to the independent variable t (time). For ease in numerical methods,
we want to transfer the problem from free- to fixed- final time. This means
that we must define a new independent variable 't (non-dimensional time) to
be used in the place oft (dimensional time). This allows tf to become a state
variable. We make the following scaling:
t

= tt 't

(21)

Therefore, to translate this to a fixed-time problem, tf must multiply the
derivatives of the states. The dot above a variable now means a derivative
with respect to 't.
We know what to include in the state, x(t):

9
x(1:)

=[

fl'(1:)

vr(1:)

m (1:)

(22)

We also know that our state is confined by the system dynamics so that

...
y

-+

x('t)

=tr

(23)

0

for all time 1: e [0,1]. This is the differential constraint of the control problem.
The thrust magnitude has both an upper and a lower bound. The
upper bound we shall call Tmax, the lower bound is obviously zero. We,
therefore, also have an inequality constraint that must be satisfied for all time
1: E [0,1):

(T- Tmax)T ~ 0

(24)

and Eqn (25) can be rewritten as an equality constraint
(T- Tmax)T + a 2

=0

(25)

where a is a slack variable, free to change with time. Finally, we need to
specify the terminal orbits. We will do so by writing a vector equation

v<i<o),xO)) = o

(26)
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that is only satisfied when our initial and final states both lie on their
respective orbits.
Now we know enough to write the adjoined cost functional for this
problem:

J = m(l) + V'V(i(O),i(l)) +

f

(1.7[f<X(t),li(t))- i] + I!((T- Tmax)T + a 2]) dt

(27)

where m(l) is the final mass and \V(x(O),x(l)) = 0 represents the boundary
conditions.
The A shown in the cost functional is the costate vector, also called the
Lagrange multipliers. This vector will be of the same dimensions as the state.
For simplification's sake, we will segment this vector as follows:

(28)

Also, in Eqn (27), vis the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the boundary
conditions

\V.

v is a constant in time.

m.l. The Hamiltonian
With the pertinent dynamics defined, we are now able to write the
Hamiltonian for the system. We take the Hamiltonian from the cost
functional as
~

H{i(t),u(t)) =A [r(x(t),u(t))] + ~(T- Tmax)T + a 2]

(29)

A major simplification can be made now. Notice that, excluding the
constraint on the thrust, the Hamiltonian is linear with respect to the control
T (but we shall see it is not linear with respect toe):

11

H<x<t),u(t))

-T

= T A.v
m

e -

A.m _I_ + ...

(30)

golsp

This, in conjunction with the structure of the thrust constraint, means
that we may assume that this is a 'bang-bang' control problem. Enough is
known about this type of problem so that we may do the following:
(1) Define a new Hamiltonian that differs from the original only in the
omission of the thrust constraint.
-tl'f

(31)

H<x<t),u(t)) =A. [r<X<t),u(t))]

(2) Establish what will be called the switching function. In general, the
switching function is defined by the partial derivative of the Hamiltonian
with respect to the control by which it is linear. For this problem, This is
done by evaluating

a;;:
(32)

This, Eqn (32), is the switching function.
(3) Evaluate a restricted case of the well-known Euler-Lagrange
equations. Most of these determine the costate dynamics and we shall see
these in section IIL2, however, the last one determines part of the control for
the problem. This equation is

dH

ae

=O

Evaluating (33), it appears that H is linear with respect to
must remember that

(33)

e.

However, we

e represents only the direction of the thrust.

If we
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e

exchange for some angle
may write

e and

define this angle as between

e and Av- we
(34)

H =

Evaluating

l!):lcose

+ ...

m

He we find

since

le1

= 1

(35)

that

(36)

and this equals zero only when the vectors are parallel. There are only two

e:

choices for in the direction of Av or in the exact opposite direction. Since we
are maximizing the final vehicle mass, we need to have Hee negative (one of
the sufficient conditions for the second variation). This is only satisfied with

ein the direction of Av or
-

A

e =~

We must obey this for all time
Lawden' s primer vectorS.

't

(37)

e [0,1]. This result is consistent with that of

(4) Perform bang-bang control with T. This means that T is always onboundary, i.e. T=O or T=Tmax at any 't e [0,1]. We know which value to use
forT by evaluating the switching function, which we can now write as

(38)

The bang-bang control law is

13

Hr~O

Hr<O

T=Tmax

(39)

T=O

This switching structure satisfies the Pontryagin maximum principle by
maximizing the Hamiltonian using T.

ITI.2. The Costates

The costate dynamics can be found from the following Euler-Lagrange
equations, relating them to the Hamil toni an:

(40)

(41)

.

()H

Am=-am

(42)

To evaluate these, we must first substitute the equations of motion into the
Hamil toni an

(43)
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When evaluated, these become the following vector and scalar differential
equations:

where

k = [ ~]
(45)

(46)

IV. SOLVED PROBLEMS

IV.l. Simplifications
We have made a few simplifications that ease the formulation of the
numerical problem and its solution. The first of these is the reduction from a
three-dimensional problem to a two-dimensional problem. To remove this
dimension, we simply remove the z-component to all equations. Because of
the chosen coordinate system, this also means that all orbit transfers
considered are equatorial. Unfortunately, the effect of oblateness is
substantially decreased for this case. The other simplification is the restriction
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of problems to fixed-initial points. This also greatly eases the problem
formulation. The third and final simplification is the fixing of the final time.
IV.2. The Two-Point Boundary Value Problem

As a result of the simplifications, the boundary conditions have been
stated in two dimensions. The starting orbit determines the initial conditions
on position and velocity. The final conditions, however, require a more
abstract specification as we do not know exactly at what point the craft will
enter this orbit. The following relations specify the final orbit: (All of the
following conditions is to be evaluated at the final time, tf, or 't= 1.)

(Angular Momentum)

'lf1:

RxV=H

l

< X, y >

\

V

>

~ [( V 2 - ~)

~ [(V ~)
2

ey

< U,

=XV

-

yU

= h/

(47a)

xv-yu-h=O

I e, =
(eccentricity vector (x) ) 'lf2: ·

X

\

-

X -

l\

(rv) u

(47b)
X -

l - e, = 0J

(rv) U

= ~ [(v2 - ~)Y - {~V)v]
(47c)

~ [(v2- ~)Y

- {~V)v] - ey = o

Note that the orbit equation for x-axis aligned orbits and the energy
equation can replace (47b) and (47c). However, the combined constraints of
angular, momentum, orbit, and energy equations do not uniquely specify an
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x-axis aligned final orbit. There are two possible velocity vectors at one point
with the same angular momentum and energy.
These conditions completely determine the final orbit. However, these
conditions do not complete the two-point boundary-value problem. To
complete the TPBVP, the methods of optimal control supply use with a set of
natural boundary conditions found by evaluating

-

A(l)

=

ax(l) )T

(48)

( ()G

where G is the constructed from the function portion of the cost functional,
e.g. for the cost functional

J = m(l) + V'\V(X(O),X(l)) +

f

l"i:[f<i(t),li(t))- i] + ~(T- Tmax)T + a 2]

)

d't

(49)

G is

G

= m(l) + -orr-v 'lf(x(O),x(l))

(50)

Constructing G with the above conditions on the states, we can find
conditions on the costates at t= 1:

evaluating Eqn(49) gives

(52a)

(52b)
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Au = -dG = Vt ( - y) +
du

v) +
~

V2 ~--y-

1
V3 ~2
~

y U- X v)

(52c)

(52d)

(52e)

note that the constant Lagrange multipliers

Vi

are additional unknown's.

The last condition deals with the final time. If the final time were free
we would use the transversali ty condition

-

H{i(l),u(l),A.(l))

dG
= -:\

(52f)

atr

or, for this problem

-

H(x(l),ii<I ),A.( I))=

o

(52g)

However, all the solutions presented in this report are fixed-final time. Note,
however, that the same algorithm can be used for both types of problems, all
that is required is that equation (53g) be replaced by the specification of tf.

IV.3.

N on-D imensionalization

To improve accuracy, we have non-dimensionalized the problem.
This aids in a few ways. First, the integration of the state is more accurate
because all variations are on the same order. Second, convergence is
improved because all the boundary conditions are immediately placed at or
near the same order. Our non-dimensionalized parameters are as follows:

18

(53a)

(53b)

(53 c)

m=m

m*

(53d)

and they require the following

(53e)

T= T/m*
Jl I r*2

{go lsp) =(go lsp)

{tf

(53 f)

r o-=fo-

(53 g)

~= ~ r*

(53 h)

r*

(poCnS) ={poCnS)
R::R
r*

r:

(53i)

m

(53j)
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The choices of r* and m* are completely arbitrary. However, it needs to be said
that after a problem is solved by these nondimensionalizations, rescaling
must be excersized with caution. This is a direct result of the atmosphere
model; if the rescaling is not consistent with the atmosphere model, the
results are invalid, e.g. rescaling also rescales the atmosphere model (note Eqn
(8)).

If we solve Eqs (53a-j) such that the dimensional parameter is on the
left-hand side and then substitute into the original dynamics we find
equations that are exactly equal to the original equations with Jl=l (The value
of J2, however, has no dimensions and is not changed). This can be extended
to the boundary equations and the costate differential equations.
A special
note is required for the costates: the costates resulting from the solution to the
problem with this transformation will be some scalar multiplied by the
'dimensional' costates, e.g.

(53k)

which requires

(531)

where A* is completely arbitrary. This is easily verified by substitution into
the differential equations and boundary conditions.

IV.4.

Atmosphere Model

Any atmosphere is usable by simple substitution early in the
derivation of the differential constraint. For the purposes of this report we
have chosen a very simple atmosphere model. The model is not intended to
accurately represent the Earth's atmosphere, or any other planet for that
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matter.
It is implemented only for the purpose of demonstrating the
methods for solving the optimization problem.
Our model is defined at 450km altitude above the planet's equator. The
entire atmosphere is assumed isothermal. The temperature is 1000K. The
density at the definition altitude is 1.184x1Q-12 kg/m3. This definition point
for this model is taken from the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere 6 • The
atmosphere is assumed spherical above the oblate planet. For real-world
solutions, we strongly recommend the use of the latest standard atmosphere
or some appropriate approximation thereof. The contemporary standard
atmosphere can be found in ref (7).
IV.S. The Multiple Point Shooting Method of BOUNDSCO

One method we are currently using to attempt to solve the TPBVP is
the multiple point shooting method. The specific algorithms we are
currently using are those given by H. J. Oberle in his subroutine
BOUNDSC07, written in FORTRAN. His method, a complete description of
which can be found in ref(8), is a modification of the traditional well-known
multiple point shooting method.
The use of this method requires the writing of a few routines that
define the problem. These routines include, of course, the calling program
itself, a subroutine defining the differential constraint (or system dynamics),
and a subroutine that defines the constraints on the problem.
The state used in BOUNDSCO differ slightly from the state defined in
this report. We have simply adjoined the vector to the state. This requires
also that the system dynamics includes a corresponding number of zero
derivatives. We justify for this by noting that it allows the statement of the
absolute and natural boundary conditions exactly as they are in this report. If
we did not implement this, we would have to solve the system of three of the
natural boundary conditions for the
and substitute the result into the
fourth equation, using it in place of the four. This may seem desirable, one
equation in the place of four, however, the simple structure of the four

v

v
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equations is much more desirable than the complex structure of the one
equation.
There is one particular feature that makes BOUNDSCO attractive: the
explicit inclusion of switching points in the problem formulation. Oberle
allows the user to specify the switching function outside of the system
dynamics. This simplifies integration and improves convergence. There is a
tradeoff; the user must assume a switching structure and verify it outside of
BOUNDSCO.
IV.6. The Minimizing-Boundary-Condition Method

The second method we are using is called the Minimizing-BoundaryCondition Method (MBCM)B. It is described in ref(9). This method is a
modification to the shooting method. It expands the set of available solutions
by removing one boundary-condition .. The choice of this boundary-condition
is arbitrary. Since there is a much larger set of solutions, it is much easier to
solve the resulting boundary-value problem. Once this is accomplished, the
search for the solution that incorporates the final boundary conditions is
treated as a minimization problem. The gradient is numerically calculated
and used to update the initial state until the last boundary condition is
satisfied. This method is at least as effective as BOUNDSCO in solving the
two-point boundary-value problems for the current solved optimal orbit
transfers.
The switching structure of optimal control is included in MBCM. The
program checks the switching function at each integration step. If the
switching function alters sign at one integration step, the program stops the
integration and restores all the states to the beginning of the step. A secant
method then calculates a smaller step size for integrating the switching
function to an exact zero point. From our experience with MBCM some
sensitive problems need fourteen digits of accuracy in their switching
function. Once the integration passes the switching points the program
switches the control and uses a normal step size for integration.
IV.7. Sample Problems and Solutions
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Several solutions are presented in this section, all of which both
methods were able to converge. As a matter of fact, in most cases, the
solution to one problem can be used as the guess to a different problem and
the program(s) will converge. All problems have been nondimensionalized
and use the atmosphere model presented above.
The first problem presented is a fixed-final-time circle-to-circle orbit
transfer:
Find an extremal for the maximum final-mass problem which travels from a
circular orbit of a=3.847 at y=3.72 to another circular orbit of a=1.5.
The available thrust is (a) 0.9, (b) 0.2 and g 0 lsp=51.254. The initial
mass is 1.527. The allowed time for transfer is 12.5. p 0 SCv=3.894xJ017

The optimal trajectories are shown in Fig. 1 for T=0.9 and in Fig. 3 for
T=0.2. Their switching functions are shown in Fig. 2 for T=0.9 and in Fig. 4
for T=0.2.
The second problem presented is a fixed-final-time apse-aligned ellipseto-ellipse orbit transfer:
Find an extremal for the maximum final-mass problem which travels from an
orbit of a=3.847 and rp=3.756 at y=3.76 to another orbit of a=1.5 and
rp=1. The apses of the orbits are aligned with the x-axis. The
available thrust is (a) 0.9, (b) 0.2 and g0 lsp=51.254. The initial mass
is 1.527. The allowed time for transfer is 12. poSCv=3.894x10-17.

The optimal trajectories are shown in Fig. 5 for T=0.9 and in Fig. 7 for
T=0.2. Their switching functions are shown in Fig. 6 for T=0.9 and in Fig. 8
for T=0.2.
The third problem presented is a fixed-final-time non-apse-aligned
ellipse-to-ellipse orbit transfer:
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Find an extremal for the maximum final-mass problem which travels from an
orbit of a=3.847 and rp=3.756 at y=3.76 to another orbit of a=1.5 and
rp=1. The apses of the initial orbit is at an angle of 153° with the xaxis, clockwise. The apse of the final orbit is at an angle of 109° with
the x-axis, counter-clockwise. The available thrust is (a) 0.9, (b) 0.2
and g 0 1sp=51.254. The initial mass is 1.527. The allowed time for
transfer is 10. poSCD=3.894x10-17.

The optimal trajectories are shown in Fig. 9 for T=0.9 and in Fig. 11 for
T=0.2. Their switching functions are shown in Fig. 10 for T=0.9 and in Fig. 12
for T=0.2.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The performance of BOUNDSCO was mixed. The ability of the routine
to converge solutions is quite strong, however, there is a flaw. BOUNDSCO
does not supply information to the user's routine concerning the polarity of
the switching function. The user must assume in all his/her code that the
desired switching structure is correct. The result of this is that BOUNDSCO
often allows itself to converge solutions with inconsistent switching
functions. This would not be so bad, except for one other difficulty with
BOUNDSCO: the routine does not attempt to aid the user in any way with the
initial guess. For example, one finds it nearly impossible to converge a twoburn solution without the insight to guess an initial state that, when
integrated, produces two crossings of the switching function (this is actually,
not too difficult, if one pays attention to the sign of the switching function
and its derivative when making guesses). However, when BOUNDSCO does
produce correct solutions, they are as accurate as the user can specify. The
solutions presented above satisfy their boundary conditions within 1Q-14
absolute error.
The performance of the minimizing-boundary condition method was
also quite promising. This method has one distinct advantage over
BOUNDSCO, it explicitly disallows inconsistent switching functions. The
method checks the switching function during, but separately from,
integration to determine where the switching points are and, most
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importantly, what the switching function polarity is. This method is,
however, currently a simple shooting method and it exhibits the difficulty of
the same. It is expected that if the method is extended to a multiple-point
shooting method, it's performance will rival, if not exceed that of
BOUNDSCO.
And thereby we come to the recommendation of this study: the
development of a method that is a hybrid of multiple-shooting and the
minimizing-boundary-condition method.
lEdelbaum, T.N., "How Many Impulses?" Aeronautics and Astronautics, Nov. 1967.
2Anderson, J.D., Introduction to Flight, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1989.
3Anderson, J.D., Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1984.
4space Technology Laboratories, Flight Performance Handbook for Orbital Operations, Wiley,
New York, 1963.
5Lawden, D.F., Optimal Trajectories for Space Navigation, Butterworths, London, 1963.
6COESA, U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
1976
7oberle, H. J., BOUNDSCO- Hinweise zur Benutzung des Mehrzielverfahrens fiir die
numerische Losung von Randwerproblemen mit Schaltbedingungen, Hamburger Beitrage zur
Angewandten Mathematik, Berichte 6, 1987.
Bchuang, C.-H., and Speyer, J.L., "Periodic Optimal Hypersonic Scramjet Cruise," Optimal
Control Applications & Methods, Vol. 8, pp. 231-242 (1987)
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SUMMARY OF RESEARCH RESULTS
1. The following report titled "Computation of Optimal Low- and Medium- Thrust
Orbit Transfers" gives the detail of the research results. The report is an
extension of the previous semi-annual report submitted January 6, 1993. The
following is a summary of the extended results.
2. At the time of the last report we had formulated the optimal orbit transfer
problem for the three-dimensional, time free cases with atmospheric drag effect
and earth oblateness effect. Numerical solutions were obtained for two
dimensional and fixed transfer time cases by using BOUNDSCO and MBCM.
These transfers have a fixed initial orbit exit point and have thrust levels on the
order of 10-1• Following the submittal of that report we have done work on
finding out how well the methods we have chosen (BOUNDSCO & MBCM)
handle optimizing the initial orbit exit point and lowering the thrust level.
3. We have used a continuation method to optimize the initial orbit exit point
which has worked satisfactorily in test cases. Specifically, this method has been
used successfully for multiple examples in two completely different orbit classes:
a two-bum descent transfer and a three-bum ascent transfer. In both classes, an
optimal exit point was found without much difficulty.
4. During the effort of lowering the thrust level we have found that the TPBVP
solvers require more time to do computations on lower thrust problems.
However, the TPBVP solvers have so far been able to handle these problems.
We have taken the family of solutions presented in our last report and reduced
the thrust by at least a factor of 10, bringing us just above the desired 1Q-31evel.
5. Since the previous report we have also begun work on the free final time
problem. This work has become connected with lowering the thrust level and
increasing the number of burns. It seems that our previous hypothesis that the
global minimum solution will be at infinite final time and local minimum
solutions exist for finite final time is not completely true. Our current results
indicate that at least for two burn transfers extremal solutions exist only up to a
maximum transfer time. For a given final time longer than this maximum
transfer time we could not obtain any extremal solution. However, the cost
functional becomes very flat with a nearly zero derivative at the maximum
transfer time.
6. The next major step is development of a guidance scheme so that a spacecraft will
be able to follow an optimal space curve with some degree of accuracy. At this
time we are considering using neighboring optimal feedback control. This
approach will use a time-varying feedback control law. Our experience in this
area indicates that this feedback controller may be very robust for the orbit
transfer problems.
7. In the meantime, we are using the TPBVP solvers to produce lower thrust
transfers. The difficulty in producing these trajectories has so far shown itself in
the fact that low thrust transfers need longer transfer times. We expect that an
even longer transfer times can be performed with less fuel and have found that
optimal solutions with longer transfer times require more burns.
8. The process of adding or subtracting burns is well-suited to indirect methods
ii

because of the accessibility of the switching function. We can refer to this
function to verify the need for more burns. The difficulty has been in actually
adding this burn to the transfer. We have found that removing burns from a
solution is relatively straightforward task. As the allowed transfer time is
decreased, the number of bums required for optimality also decreases. This has
manifested itself in a general decrease in bum time for one burn in the transfer.
Once this bum time is sufficiently short we remove it altogether.
9. Finally, we are working on expanding the class of solutions to escape trajectories.
This requires a modification of the TPBVP but we are not expecting
insurmountable difficulty.
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COMPUTATION OF OPTIMAL LOW- AND MEDIUM-THRUST
ORBIT TRANSFERS
ABSJRACT

This report presents the formulation of the optimal low- and medium- thrust orbit transfer
control problem, numerical methods for solution, and numerical solutions of the problem. The
problem formulation is for final mass maximization and allows for second-harmonic oblateness,
atmospheric drag, and three-dimensional, non-coplanar, non-aligned elliptic terminal orbits. We
show examples that demonstrate the ability of two indirect methods to solve the resulting two point
boundary value problems (TPBVP). The methods demonstrated are the multiple-point shooting
method as formUlated in H. J. Oberle's subroutine BOUNDSCO, and the minimizing boundarycondition method (MBCM). We find that although both methods can converge solutions, there are
trade-offs to using either method. We present numerical solutions of two burn planar transfers in
which both the initial orbit exit and fmal orbit entry points have been optimized. The methods used
show an ability to handle thrust down to at least T/Wo=0(10-2). They also show similar
convergence abilities with or without the oblateness and drag terms. We discuss the issue of
maximizing with respect to the fmal time and provide evidence that implies a local optimum at a
maximum final time for a given number of burns.
I. INTRODUCDQN

The minimum fuel orbit transfer optimization problem has been studied for many years now.
Some of the most complete early work on impulsive transfers can attributed to Lawdenl, who
presented a direct solution to the costate differential equations on a coasting arc. He also verified
the optimality of the Hohmann transfer using early optimal control theory. In the finite thrust
arena, many papers have been submitted, some with direct and some with indirect methods. For
example, using collocation once then direct transcription later, Enright and Conway2.3 examined
circular, point-to-point planar transfers with ideal gravity. Zondervan, Wood, and Caughey4 used
a hybrid direct[mdirect method to study three-bum transfers withflane changes in ideal gravity and
for thrust levels down to T/W0 =0.04. Vulpetti and Montreali used nonlinear programming to
optimize transfers between circular orbits with inclinations. They did include oblateness and drag
in their gravity model; their thrust level was about 40N. All these studies mentioned above either
used fixed final time, fixed entry/exit positions in orbits, or both.
1Lawden, D.F.,

Optimal Trajectories for Space Navigation, London: Butterworths, 1963.
2 Enright, P.J. and Conway, B.A., "Optimal Finite-Thrust Spacecraft Trajectories Using
Collocation and Nonlinear Programming," Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics, Vol.
14, No. 5, 1991, pp. 981-985
3Enright, P.J. and Conway, B.A., "Discrete Approximations to Optimal Trajectories Using Direct
Transcription and Nonlinear Programming," Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,
Vol. 15, No. 4, 1992, pp. 994-1002
4Zondervan, K.P., Lincoln, L.J., and Caughey, T.K., "Optimal Low-Thrust, Three-Bum Orbit
Transfers with Large Plane Changes," Journal of the Astronautical Sciences, Vol. 32, No.3,
1984, pp. 407-427
5Vulpetti, G. and Montereali, R.M., "Hight-Thrust and Low-Thrust Two-Stage LEO-LEO
Transfer" Acta Astronautica, Vol. 15, No. 12, 1987, pp.973-979 (84-354),
1

Among the studies using indirect methods, we find the work by Redding6 which handles
point-to-point low-thrust transfers with plane changes. The study was limited to transfers to
geosynchronous orbits in an ideal gravity field. Horsewood, Suskin, and Pines7 modified earlier
work by Edelbaum, Sackett and Malchow8 (a minimum time formulation using equinoctial orbital
elements) to produce code for the optimization of point-to-point orbit transfers with plane changes
between circular orbits with relatively low thrust in an ideal gravity field. Redding did formulate
the problem with transfer time optimization while Horsewood, Suskin, and Pines ftxed the fmal
time.
With this report we examine further the increased difficulty of a formulation that includes
realistic effects such as oblateness and drag. We also examine the question of optimizing the final
time.
This report follows the derivation all the way through to the establishment of the two-point
boundary-value problem (TPBVP) for optimal low- and medium- thrust orbit transfers. The cost
function is defmed simply as the final mass of the spacecraft including fuel, setting the tone for the
maximization problem. The differential constraint is stated in terms of the gravity model, including
oblateness and an assumed atmosphere model.
The thrust (control) appears linear in the differential constraint. This results in bang-bang
control or singular-arc solutions for the final mass maximization problem. Although bang-bang
control is assumed here the possibility of having a singular arc has not been ruled out for a general
case. In order to ensure the singular arc solution does not occur, we check the derivative of the
switching function at each switching point. However, when our programs reach a non-optimal
solution high frequency chattering solutions may occur. This could indicate that singular-arc
solutions are possible for some modification of system parameters and models. For the solutions
presented in this report singular-arc solutions do not occur.
The final mass maximization problem should be a free transfer time optimal control problem.
For impulsive thrust, the Hohmann transfer gives minimum fuel use. The three-impulse bi -elliptic
transfer performs better than the two-impulse Hohmann transfer for radius ratios greater than
15.589. A similar conclusion for low- and medium- thrust transfers has not been shown anywhere
to our knowledge. One hypothesis is that the global extremum will be at infinite transfer time and
local extremum solutions exist for finite transfer time. In other words, this assumes for a given
number of switching points (must be at least two for two burns) there is a local extremum with
fmite transfer time. Our numerical results imply another qualification to this hypothesis: the
transfer time that produces the local extremum is just short of the transfer time with which one
more burn improves fuel savings. Another important observation is that, when searching among
optimal solution, when the transfer time is increased, the final mass monotonically increases. This
is discussed with more detail in Section IV.8.
We present numerical solutions to specific optimal transfer problems. These solutions
represent the ability of two TPBVP solvers. The methods considered are (1) BOUNDSCO, a
multi-point shooting algorithm devised by H. J. Oberle, described in Ref. 15 and (2) the
minimizing boundary-condition method (MBCM), a modification to the shooting method devised
by the authors of Ref. 8.
6Redding, D.C., "Optimal Low-Thrust Transfers to Geosynchronous Orbit," NASA Lewis
SUDAAR 539, Cleveland, Ohio 44135, Sept. 1983.
'Horsewood, J L., Suskin, M.A., and Pines, S., "Moon Trajectory Computational Capability
Development," NASA Lewis TR-90-51, Cleveland, Ohio 44135, July 1990
8Edelbaum, T.N., Sackett, L.L., and Malchow, H.L., ''Optimal Low Thrust Geocentric Transfer"
AIAA Paper 73-1074, AIAA lOth Electric Propulsion Conference, Lake Tahoe, Nevada,
November 1973
9Chobotov, Vladimir A., Orbital Mechanics, Washington: AIAA, 1991, pp. 116
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n. DIE PROBLEM
The problem discussed herein is the following: maximize the final mass of a thrusting
spacecraft for a given orbital transfer. The craft can be considered as under the influence of some
oblate planet's gravitational field and atmospheric drag. The thrust of the spacecraft is limited
between zero and some Tmax· The transfer will be defmed by two terminal orbits.
ll. 1. The Cost Functional

The cost functional is
(1)

J = m(t1 )

where m(tf> represents the mass of the spacecraft including its fuel at the end of the orbital transfer.
We shall use the methods of optimal control to write the conditions necessary for maximizing the
cost functional.
ll. 2. Differential Constraint.· System Dynamics

We represent the spacecraft by a point mass and assume it to be a thrusting craft acted upon the
by the aerodynamic drag and oblate-body gravity forces of a central body. We also represent the
central body, or planet, as a point mass positioned at its own center of gravity. We restrict the
problem to crafts of mass much smaller than that of the central body, allowing us to fix the planet
in inertial space. We shall describe this inertial space with a rectangular Cartesian inertial reference
frame (Oxyz). The central body is fixed at the center 0 of this reference frame and the z-axis is
perpendicular to that body's equator. All motion within this frame of reference agreeing with the
above assumptions must satisfy Newton's equation:
F

=d(mv)

(2)

dt
where m is the spacecraft mass and v is its velocity with respect to the reference frame.
In this case, gravity, drag, and thrust make up the total force acting on the craft. This gives us

mv =Fthrust -

F drag

-

F gravi.t:y

(3)

We write the thrust as some time-varying magnitude T independent of a time-varying direction

F thrust

=TeT

(4)

Note that er is expressed as a unit vector. For a three dimensional thrust vector the control
requires a magnitude and three components or two angles. For two dimensional problems, the one
magnitude and only two independent control components or one angle are required.
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The mass will decrease according to
(5)

We assume that the atmosphere surrounding the central body can be described by an
exponential model of the standard atmosphere. The following equation 10 describes such a drag

force:
F drag =

..!..,,.,.oe-fJ<r-r,>scD vv

(6)

2

\where f3 is a constant from the atmosphere model describing air density variation in the prescribed
altitude region, Po is the atmosphere density at the altitude r0 , Sis the wetted area of the craft, Cv
is the craft's drag coefficient, vis the craft's current velocity vector with respect to the inertial
reference frame, v is the magnitude of that velocity, and r is the magnitude of the position vector
with respect to the inertial reference frame. We assume that the product seD is not a function of
time and that the craft always remains in a region where the chosen exponential atmosphere model
is valid.
Within the confines of this study, the only other influence on the craft is gravitational potential
energy. The gravitational potential energy to the second harmonic isll

- pm 1 2J.lm
2 ( 8 ))
U-----JR
-(1-3cos
3
r

3

(7)

r

where R is the equatorial radius of the central body, 8 is the latitude angle of the current position
from the equator, and r is the distance from the central body's center of gravity to the current
position of the craft with respect to the inertial reference frame, Jl is the gravitational constant for
the central body, m is the total mass of the spacecraft, and J is a constant describing the mass
distribution of the central body. There are additional mass distribution terms but we shall truncate
the series here. 8 is described with Cartesian coordinates by
z = rcos(8)

(8)

Eq. (7) now becomes

( ( )2)

-p.m.

1 2J.lm
z
U = - - - J R 3- 1-3r
3
r
r

(9)

10Anderson, J.D., Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1984.
11 Space Technology Laboratories, Flight Performance Handbook for Orbital Operations,. New
York: Wiley, 1963.
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We can write the equations of motion by evaluati11g (JU/dr:, and, along with Eq(4) and Eq(6)
substitute into Eq(3). The equations of motion are then

(lOa)

(lOb)

(lOc)

which, after conforming to convention by changing from J to 12 as described in Ref. 11, can be
written as a first-order system in vector-matrix form as

r=v

(lla
)

2( ( )2)}

. T
IJ.
3
R -N-5-z
v=-eT--r-J.LT23
m
r
2
r5
r

{

(llb)
1 Po - r-r
r---e
~( o)SCnvv
2m

where N=diag{ 1,1,3 }.

m. DiE pmsr-OR.DER NEcESSARY CONPIDONS
The necessary conditions require the formulation of an adjoined cost functional.
The state vector, x(t), shall be defined as
(12)

The state is confmed by the system dynamics, Eqs. (lla-b) and Eq. (5), for all timet e [O,qj.
The right-hand sides of these form the differential constraint of the control problem and shall be
referred to collectively as f(x(t),u(t)).
The thrust magnitude has both an upper and a lower bound. The upper bound we shall call
Tmax, the lower bound is zero. We, therefore, also have an inequality constraint that must be
satisfied for all timet e [O,y):
OSTSTmu

5

(13)

Finally, we need to specify the terminal orbits. The terminal orbits are specified by a vector
equation
(14)

that ~s only satisfied when our initial and final states both lie on their respective prescribed orbits.
These constraints come together to form the adjoined cost functional:
tl

J

=m(t1 ) + vTv(x(O),x(t1 )) + J{A.T[f(x(t),u(t))- i ]}dt

(15)

0

where m(tfJ is the final mass and v, the Lagrange multiplier corresponding to the boundary
conditions.
The A. shown in the cost functional is the costat~ vector, also called the Lagrange multiplier or
adjoint vector. This vector will be of the same dimensions as the state. For simplification's sake,
we will segment this vector much as we did the state:
(16)

ID.1. The Hamiltonian

With the pertinent dynamics and the cost functional defmed, we are now able to write the
Hamiltonian function for the optimal control problem. We take the Hamiltonian from the cost
functional as
H(x(t),u(t)) = A.Tf(x(t),u(t))

(17)

A major simplification can be made now. Notice that the Hamiltonian is linear with respect to
the control T:

(18)

This, in conjunction with the structure of the thrust constraint, means this is a 'bang-bang'
control problem. Enough is known about this type of problem so that we may do the following:
(1) Establish what will be called the switching function. In general, the switching function is
defined by the partial derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to the control.
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(19)
(2) Evaluate a restricted case of the well-known Euler-Lagrange equations. Most of these
determine the costate dynamics and we shall see these in Section III.2, however, the last one
dete~es part of the control for the problem. This equation is

(20)
Evaluating (20), we must remember that eT represents only the direction of the thrust. If we
define yas the angle between eT and Ay We may write

H

T
T
=-A../
eT+L =-jA.fcos(y)+L
m
m

(21)

Evaluating H ywe find that

iJH =_I._ lA. Isin( y)
iJr
m •
and this equals zero only when (1) the thrust is off, (2) the vectors eT and

1"-.f=O.

(22)

A.. are parallel, or (3)

The only case that we can apply for all time and that will not be trivial is (2). This means

that there are only two choices for eT: in the direction of A.. or in the exact opposite direction.
Since this is a mass-maximization problem, we need to have Hyynegative (one of the sufficient
conditions for the second variation). It can be easily shown that this is satisfied with eT in the
direction of

A.. or
(23)

The thrust must obey this for all timet e [0,!1). The result is consistent with that of Lawden's
primer vector, Ref. 1.
(3) Perform bang-bang control with T. This means that Tis always on-boundary, i.e. T=O or
T=Tmax at any t e [0,!1). We know which value to use for T by evaluating the switching
function, Eq. (19), which is written as
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(24)

The bang-bang control law is

Hr >0, T=Tmu:
Hr <0, T=O

(25)

This switching structure satisfies the Pontryagin maximum principle by maximizing the
Hamiltonian using T. If Hr were to be zero for a fmite time the control would be singular.
Higher order derivatives of Hr would then be needed to calculate T.

ill.2. The Costates
The costate dynamics can be found from the following Euler-Lagrange equations, relating them
to the Hamiltonian:

i,=-(:J

(26)

(27)

.

i)H

A.=--

'"

am

(28)

To evaluate these, we must first substitute the equations of motion into the Hamiltonian:

H =A/v+A/ {: er-

~ r-{ ~ ~2 ~ ( N -s(;f)}r

_1 Po e-P<r-ro>scvvv}-A. _I_
2m
m golsp
When evaluated, these become the following vector and scalar differential equations:
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(29)

ir =J.l["-v3 _/"-vTr)r]_.!_Po
~ e-P(r-ro>scvv("AvTv)r
5
r

r

2m r

2
1 2
1
2
~~ ~2R [ ~~v -5 ("-v:~r)r]- ; ~2R [:~ Av -(A./r{ r~ r- ~~[:]]]

(30)

IV. SOLVED l?JwBLEMS

N. 1. Simplifications
We have reduced the problem from three-dimensions to two-dimensions. To remove the
dimension, we simply remove the z-component to all equations. Because of the chosen coordinate
system, this also means that all orbit transfers considered are equatorial. Unfortunately, the effect
of oblateness is substantially decreased for this case.
We have also fixed the transfer time for the solutions presented here. By examining the
behavior of the solution as the transfer time is varied we are able to see why the transversality
condition is difficult to converge.
The differential equations above are written with respect to the independent variable t (time).
Since neither method used is written to iterate on the transfer time we need to make this variable
part of the state. The state here is for the numerical code and not for the optimal control problem.
Now, this means that we must define a new independent variable 'r (non-dimensional time) to be
used in the place oft (dimensional time). The following scaling is made:

(33)
Therefore, to accomplish this, tj must multiply the derivatives of the states and costates and the
time interval must be changed to [0,1].

IV.2. The Two-Point Boundary Value Problem
As a result of the simplifications, the boundary conditions have been stated in two dimensions.
The orbit conditions, however, require a more abstract formulation as we cannot specify exactly at
what point the craft will enter or leave an orbit. The following relations completely specify an
orbit: (All of the following conditions are to be evaluated at the appropriate time, 1=0 or 1)
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'lf1

=r

XV-

h=

XV-

yu-h

=0

(34a)

(34b)

(34c)

All that is required to specify an orbit without specifying a position on that orbit is the angular
momentum and eccentricity vectors. In a full three-dimensional case, these conditions will form
six equations. Since the two vectors are perpendicular, one of these equations will be redundant
and thus removable. It follows that it does not matter which equation is removed, but there is no
doubt that one must be removed and no more. In the two-dimensional case, as demonstrated
above, the angular momentum vector has two zero components while the eccentricity vector has
one zero component. Since there are only four orbital elements for the two-dimensional case, we
do not have to worry about removing one of the equations; orthogonality has already removed
them.
It would seem that the ellipse equation and the energy equation can replace (34b) and (34c).
However, the combined constraints of angular momentum, orbit geometry, and energy equations
do not uniquely specify an orbit. Angular momentum and energy do determine the pair of orbital
elements a and e. However, this orbit may be rotated to find more than one argument of perigee
such that the specified conic section is intersected and the proper velocity magnitude, but not
direction, is found. This results because there are two possible velocity vectors at one point with
the same angular momentum and energy.
Eqns (34) completely determine the final orbit without setting the position on the orbit.
However, these conditions do not complete the two-point boundary-value problem. To complete
the TPBVP, the methods of optimal control supply a set of natural boundary conditions

A(l)=(~)T

(35a)

A(O)=-(~)T
ox(O)

(35b)

ox(l)

where G is constructed from the function portion of the cost functional, e.g. for the cost functional
in Eq. (15) G is

G = m(l) + VT'If(x(O),x(l))

(36)

Constructing G with the above conditions on the states, we can find conditions on the costates:
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(37)

Evaluating Eq.(35a) gives, at t=1:
(38a)

(38b)

(38c)
(38d)

.a

"'

=1

(38e)

Note that the constant Lagrange multipliers Vi are additional unknowns. At t=O we get the
expressions identical to Eqs. (38a-d) but with a negative sign placed as indicated by Eq. (35b).
The last condition deals with the final time. If the final time was to be optimized indirectly we
would use the transversality condition

iJG

H(x(1),u(1),A.(1)) =--;ot1

=0

(38f)

However, we choose to specify the final time in the solutions presented. By looking at the
characteristics of the solution as the transfer time is varied, we may gain some important insights as
to the nature of this optimization.
Since the transfer time has been included in the state for BOUNDSCO, Eq. (38f) is replaced by
a condition on tj. for the fixed transfer time problem.
N .3. Non-Dimensionalization

To improve accuracy, we have non-dimensionalized the problem. This aids in a few ways.
First, the integration of the state is more accurate because all variations are on the same order.
Second, convergence is improved because all the boundary conditions are immediately placed at or
near the same order. Our non-dimensionalizations follow:
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A

v

v

=~J1./r*

A

,

=

(39a-d)

m

m ---:'fC
m '

and they require the following
(39e-g)

(39h-j)

r0
ro =-*'
r
A

Ro-r*
=Ro

_

The choices of r* and m* are completely arbitrary. However, it needs to be said that after a
problem is solved by these nondimensionalizations rescaling must be exercised with caution. This
is a direct result of the atmosphere model; if the rescaling is not consistent with the atmosphere
model, the results are invalid, e.g. rescaling also rescales the atmosphere model (note Eq. (6)).
If we solve Eqs (39a-j) such that the dimensional parameter is on the left-hand side and then
substitute into the original dynamics we find equations that are exactly identical to the original
equations with Jl.=l (The value of J2. however, has no dimensions and is not changed). This can
be extended to the boundary equations and the costate differential equations. A special note is
required: the costates resulting from the solution to the problem with this transformation will be
some scalar multiplied by the 'dimensional' costates, e.g.
(39k)

which requires
(391)

where A.* is completely arbitrary. This is easily verified by substitution into the differential
equations and boundary conditions.
IV.4. Atmosphere Model
Any atmosphere is usable by simple substitution early in the derivation of the differential
constraint. For the purposes of this report we have chosen a simple atmosphere model. The
model is not intended to accurately represent the Earth's atmosphere, or any other planet for that
matter. It is implemented only for the purpose of demonstrating the methods for solving the
optimization problem.
The model is defmed from a reference altitude of 450km above the planet's equator and is
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assumed spherical above the oblate planet. The entire atmosphere region is assumed isothermal
with a temperature of 1000K. The density at the definition altitude is 1.184x1Q-12 kg/m3. This
definition point for our model is taken from the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere12.
IV.5. The Multiple Point Shootin1 Method ojBOUNDSCO
One method we are currently using to solve the TPBVP is the multiple point shooting method.
The specific algorithms are those given by H. J. Oberle in his subroutine BOUNDSCQ13, written
in FORTRAN. His method is a modification of the multiple point shooting method.
The use of this method requires the writing of a few routines that define the problem. These
routines include, of course, the calling routine itself, a subroutine defining the differential
constraint (or system dynamics), and a subroutine that defmes the constraints on the problem.
The state defined for the optimal control problem differs slightly from the state used in
BOUNDSCO. The state used in BOUNDSCO includes the v vector, from the natural boundary
conditions, to the state. This requires also that the system dynamics includes a corresponding
number of zero derivatives. We justify this by noting that it allows the statement of the absolute
and natural boundary conditions exactly as they are in this report. If we did not do this, we would
have to solve a system of three of the four natural boundary conditions for v and substitute the
result into the fourth equation, using it in place of the four. This may seem desirable, one equation
in the place of four, however, the simple structure of the four equations is much more tractable for
BOUNDSCO than the complex structure of the one equation.
There is one particular feature that makes BOUNDSCO very attractive: the explicit inclusion of
switching points in the problem formulation. Oberle allows the user to guess the switching points
outside of the system dynamics. In doing so, he provides the equivalent of guessing the burn
times and lengths as usually only done in direct methods. This simplifies integration and improves
convergence because it removes a lot of sensitivity between the trajectory and the guessed
switching times. The switching times are no longer determined by integrating from the guessed
initial state; they are specified directly. There is a tradeoff: the user must assume a switching
structure and verify it outside of BOUNDS CO. If the switching structure assumed is not correct,
BOUNDS CO will not modify the switching structure to achieve optimality.
The guessing of the switching times requires a brief explanation. It makes no sense to guess
an initial burn-on time because then the first point in the initial guess is indeterminate, i.e. it doesn't
matter where you start coasting from but it does matter when you start burning. Therefore, we
always assume switching structures that begin with a thrusting arc and that end with a thrusting
arc. The same reasoning holds for the final point.
IV.6. The Minimizine-Boundary-Condition Method
The second method we are using is called the Minimizing-Boundary-Condition Method
(MBCM)1 4 • This method is a modification to the simple shooting method. It expands the set of
available solutions by removing one boundary condition. The choice of this boundary condition is
12United States. COESA. U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976, Washington: GPO, 1976
130berle, H. J., BOUNDSCO- Hinweise zur Benutzung des Mehrzielverfahrens ftir die
numerische LOsung von Randwerproblemen mit Schaltbedingungen, Hamburger Beitrlige zur
Angewandten Mathematik, Berichte 6, 1987.
14Chuang, C.-H., and Speyer, J.L. "Periodic Optimal Hypersonic SCRAMjet Cruise," Optimal
Control Applications & Methods, Vol. 8, 1987, pp. 231-242.
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arbitrary. The number of unknowns is unchanged; he solutions become a one-dimensional family.
Since there is a much larger set of solutions, it is much easier to solve the resulting boundary-value
problem. Once this is accomplished, the search for the solution that incorporates the final
boundary conditions is treated as a minimization problem. The gradient is numerically calculated
and used to update the initial state until the last boundary condition is satisfied. This method is at
least as. effective as BOUNDS CO in solving the two-}X>int boundary-value problems for the current
solved optimal orbit transfers.
The switching structure of the optimal control is implicit in MBCM. The program checks the
switching function at each integration step. If the switching function alters sign at one integration
step, the program stops the integration and restores all the states to the beginning of the step. A
secant method then calculates a smaller step size for integrating the switching function to a zero
point. From our experience with MBCM some sensitive problems need fourteen digits of accuracy
in their switching function. Once the integration passes the switching points the program switches
the control and uses a normal step size for integration.

IV .7. Optimizine the Initial Point
The TPBVP we have described is for optimizing both the exit point on the initial orbit and
the entry point on the fmal orbit. However, it is much easier to obtain a solution between two
orbits if one fixes at least the initial point at first. This is because the natural B.C.'s are replaced by
the specification of a terminal position and velocity. With the fixed-point problem solved, the
simplest way of optimizing the fixed point, of course, is to, holding all other parameters fixed, take
a range of true anomaly values on that orbit and look at the resulting final mass. We performed
this task on the transfer shown in Fig. 4 and the results are displayed in Fig. 1. The results are
quite satisfactory. There is one obvious local maximum in the range of values searched. This is
the best initial point.
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Plot of the fmal mass as the true anomaly on the initial
orbit is varied for the transfer in Fig. 4
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However, if we desire to know the optimal initial orbit exit true anomaly with any accuracy we
must satisfy the necessary conditions. This is accomplished by simply using one of the solutions
we already found as the guess for converging a solution constrained by the full set of necessary
conditions. We choose from the results of our search one that landed closest to the optimum, we
then use BOUNDSCO or MBCM to converge the necessary conditions.

IV.8. What is the Optimal Transfer Time?
The only optimization that remains to be discussed is with respect to the transfer time. We
have found this to be somewhat more complicated than optimizing with respect to the initial or final
orbit true anomalies. Figure 2 shows the results of searching our example transfer for a range of
fmal times. In doing this search we discovered two interesting things: (1) as the transfer time was
lowered, the coasting arc was shortened; in fact, at the shortest transfer time examined, there was
no coasting arc; and (2) after a certain transfer time BOUNDSCO did not return an optimal twobum, and the cost appears to be locally maximized. Fig. 3 shows the switching times as the
transfer time was varied and illustrates the property described above.
Now when we say that BOUNDSCO did not return an optimal two-burn solution, we mean
that the Pontryagin Maximum Principle was violated (as we have mentioned before that
BOUNDSCO will allow this). The lower bound makes perfect intuitive sense: this is the quickest
that one can do the transfer in an optimal fashion, it is also the least fuel-efficient- the motor is on
for the entire transfer. Now, as we relax the time constraint and allow for longer transfers, we
approach an optimal transfer time. However, we only approach the optimal transfer time. We can
claim to be quite near the optimal transfer time as also indicated by Fig. 2 . This figure shows that,
as required by optimal control theory, the transversality is close to being satisfied when the mass is
close to being optimized. We can meet the transversality condition for the two-burn transfer with
an accuracy of 10-4.
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We must be very careful in attempting to explain why BOUNDSCO did not return an optimal
transfer after t,=l8.9. Our speculation is that this transfer represents a point where both the twoand three-bum solutions have the same cost, and that for transfers with a greater transfer time, the
three-bum gives the greater final mass.
IV.9. Sample Problems and Solutions
Two solutions are presented in this section, all of which both methods were able to converge.
All have been nondimensionalized and use the atmosphere model presented above. All include a
drag and oblateness model as mentioned above, with J2=1082.61xl0-6. The drag model is based
on a reference state from the 1976 standard atmosphere. At an altitude of 450 km the temperature
is lOOOk and the density is 1.184x1Q-12 kg!m3. This gives us p0 SCD=7.632xl0-7. Now, for the
same reasons as mentioned earlier, we are forced to specify rl=200 km. We do not have to specify
mi.
The first solution's tranjectory is shown in Fig 4, it's velocity portrait is shown in Fig. 5, and a
plot of the thrust vector angle is shown in Fig. 6. This is a fixed transfer time transfer and
corresponds to the trajectory represented by the leftmost point in Fig. 3. The transfer time for this
trajectory is the shortest allowed an optimal transfer with these terminal orbits. And, as such, it
has the lowest final mass of the allowed transfers. This is a descent trajectory; the initial orbit is
. higher than the fmal orbit. The initial orbit is: a=3.847, e=0.02378. The fmal orbit is: a=l.5,
e=0.3333. The initial and final orbits are the same as for Fig. 4. The transfer time is 16.2. The
initial mass is 1.608 and the fmal mass is 1.1547.
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This transfer is accomplished in one burn, however, at 't.==0.54, the switching function comes
extremely close to zero. We shall, therefore, speak of this as an instantaneous transfer orbit, The
first burn, then, is about At=8.748 and imparts AE'=-0.0578 and Ah=-0.5282. The instantaneous
coast is over an orbit of a=2.663, e=0.4786, and Q)::::-39.06°. The second bum is about At=7.452
and imparts AE'=-0.1456 and Ah=-0.278.
The second solution presented, Figs 7-9, is similar to the previous one.. It corresponds to the
trajectory represented by the rightmost point in Fig. 3. The transfer time for the this trajectory is
the longest allowed an optimal transfer with these terminal orbits. And, as such, it has the highest
fmal mass of the allowed transfers. It has the same initial and final orbits as the previous transfer.
The transfer time is 18.95. The initial mass is 1.608 and the final mass is 1.214.
Two bums are used to complete the transfer. The frrst bum is about At=7.47 and imparts
AE'=-0.0672 and Ah=-0.598. The coast is At=5.26 over an orbit of a=2.536, e=0.518, and Q)::::10.50. The second burn is about At=6.22 and imparts AE'=-0.136 and Ah=-0.2079. Again, this
transfer has many similarities to the other two.
Looking at the transfers above, we fmd just what we expect. The quickest transfer has to
impart the most energy to complete its transfer and the longest transfer is just the opposite. We
also found that after a certain maximum transfer time there was no optimal two-burn. We also
expect to find that a family of optimal three-bum transfers occupy the next range of transfer times.
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V. CoNCLUSIONS
The performance of both BOUNDSCO and MBCM was acceptable. There are significant
tradeoffs between the two, however. The main distinguishing feature of BOUNDSCO, in the
interests of this study, is the implementation of switching conditions. BOUNDSCO does not
supply information to the user about the polarity oi the switching function. This leaves the user
uncenain as to whether the solution satisfies the Pontryagin Maximum Principle. However, this
weakness of BOUNDSCO is also an advantage in that it allows the burn times to be guessed
directly. MBCM applies the switching conditions directly and, therefore, every solution that it
converges satisfies all the necessary conditions. From this viewpoint, MBCM has an advantage.
But the difference that matters more is that MBCM has a greater region of convergence than just
simple shooting; this increase being the result of removing a boundary condition.
In this report we have demonstrated the ability of two indirect methods to solve the orbit
transfer mass-optimization problem. In particular, we have presented two and three burn
solutions, one low and one medium thrust. Both of these transfers were created with indirect
methods.
Through the use of these methods we have uncovered some information about the optimal
transfer time for finite burn transfer. We have evidence that implies that as the transfer time is
increased, the final mass of an optimal transfer monotonically increases.
Addressing the question of difficulty in including drag and oblateness effects we have found
that these are not difficult to include. We were able to obtain solutions with drag and oblateness
terms via BOUNDSCO and MBCM.
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Numerical Computation of Fuel-Optimal, Low- and
Medium- Thrust Orbit Transfers in
Large Numbers of Burns

ABSTRACT

This report presents two numerical methods considered for the computation of
fuel-optimal, low-thrust orbit transfers in large numbers of burns. The origins of these
methods are observations made with the extremal solutions of transfers in small numbers
of burns; there seems to exist a trend such that the longer the time allowed to perform an
optimal transfer the less fuel that is used. These longer transfers are obviously of interest
since they require a motor of low thrust; however, we also find a trend that the longer the
time allowed to perform the optimal transfer the more burns are required to satisfy
optimality. Unfortunately, this usually increases the difficulty of computation.
Both of the methods described use small-numbered burn solutions to determine
solutions in large numbers of burns. One method is a homotopy method that corrects for
problems that arise when a solution requires a new burn or coast arc for optimality. The
other method is to simply patch together long transfers from smaller ones. An orbit
correction problem is solved to develop this method. This method may also lead to a
good guidance law for transfer orbits with long transfer times.

I. INTRODUCI10N
Electric propulsion, with its high specific impulse, promises very low fuel
consumption but it produces less thrust than its counterparts. If one wants to use electric
propulsion, one needs to be prepared to tolerate the long transfer times that will be
incurred. The greater time spent thrusting must be spent wisely if fuel savings are to

1

realized. Furthermore, the effects of Earth's oblateness and atmospheric drag become
more significant on the orbits of long transfer times.
To spend the thrusting time wisely, we form an optimal control problem to
maximize the mass at the end of the transfer. This, therefore, is our cost function
(1)

subject to the boundary conditions

v( r(O), v(O), r(t1 ), v(t1 )) = 0

(2)

and the state dynamics
r=v

(3)

. T
/1
v=-er
- -3r

(4)

m

r

(5)

where er is the thrust direction, a unit vector, and the thrust magnitude, T, is limited
between zero and some maximum value Tmax' 11 is the gravitational constant, g0 is the
gravitational acceleration at sea-level, and I sp is the specific impulse of the motor.
Sometimes gJsp is referred to as the exit velocity of the motor. If the boundary
conditions referred to in Eqn. (2) are designed for the rendezvous problem, this results in
the well-known bang-bang optimal control problem, discussed in detail by Lawden 1.
However, herein the boundary conditions are designed such that the initial and final
points lie on the desired orbits without specifying the position, or true anomaly, on either
orbit.
As a brief review, the optimal thrust direction for this problem is

(6)

where Av is found from the following differential equations
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(7)

(8)

(9)

The optimal thrust magnitude for this problem is a bang-bang solution. This is
determined by applying the following switching law, Eqn. (10), to the switching function,
Eqn. (11).
Hs >0, T=Tmax

(10)

Hs <0, T=O

(11)

We are interested in solutions of this problem with long transfer times and,
therefore, large numbers of burns. There are many methods that have been successively
used to compute n-burn transfers, where n is anywhere from 1 to about 6. However,
fewer methods successively compute transfers for larger values of n. These methods for
the former attempt to solve the optimal control problem either directly, indirectly, or with
a hybrid of the two. In this report, we will assume that a mostly indirect method, such as
BOUNDS CO or MBCM or that of Brusch2, et. al, or of Redding3 is being used.
One idea to obtain interesting solutions is to frrst compute some n-burn transfer,
where n is generally less than the number of burns initially desired. Using this as a
starting point, increase the allowed transfer time and compute the new transfer.
Obviously, it is expected that the desired transfer is relatively similar to the starting
transfer. This homotopy method seems to work well as long as the number of bums
performed in the transfer do not need to increase so that optimality is satisfied. For
~xample,

in many cases BOUNDSCO is unable to fmd a three burn solution when the

two burn solution to an almost identical problem is given as the initial guess. The
Direction Correction Method has been developed to attempt to alleviate this difficulty.
It's purpose is to find an n bum solution to an orbit transfer problem with allowed

3

transfer time t1 +
transfer time 'l·

D'l using an n-1 bum solution to the same problem but with allowed

Another idea is to patch together a set of n-burn transfers, where n is a small
integer, usually unity, to produce an m-bum transfer, where m is the desired number of
burns. This method requires that the sequence of transfer orbits be either guessed and
iterated upon for optimality, or simply prespecified. From the theory of optimal control,
this patched solution will be a ~uboptimal solution. However, possible analytical
solutions for the one bum solution of two very close orbits may give a feedback guidance
law. Since the drag model is only approximate for large numbers of bums it may be
more important to have a good guidance law in terms of fuel-savings.
IT. DIRECTION CORRECTION METHOD

The first idea, referred to herein as the Direction Correction Method, is based on
the common homotopy strategy. A homotopy method, though slow in producing results,
would be considered effective here as long as the number of bums does not change. It is
expected, however, that one is going to be using this method to increase the transfer time
so that the fuel consumed will be less. To understand the ensuing difficulty, we must
study the history of a successful implementation of this homotopy method.
All parameters describing transfers in this section and below have been
nondimensionalized such that the gravitational constant, J.l, is unity.
This
nondimensionalization is accomplished through two parameters, r

* and m* with units

of length and mass, respectively. These are chosen appropriately to the problem and may
be, for example, initial semimajor axis and initial mass, respectively. The following
equations detail the calculation of nondimensional parameters, denoted by the '"' symbol,
describing the transfer:

,. _ T/m*
I 2
J.l r*

T=

(12a)

(12b)

(12c)
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The optimal transfer we will examine is a planar transfer under ideal gravity
conditions. The transfer leaves an initial orbit with a semimajor axis of 2.239,
eccentricity of 0.1160, and an argument of perigee of -85.94°. The orbit to be entered has
a semimajor axis of7.000, eccentricity of0.7332, and an argument of perigee of 114.6°.
The motor used to perform the transfer delivers a thrust of 0.01386 with an exit velocity
of 0.3898. The allowed transfer time is 73.33. This transfer performed in two burns is
shown in Figure 1 with its corresponding parameters in Table I. It was computed using
the multiple-shooting method of BOUNDSC()4. The switching function for this transfer
is shown in Figure 2a.
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Figure 1.

Transfer in Two Burns for Burn Addition Demonstration

gJsp = 0.3898
0.01386
T=

Table L

ai=
e;=

2.239
0.1160

OJi= -85.94°

tr

73.33

ar=
eF

7.000
0.7332

Parameters of the transfer shown in Figure 1
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Switching Function for a Two or Three Burn Transfer
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Switching Function for a Three Bum Transfer
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The initial mass of the spacecraft was 1.6, the final mass is 0.5545. Now, suppose that a
greater fuel savings is desired. As the allowed transfer time is increased from 73.33 to
77.48 and then to 85.00, the shown sequence of switching functions (Hs(t) in Figs. 2a-c)
will result. These show a clear indication of a new bum/coast being anticipated in the
optimal solution. The orbit transfer corresponding to the switching function in Fig. 2c is
plotted in Figure 3. The parameters of this transfer are identical to that of Fig. 1 except
that the transfer time is longer, ~85, see Table ll for the listing. Also, note that the final
mass of this longer transfer is indeed larger than the shorter transfer, indicating a greater
fuel savings.
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Figure 3

¥Jso=
T=

Transfer in Three Burns for Bum Addition Demonstration

0.3898

ai=

2.239

co;=

-85.94°

aF

7.000

O)f=

0.01386

e,-=

0.1160

tF

85.00

eF

0.7332

mF 0.6056

Table ll.

Parameters of the transfer shown in Figure 3
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114.6°

It has been seen in many cases that local minima and maxima of the switching
function will move down or up on the graph as we examine successive solutions. As in
Fig. 2b, once this critical point becomes a root of the switching function, we reach a point
where the number of burn/coasts is somewhat indeterminate. Is this, in Fig. 2b, a two- or
three- bum extremal? There are only two burns of fmite length but there is a third that is
infmitely small. This indeterminacy shows itself as a discontinuity in the slope of a plot
of the initial guess versus the homotopy variable, transfer time, Figure 4.
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Plot of Initial and Final True Anomaly Values of Successive Solutions
which Differ only in Transfer Time, It·

Figure 4 shows the initial and final true anomalies as a function of the allowed
transfer time. The feature of interest here is the slope discontinuity (note that there is no
point discontinuity) in both curves. The effect is not as prominent for the initial true
anomaly as it is for the final, but it is still noticeable. As a result of this discontinuity
!here is difficulty in the homotopy method: the next solution may not converge because
the method being used, based on the linear slope of previous points, is not calculating the

correct initial state. To overcome this difficulty we must be able to compute the correct
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slope, which should be the slope after tf = 77 .48, so that the homotopy method can
continue.
The change in the initial state needs to be computed such that satisfaction of the
boundary conditions is maintained and optimality is preserved. This problem shall be
approached for the following general Two-Point-Boundary-Value-Problem (TPBVP):

C(z(O)) =0 m equations

(13a)

n(z(tt )) =0

(13b)

m- n equations

z(t) =f(z(t)) n equations

(13c)

where z(t) is the state consisting of the original state plus the Lagrange multipliers, f(t) is
the right-hand side of the original state dynamics plus the Euler-Lagrange equations, and
C(z(O)) and D(z(~)) are the boundary conditions for the initial and final orbits,
respectively.
Now, since we are interested in maintaining the boundary conditions, we set their
variations equal to zero. First, the initial conditions from Eqn. (13a):

8C = cJCI oz(O) = 0
dz z(O)

(14)

Next, a similar operation is performed on a vector describing the fmal conditions from
Eqn. (13b). However, so that the initial state is referred to, it is necessary to invoke the
transition matrix.

(15a)

(15b)

(lSc)

Here, d( ·) denotes a variation with variable time and Cl>(O,lj") is defined as the transition
matrix, initialized at t=O, and evaluated at t=tp where

9

(16a)

(16b)

Now at each switching time, ti (i=O,l. ..q), the switching function must be satisfied. So,
we set the variation of the switching function, H s(z), equal to zero at each switching time,
giving q scalar equations:

dHs = i)Hsl

dz(t;) = 0

(17a)

(<ll(O,t;)8z(O)+i(ti)dt;)=O

(17b)

i)z z(ti)

=a~,~

z(t;)

=a~· I «~~(o,ri)&(O)+ a~· I
z(t;)

z(t;)

z(ri)dri =o

(17c)

Consideration of the switching function also calls attention to a necessary correction in
the transition matrix calculation. At each switching point, there is a discontinuity in
f(z(t)) due to the thrust being turned on or off. This discontinuity results in a 'jump' term
for Cll(O,lj'). To calculate this term, we again must set the total change in Hs equal to zero.

Hs(z(t;)) =0
dHs = i)Hs

(18a)

I

dz z(t;)

dz(td = 0

(18b)

Now, recognize that the total variation in the state at the switching timet; must be the
same looking from either direction. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5.

dz(ti) = 8z(ti-) + z(ti- )dti

(19a)

=&(ri+) + z(r;+ )dri

(19b)

10

z(t)

t·l + dt·l

t·l
Figure 5.

t

Dlustration of Equations 19a and 19b

Substitute Eqn. (19b) into Eqn. (18b)

(20)

Equation (13) can be solved immediately for dt; which is then substituted into Eqns. (19ab). This can manipulated to produce

~ (t; +) = uz
~ (t; -) + (•(
uz
z t;+) -

•( -))

z t;

a~~ &(r;-)

I

iJH z(ti)
_s
i}z

z{t;-)

z(t;)

Equation (21) can be rewritten by inspection in terms of the transition matrix:
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(21)

(z(rt)-z(r;-)) fJH,I
I+

dz z(t·}
'

(22)

dH-8 1 Zt·
•( - )
dz z(ti) z
This is the jump matrix across the switching point ti.
We must recognize that these variations are considered in a range of transfer times
across which the number of switching points changes. Specifically, this is an addition of
a burn or coast arc. The situation is illustrated in Figure 6. The assumed change in the
switching function is shown at the top of the figure. The nominal solution's switching
function has a touch point at tc:=ta=tb. The solution with a slight different transfer time
has two new switching points, ta + dta and tb + dtb. The assumed change in one element
of the state vector is shown at the bottom of Figure 6. The derivative, i{t), is assumed
equal before and after the new addition and to the nominal value, i( tc). The slope during
the new bum is denoted c. To relate the two solutions across the arc, we write the
following equation.
(23)

This relation has been verified using data from the example presented here.

12

Figure 6:

Model Describing Changes Incurred Between n and n+l Burn
Solutions
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Now, a model is required to locate the new switching points. We have looked
into different models for this. The first model is a simple variational model, but unlike
Eq (17a), second-order terms are considered. The equation of this model is
2
1 2
1
TiJ H
M-1 z-d H =-dz(t) _ s
s
2
s
2
a
dzdz

~

= (Oz(ta)+

z(ta)

dz(ta )=0

Z(ta)dta)~~~

(&(ta)+ Z(ta)dta)

(24a)

(24b)

z(ta)

=

~[Oz(ta)T~~ z(ta) 8z(t4 )+28z(ta)T~~ z(ta) Z(ta)dta

+Z(ta)T~~ z(t

Z(ta}(dt4 }

(24c)

2
]

11 )

where the lesser of the two solutions is dta leaving the other to be dtb. Unfortunately this
model does not result in a sufficiently accurate answer for dta and dtb.
We have also attempted to model the situation through the information on the
placement of tc + dtc. Since this point can be defined as the point of zero slope, we can
find with an analog of Eq. (17). The solution is, therefore,

(25)

To complete the model we need to have a point on the graph of M-ls and we need the
curvature of Hs. The former can be had by rewriting Eq (17) for tc and evaluating it at
dtc. We assume that the latter is well represented through a curve fit to the original
switching function in the neighborhood of Hs(tc), denoted by k. in the following equation

forM-Is.

(26)
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The solutions we are interested in are

(27a)

(27b)

We have found that the solutions with this model are better than that with the previous
model, but still not very accurate with errors greater than 10%. However, this accuracy
may still prove to be well enough for BOUNDSCO to produce solutions. The intention
here is merely to provide the TPBVP solver an initial guess closer to the n+ 1 burn
solution.
Taking all of this together, a system of linear and non-linear equations can be
written, starting with Eqs (14) and (15)

~~

:1

z(t1 )

(28a)

Cl>(O,ta +dta)&(ta +dta) = 0
z(O)

e~>(tb +dtb,tf )r(&(ta +dta)) =-

:1

z(r1 )

z{t, )dtf

(28b)

where f(&) refers to the right-hand side of Eq. (23) as a function of Oz(ta + dt0 ). The
solution to this system is &(ta + dta), The transition matrix can be used to give the
change in the initial state required to produce the desired solution. Then the variation of
each switching point can be found one at time using Eqn. (17c).
The solution information can easily be put into a form useful for a variety of
numerical methods. For example, the change &(0) can be propagated through the
transition matrix to calculate the changes at each node point for a multiple point shooting
method. This method is still under development but shows promise as relatively simple
way of getting to the n+ 1 burn solution in the right direction.
Once we have the ability to fmd optimal solutions with successively increasing
transfer times, there is another characteristic of the extremals that may be encountered.
Experience has shown that the length of the new burn will increase monotonically as the
15

transfer time is increased and usually the situation detailed above will be repeated so that
the number of bums will increase again. However, there are cases where the cycle ends
and the transversality condition, giving the optimal transfer time, is satisfied and there
may be no nearby solution that has better performance. The following solution is an
example. It is a descent trajectory from an orbit with a semimajor axis of 3.847,
eccentricity of 0.02378, and an argument of perigee of 0°. The transfer terminates at an
orbit with a semimajor axis of 1.500, eccentricity of 0.3333, and an argument of perigee
of 0°. The motor used to perfo~ the transfer delivers a thrust of 0.03 with an exit
velocity of 1.313. The allowed transfer time is 19.05. This transfer performed in two
burns is shown in Figure 7a. It also was computed using the multiple-shooting method of
BOUNDS CO. The switching function for this solution is shown in Figure 7b.
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Figure 7a:
gJsv = 1.313
0.03
T=

Table III.

Two Burn Extremal with Transversality Converged

a;= 3.847
Wj= 0.000°
e,-= 0.02378 tr 19.05

aF 1.500
eF 0.3333

Parameters of the Transfer Shown in Figure 7
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Figure 7b:

Switching Function for Two Burn Extremal in Figure 7a

This solution was presented previously5, however, with one difference, oblateness and
atmospheric drag were included in the dynamics. It was found that with these terms
removed, the transversality condition could be converged. It was also observed that the
initial and final points of the switching function were driven to zero. There is certainly
no conflict here in terms of optimality: the initial and fmal points are now switching
points.
III. PATCHED TRANSFER METHOD

The second idea was inspired in part by the work of others. Zondervan, et. al
made some simple guidance observations6, specifically that in some regions the primer
vector is relatively constant in a velocity-fixed reference frame. This implies that a
simple control law is available in some cases. Marec presents a solution to the orbit
correction problem7. This motivated a notion that solutions to linearized and/or
approximated problems were available. In this spirit a solution was obtained for the
optimal transfer between two close orbits. The transfer leaves a circular initial orbit with
a radius of 1.038. The orbit to be entered has a semimajor axis of 1.069, eccentricity of
0.02633, and an argument of perigee of -50°. The motor used to perform the transfer
delivers a thrust of 0.01438 with an exit velocity of 0.3861. The allowed transfer time is
1.553. This transfer is performed in one bum and is shown in Figure 8a. It was
computed using the multiple-shooting method of BOUNDSCO. The switching function
for this transfer is shown in Figure 8b.
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Figure Sa:

One Burn Transfer Between Close Orbits: An Example of a Solution
with a Simple Optimal Control

gJso= 0.3861
0.03
T=
Table IV.

ai=
e,-=

1.038
0.000

(J)j= n/a

tr

1.553

ap
eF

1.069
0.02633

OJ{=

mr=

-50°
1.542

Parameters of the Transfer Shown in Figure 8a

Most interesting about this transfer is the simplicity of the control. Over this short
transfer between a circular orbit and a close target orbit, the optimal control of the thrust
angle is linear in time. And, in addition, we find that the control direction is almost
coincident with the velocity direction.
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To match this transfer analytically, a modified optimal control problem is
considered. The dynamics for this problem are again the equations of orbital motion,

however, this time the state is defined relative to the initial orbit. Assuming that the
distance from the initial orbit is small compared to the radius of the initial orbit, we
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ignore all terms to the order of (8r/p)2. This assumption results in the following
dynamics:

8i: = 8v

(29a)

8v = T eT + 3 Jl (8r • p) p - E._ or

(29b)

.
T
m=---

(29c)

ps

m

p3

golsp

Here, Or=[x y]T and Dv=[u v]T, eT is the thrust direction, Tis the thrust, m is the mass, JL
is the gravitational constant, and p represents the initial orbit which satisfies identical
dynamics but without the thrust term. Now, assuming that the initial orbit is circular,
these can be rewritten as:
i=u

(30a)

y=v

(30b)

u= mT ex+ pJl3 [3(xcos(wt)+ ysin(wt))cos(wt)-x)

(30c)

v= T ey + ~ [3(xcos(wt)+ ysin(wt))cos(wt)- y]

(30d)

m

p

.
T
m=---

(30e)

golsp

Writing the Hamiltonian for this system and evaluating the Euler-Lagrange equations
results in the following differential equations involving the costates:

iu =-Ax

(31a)

i v =-Ay

(3lb)
(31c)
(31d)

(31e)

We also learn that the control, eT is
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(32)

and the control Tis bang-bang, governed by the switching function, HT, as

(33)

Hr > 0, T =Tmax

(34)

HT <0, T=O

Pleasantly, Eqns. (31) happen to be the equations for the costates on a coast arc
coinciding with the initial orbit. In fact, this result is not limited to the assumption of a
circular orbit. The coast arc costates have been solved by Lawden and other authors8,9.
It also can be shown that Eqns. (31) are, in fact, identical to Eqns. (30), without the thrust
terms, up to sign. Therefore, once we solve the system in Eqns. (31) we have the
homogeneous solution to the system in Equations (30). Now to solve the differential
Eqns (26), they must frrst be rewritten in a more useful form:

[

i:

i ] = - [X.(]= -31[cos(wt)]
sin( (J)t) [cos( wt) sin( OJt)][A."]
Av + 1[A."]
Av

(35)

where l=J.llp3=lfil. Now, define vectors ep(t) and ed.t), as the radial and circumferential
directions associated with the initial orbit over time t. This can now be written as
(36)

where A= [A...

A.v]r.

Multiply Eqn. (36) by epT and e 0 T, respectively to obtain

epTX, = 3lePTA -lepTA = 2lep TA = 2w 2epTA

(37a)

T..
T
T
T
T
2 T
eru A= 3leru epep A -lew A= -leru A= -w eru A

(37b)

To complete the simplifications, it is necessary to obtain an expression for left-hand side
ofEqn. (36) in terms of ep and e 0 • That expression is
21

1:. =

:t: (A-pep + A..,e.,) :t ((ip - coA.., }ep + (i., + coAP)e.,)
=

2
2
= { XP- 2roiru- ro A-P )ep + (Xru + 2roip- ro Aru )eru

(38)

Using this expression, Eqns. (37) become
(39a)
(39b)

This can be represented with a matrix differential equation,

Ap
Aru
A-1
i2

=

0
0
3ro 2
0

0
0

1

0

Ap

0

1

Aru

(40)

2ro A-1
0
0 -2ro 0 A-2

0

where A-t= dApldt and A-2= dAofdt. The solution to this system is
0
cos( rot)
sin( lOt)
-3rot
1
-2sin(rot)
2cos(rot)
Aru
=a
+b
+c
+d
0
-rosin( rot)
ro cos( rot)
0
A-1
3ro
-2rocos( rot)
0
- 2ro sin( rot)
A-2

Ap

2

(41)

where a, b, c, and dare independent constants. The vector A. can be interpreted as the
thrust direction in a reference frame fixed to the radius of the initial orbit, referred to here
as the initial orbit reference frame. From the solution above, Eqn. (41 ), we see that there
are four modes of the thrust direction. The mode associated with d is fixed with respect
to the initial orbit reference frame. The mode associated with a is not fiXed to that frame
but is very simply described in it. The last two modes do not seem as well described in
this frame.
To be sure, we would like to see that the approximate state dynamics given in
Eqns (29) and (30) closely match those given in Eqns (3,4,5).

To validate the

approximate dynamics, it was simplest to simulate both systems using the same control.
The most obvious choice for this control is the optimal control from the transfer in Fig.
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7a. Figure 9 shows the results of the simulation. In this figure, "Delta-" states refer to
the states from Fig. 7a with the initial orbit states subtracted, producing the desired plot
for Or. The "Xl,Yl," etc. states refer to the states obtained by integrating Eqns. (30).
The results seen in this figure are very promising: there is almost exact agreement
between the two state histories. In fact, the worst error between the two at the end of the
transfer is only about 1.5%.

--e-- Delta-X
-e-Delta-Y

Delta-U
---9--0elta-V

- - - Xl
- a - Y1

--tr-

__._. Ul
___,.__ Vl

0.015

0.01

0.005

0

-0.00 5 -+-t--+---iH-H-+-+--+-+-I-+-+-I-+-I-+-+-++++-+-+-+--+--1H
-0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

Time

Figure 9:

Validation Plot for the Dynamics in Equations (29) for the Transfer
shown in Figure 7a

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The development of the Direction Correction Method is proceeding rather well.
The ideas that it is based upon have been validated individually. At this point, the only
weak link is the prediction of the new switching points. Testing of the method will be
required in order to determine just how critical is the accuracy of that prediction.
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The Patched Transfer Method is very promising. The dynamics resulting from
assumptions made closely matches the dynamics before the approximations. Also, the
simplicity of the resulting optimal control problem promises a state feedback guidance
law. The usefulness of these results will outweigh the loss in accuracy. However, much
more analysis must be performed to completely validate the linearized problem and its
solution. Specifically, the approximate optimal control solution must be compared to
exact solution; based on the agreement of the state, positive results are expected, but they
must be verified.
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Progress in Computing Fuel-Optimal Orbit Transfers
in Large Numbers of Burns

C.-H. Chuang and Troy D. Goodson
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332
ABSTRACT

This report describes the current state of development of methods for calculating
optimal orbital transfers with large numbers of bums. Reported on first is the homotopymotivated and so-called Direction Correction method. So far, this method has been
partially tested with one solver, the final step has yet to be implemented. Second is the
Patched Transfer method. This method is rooted in some simplifying approximations
made on the original optimal control problem. The transfer is broken up into single-bum
segments, each single-bum solved as a predictor step and the whole problem then solved
with a corrector step.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electric propulsion, with its high specific impulse, promises very low fuel
consumption but it produces less thrust than its counterparts. If one wants to use electric
propulsion, one needs to be prepared to tolerate the long transfer times that will likely be
incurred. The greater time spent thrusting must be spent wisely if fuel savings are to be
realized. Furthermore, the effects of Earth's oblateness and atmospheric drag become
more significant on the orbits of long transfer times.
To spend the thrusting time wisely, form an optimal control problem to maximize the
mass at the end of the transfer. This, therefore, is the cost function
(1)

subject to the boundary conditions

v(r(O), v(O),r(tf), v(tf))= 0

(2)

and the state dynamics

1

r=v

(3)

. T
J.L
v=-er - -3r
m
r

(4)

.
T
m=---

(5)

Colsp

where er is the thrust direction, a unit vector, and the thrust magnitude, T, is limited
between zero and some maximum value Tmax, J.L is the gravitational constant, g0 is the
gravitational acceleration at sea-level, and lsp is the specific impulse of the motor.
Sometimes gofsp is referred to as the exit velocity of the motor.
This results in the well-known bang-bang optimal control problem, discussed in detail
by Lawdenl. However, where the boundary conditions are often designed for the
rendezvous problem, herein the boundary conditions are designed such that the initial and
final points lie on the desired orbits without specifying the position, or true anomaly, on
either orbit.
As found using the Euler-Lagrange necessary conditions, the optimal thrust
direction for this problem is

(6)

where Av is found from the following differential equations

(7)

(8)
(9)

The optimal thrust magnitude for this problem is a bang-bang solution. Polarity for the
on-off control is determined by applying the following switching law, Eqn. (10), to the
switching function, Eqn. ( 11 ).
Hs > 0, T = T mo.x

(10)

Hs <0, T=O

2

(11)

Solutions of this problem with long transfer times and, therefore, large numbers of
burns are desired. There are many methods that have been successfully used to compute
.
n-burn transfers, where n is anywhere from 1 to about 6. However, fewer methods
successfully compute transfers for larger values of n. Methods for the former attempt to
solve the optimal control problem either directly, indirectly, or as a hybrid of the two. In
this report, assume that a mostly indirect method, such as BOUNDSC02 or MBCM3 or
that of Brusch4, et. al, or of Redding5 is being used.
One idea to obtain interesting solutions is to frrst compute some n-bum transfer,
where n may be less than the number of bums desired. Using this as a starting point,
increase the allowed transfer time and compute the new transfer. It is expected that the
new transfer is relatively similar to the starting transfer. New transfers are then
successfully produced this way until the desired transfer is reached. This homotopy
method seems to work well as long as the number of bums performed in the transfer does
not need to increase so that optimality is satisfied. For example, in many cases
BOUNDSCO is unable to find a three bum solution when the two bum solution to an
almost identical problem is given as the initial guess. Introduced in this report, the
Direction Correction Method is an attempt to alleviate this difficulty. Its purpose is to
find ann+ 1 bum solution to an orbit transfer problem with allowed transfer time t1 + dt1
using an n bum solution to the same problem but with allowed transfer time t1 .
Another idea is to patch together a set of n-bum transfers, where n is a small integer,
perhaps unity, to produce an m-bum transfer, where m is the desired number of bums.
This method requires that the sequence of transfer orbits be either guessed and iterated
upon for optimality, or simply prespecified. From the theory of optimal control, this
patched solution will be a suboptimal solution. This idea will be referred to herein as the
Patched Transfer method.
More than likely, once an optimal transfer has been computed, interest will shift to
developing a guidance law. Possible analytical solutions found from consideration of the
patched transfer method for the one bum solution of two very close orbits may give a
simple guidance law.
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II. DIRECTION CORRECTION METHOD PROGRESS

The first idea, referred to herein as the Direction Correction method, is based on
the common homotopy strategy. The Direction Correction is designed to aid a homotopy
strategy in calculating successive optimal transfers. In particular, the difficulty arises
when the desired transfer has one more burn arc than the current computed transfer.
The method is attractive because it only requires the solution of a relatively small
set of nonlinear equations. These equations are of the following form

~~ ~(O,ta + dta)az(ta + dta) = 0

:1

z(O)

z(t1 )

e~>h +dtb,tf )r(&(ta + dta)) =-

(12a)

:1

z(t1 )

z(t/ )dtf

(12b)

For reasons given in a previous report and a paper submitted to the 1994 AIAA
Guidance, Navigation, and Control conference6, both equations are evaluated at time ta +
dta. The first equation propagates a guess made for this instant in time back to the initial
time, using it to check a condition on the boundary conditions at the initial time, denoted
C(z) where z is the state vector. The second equation is a similar situation, except that it
is applied to the boundary conditions at the final time, denoted D(z). The function f(z)
takes into account the fact that the number of burns in the desired transfer, z(t) + 5z(t), is
one greater than in the computed transfer, z(t).
The solution information can easily be put into a form useful for a variety of
numerical methods. For example, the change &(0) can be propagated through the
transition matrix to calculate the changes at each node point for a multiple point shooting
method. This method is still under development but shows promise as relatively simple
way of getting to the n+ 1 burn solution.
Using the IMSL routine DNEQBF to solve Eqns. (12a-b), the method has been used
to predict the correct change, or 'direction,' for an example. The algorithm starts with
information from a given transfer. Then, it iteratively improves upon an initial guess,
using DNEQBF. The method has produced an approximate solution to Eqns. (12a-b).
Comparing this solution to the correct answer, errors are only about 4%. The final step is
to add the solution to the computed transfer and attempt to converge the desired transfer
with a solver such as BOUNDSCO. Although this has not been implemented yet, success
is expected.
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ill. PATCHED TRANSFER METHOD PROORESS
The second method was inspired in part by the work of others. Zondervan, et. al
made some simple guidance observations7, specifically that in some regions the primer
vector is relatively constant in a velocity-fixed reference frame. This implies that a
simple control law is available in some cases. Marec presents a solution to the orbit
correction problemS.

This motivated a notion that solutions to linearized and/or

approximated problems were available. In this spirit a solution was obtained for the
optimal transfer between two close orbits. This solution has been presented in [6].
Most interesting about this transfer was the simplicity of the control. Over this
short transfer between a circular orbit and a close target orbit, the optimal control of the
thrust angle was almost linear in time. And, in addition, the control direction was almost
coincident with the velocity direction.
To review, a modified optimal control problem is considered. The dynamics for this
problem are again the equations of orbital motion; however, this time the state is defined
relative to the initial orbit. Assume that the distance from a reference orbit is small
compared to the radius of the reference orbit and ignore all terms to the order of (fr!p)2.
This assumption results in the following dynamics:

of=ov
ov =!.e

m r

(13a)
(13b)

+ 3 JJ.(or • P) p -.!:.or
Ps

P3

.
T
m=---

(13c)

golsp

Here, Or and 0v represent displacement from an osculating orbit or the initial orbit, eT is
the thrust direction, T is the thrust, m is the mass, J.l. is the gravitational constant, and p
represents the initial orbit which satisfies identical dynamics but without the thrust term.
Writing the Hamiltonian for this, the approximated system, gives

(14)

Evaluating the Euler-Lagrange equations results in the following differential equations
involving the costates:
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(15a)
(15b)

A. v =-A.r

.
A"' =

(15c)

T
m 1"-v I
2

The control, eT is

(16)

and the control Tis bang-bang, governed by the switching function, Hr, as

(17)

Hr > 0, T

=Tmax

(18)

Hr <0, T=O

Pleasantly, Eqns. (15) happen to be the differential equations for the costates on a
coast arc coinciding with the initial orbit or the osculating orbit. The coast arc costates
have been solved by Lawden and other authors9,10. However, it is Glandorf's
formulation, actually based on work by Pines1 1, that is currently being considered. His
formulation is in the following form:

(19)

Considering the form of the state dynamics, their solution can then be written as
-1

or(t )] _

-t[Or(t0 )]

[Bv(t) - P(t)[P(to)) Bv(t0 )

[

]

0
A.v( -r)

P( -r)
+ 7P(t)!. m( -r)IA..( -r)l
'

6

(20)

An analytical expression for the integral has been rather elusive. Currently, work is
focused on approximating the integral. For example, if the magnitude of the Lagrange
multiplier is approximated as

(21)

where the function g(t) represents a "curve fit" of sorts, then Eq.(20) becomes

Sr(t)] = P(t)(P(to)r•[Sr(t0 )]+1P(t)
[ ov(t)
ov(to)

j

>rl

[ <
p -r

to

o

(22)

(I O)P(-r)

m( -r)g( -r)

Now, the integral only has to be evaluated once for each choice of bum, saving a
considerable about of computation time. Finally, note that bums are not restricted in
length, using osculating orbits (much as in Encke's method) the bum lengths are actually
rather arbitrary. The only consideration for bum length, then, is the error accumulated by
approximated functions during integration.
To formulate a method for computing the transfer, the above discussion hints to a
bum-by-bum approach. Burns would be guessed by a user via a set of transfer orbits and
bum times. Each bum would then be approached as a single-bum rendezvous problem.
This produces a sub-optimal transfer and can be thought of as a predictor step. The
corrector step would then consist of iterations to make it an optimal transfer; either a
direct optimization of the transfer orbit elements and burn times or an indirect
optimization by multiple-shooting.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The development of the Direction Correction method is proceeding rather well.
At the time of this report we are not prepared to say whether the method will be
successful. The ideas that it is based upon have been validated individually. It has also
produced a fair approximation to the solution of a known problem. Further testing of the
method is required in order to determine just how robust it is; but at this point it seems
pretty clear that method will work.
The Patched Transfer Method is very promising. Glandorf's formulation for the
Lagrange multipliers been checked numerically and a suitable approximation for the
7

Lagrange multiplier magnitude is forthcoming. The next steps are to refme the predictorcorrector idea, code the method, and test it.
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Multiple Burn Fuel-Optimal Orbit Transfers:
Numerical Trajectory Computation and
Neighboring Optimal Feedback Guidance
C.-H. Chuang, Troy D. Goodson, and Laura A. Ledsinger
School of Aerospace Engineering
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACI'

This report describes current work in the numerical computation of multiple burn,
fuel-optimal orbit transfers and presents an analysis of the second variation for extremal
multiple burn orbital transfers as well as a discussion of a guidance scheme which may be
implemented for such transfers. The discussion of numerical computation focuses on the
use of multivariate interpolation to aid the computation in the numerical optimization.
The second variation analysis includes the development of the conditions for the
examination of both fixed and free final time transfers. Evaluations for fixed final time
are presented for extremal one, two, and three bum solutions of the first variation. The
free final time problem is considered for an extremal two burn solution. In addition,

corresponding changes of the second variation formulation over thrust arcs and coast arcs
are included. The guidance scheme discussed is an implicit scheme which implements a
neighboring optimal feedback guidance strategy to calculate both thrust direction and
thrust on-off times.

1 INTRODUCTION

The necessary conditions which result from analyzing the first variation of a cost
functional are widely used. These are commonly referred to as the Euler-Lagrange
equations. Many problems require additional considerations, for example, the problem
considered herein, fuel-optimal orbit transfer, requires consideration ofPontryagin's
Maximum Principle.
1

Many researchers have used the first variation to compute extremal solutions to
the fuel-optimal orbit transfer problem. Some have used 'them to apply two-point
boundary value problem solvers to optimization problems, forming indirect methods.ll. 3
Others have used a partial set of the conditions to form hybrid indirect/direct methods
where cenain highly sensitive parameters are optimized directly. 4,5 However, to the
know ledge of the authors, few, if any, have made use of the condition~ related to the
second variation of the cost functional. These provide sufficient conditions which, when
met, declare an extremal solution as a local, weak optimal solution.
Once the second variation of the cost functional is verified so that it is known
whether the sufficient conditions are met, the information obtained can then be used to
implement a guidance scheme. Guidance is defined to be the determir. ation of a way to
follow an optimal trajectory when presented with obstacles such as environmental
disturbances or uncertainties in navigation data. Two different types of guidance
schemes exist: implicit and explicit. Implicit guidance systems are characterized by the
fact that the vehicle's motion must be precomputed on the ground and then compared to
the actual motion. The equations which need to be solved are based upon the difference
between these measured and precomputed values. The solutions to these equations are
used in the vehicle's steering and velocity control. Explicit guidance systems are
generalized by the fact that the vehicle's equations of motion are modeled and solved for
by on-board computers during its motion. The solutions for the equations are solved
continuously and are used to determine the difference between the vehicle's current
motion and its destination. Commands are then generated to alleviate the anticipated
error.
Existing guidance schemes have been presented in various papers. An iterative
guidance scheme which is implemented using a linear tangent steering law is presented
by Smith. 6 This guidance scheme has been used for the Saturn V and is in currently used
by the Space Shuttle, the Atlas-Centaur, and the Titan-Centaur. In a paper by Lu7 ' a
general nonlinear guidance law is developed using two different strategies. One strategy
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uses optimal control theory to generate a new optimal trajectory onboard from the start,
while the other uses flight-path-restoring-guidance to bring the trajectory back to the
nominal. A guidance scheme that is developed using inverse methods for unthrusted, liftmodulated vehicles along an optimal space curve is presented by Hough. 8 Linearized
guidance laws applicable to many different types of space missions are presented by
Tempelman.9 These guidance laws are based on :fiXed and free final time arrivals.
NaidulO presents a guidance scheme applicable to aeroassisted orbital transfers. This
scheme is developed by implementing neighboring optimal guidance and linear quadratic
regulator theory. Some interesting techniques for making the neighboring optimal
guidance converge about the nominal path are introduced in a paper by Powers. II
The guidance scheme proposed in this report is an implicit one which implements
neighboring optimal feedback guidance. An implicit guidance system was chosen due to
the fact that that type of guidance system handles disturbances wen. to The neighboring
optimal feedback guidance was chosen because it inherently uses the nominal solutions.
Also, it has the advantage of being a feedback system, as a opposed to open-loop
guidance.
In this scheme, the initial orbit exit point is assumed to be perturbed from the

nominal point but the boundary condition, specifying the :fmal orbit, is assumed
unchanged. The goal is to use the controller to bring the trajectory back to the nominal
path at some point by using minimal fuel.

ll. FIRST VARIATION CONSIDERATIONS
Within this report results are restricted to the planar case, no plane changes are
considered at this stage of development. The solutions examined in this report satisfy the
conditions related to the first variation. In the next section, the conditions sufficient for
declaring a minimizing solution will be checked for these transfers. Some of these
transfers are multi-bum transfers and in order to simplify initial analysis new nominal
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solutions have been constructed from these which are single-bum transfers, i.e. the thrust
is kept on for all time between the initial orbit exit point and the final orbit entry point.

Only that part of the original trajectory which is contained in the last bum is taken
to constitute the new extremal solution. This new extremal solution has a fixed initial
point and fixed transfer time but the final point is only constrained in that it must lie on
the final orbit.

ll.l. CONDITIONS FROM THE FIRST VARIATION

The first order conditions for this problem have been stated many times 12 and will
be given here only briefly. The optimization problem consists of a cost functional (Eq.
[1]), state dynamics (Eqs. [2-4]), fixed initial point conditions (Eq. [5]), and boundary

conditions on the terminal point (Eq. [6]); each of these is expressed below.

(1)

r=v

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

where r=[x y]T is the radius vector, v=[u v]T is its time derivative,

er is the thrust

direction, a unit vector, T is thrust magnitude (limited between zero and some maximum
4

value Tmax), Jl is the gravitational constant, g0 is the gravitational acceleration at sealevel, lsp is the specific impulse of the motor. The quantity g0 Isp is often referred to as
the exit velocity of the motor. The Euler Lagrange conditions are then

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

where A.r=[~ Ay]T and Av=I:Au Av]T. The natural boundary conditions are

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

The conditions resulting from applying Pontryagin's Minimum Principle are

5

H 5 <0,

T=TiffiU

H 5 >0, T=O

(16)

where
(17)

Note that when the derivatives of Hs are zero, singular arc solutions may exist This has
been checked numerically .12
Finally, the free final time problem will a1so be considered here. For these
extremal solutions the final, or transfer, time is selected such that the transversality
condition is satisfied, Le. the Hamiltonian is zero at t=fj.

(18)

In a previous paper12 this problem was given as a maximization problem. To conform to
the convention used for the second variation 13, it is now stated as a minimization
problem. If an extremal solution to the maximization problem is given as state time
history x(t), Lagrange-multiplier time history A.(t), and Lagrange multipliers v, associated
with boundary conditions, then the extremal solution of the above minimization problem
is x(t), (-l)*A.(tJ, and (-l)*v.
Additionally, it makes more sense in the guidance problem to consider the control
as the angle 8, rather than individual components of a unit vector. This simplifies
analysis because the control is now a scalar. Equation [7] must now be restated as

tan( B)=- A.v
1.,

6

(19)

IT.2. EXTREMAL SOLUTIONS
AD quantities associated with the solutions presented here have been
nondimensionalized so that Jl=l and will be presented here in that form. The relations
used to nondimensionalize are given below.
A

v

v

=~JL/r*

m
m = ---:t;
m
A

A_

T=

(20-21)

(22-23)

T/m*

(24-25)

p.j(r*t

where r* and m* are indicated in the tables for each case of the extremal solutions.
Each of the transfers given below have both the initial orbit exit point and final
orbit entry points free. However, for the guidance problem it makes more physical sense
to consider the initial orbit exit point as fixed and equal to the optimal choice, for it
cannot be updated once the transfer has begun.
The last burn of any multi-bum transfer below may also be taken as a complete
transfer unto itself. The initial point can be chosen as the one at the very first instant (or
shonly thereafter) of thrusting for the last burn. The final orbit exit point must remain
unchanged. Obviously, for these choices the natural boundary conditions for final orbit
entry point are still satisfied. This new transfer can then be considered as a new extremal
solution, though to an orbit transfer problem with a different initial orbit.
Figure 1 shows a one bum ascent extremal solution. This trajectory is a transfer
leaving an orbit with a semirnajor axis a=1.069, eccentricity e=0.02633, and argument of
perigee eo= -50°. The transfer ends at a nearby orbit with a=l.038 and e=O. Other
pertinent transfer data :'Jre given in Table I. This transfer was produced by shortening the
time of a two-butn transfer until the coast arc between them vanished. This transfer is
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therefore both a minimum mass and minimum time extremal solution because mass and
time have an affine relationship in the one-burn case.
Figure 2 displays a two-burn transfer, in fact a descending transfer, from an orbit
with elements a=3.847, e=0.02378 to a final orbit with elements a=1.5, e=0.3333. The
apses of the terminal orbits are aligned and lie on the 'X' axis of the figure. The initial
mass is 1.608 and the final mass is 1.1547. Other pertinent transfer data are given in
Table ll. This transfer has the transversality condition converged, therefore it is a
candidate fuel-optimal free final time solution. By the same right, it can also be
considered a candidate optimal solution for the fixed fmal time problem.
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One-Burn Extremal with Fixed Final Time.
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1.2

gJm=
T=
r*=

a;= 1.038
ei= 0.000
m*= 14Mg

0.3861
0.03
6378/an

Table I.

Figure 2:
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mF
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0.02633
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Two-Burn Extremal Orbit Transfer Solution with Free Final Time.

1.313
0.03
6878/an

TableD

ar= 1.069

Parameters of the Transfer Shown in Figure 1.
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gJm=
T=
r*=

t:q= n/a
IF 1.553

t:q= 00
ai= 3.847
e;= 0.02378 t;= 19.05
m*= 200kg

ar= 1.5

or-

00

er=

mt=

1.608

0.3333

Parameters of Transfer in Figure 2.

A three-bum transfer is shown in Figerc -:_:.. Since this transfer is between orbits of
increasing semimajor axis, it will be referred to
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!

:m ascending transfer. The initial orbit

has elements a=2.239, e=0.1160, and {L):::-85.94°. The elements of the final orbit are a=7,
e=0.7332, and w=114.6°. Other pertinent transfer data are given in Table TIL
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Three-Bum Extremal Orbit Transfer with Fixed Final Time •

gJm= 0.3898
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T=
6378/an
r*=
Table DI.

a;=

2.239
0.1160

ei=
m*= 14Mg

cq= -85.94°

!J=

85.00

ar=
er-

7.000
0.7332

Parameters of the transfer shown in Figure 3.
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114.6°
mF 0.6056
Q}=

lli. CHECKING THE SECOND VARIATION

Extensive derivation of the conditions for the second variation of the cost
functional has already been detailed in Ref [13]. Equations given in this section are the
results of applying this work to our problem.
Considering the second variation of the augmented cost functional, J, a new
optimal control problem can be stated. In this new problem, the state is ox, the control
8u, and the Lagrange-multipliers are oA. and dv.. Thus the new cost function is

subject to

ox= fxox + f,.ou

(27)

ox(to)=OXo

. (28)

where x=[rTvTm]T and u=O.
In general, neighboring optimal feedback guidance allows the designer to consider

changes in final boundary conditions. We consider no such changes, assuming that the
destination orbit was accurately planned well in advance. Formulation will be made
below for both the fixed and free final time cases.
Evaluating the terms in Eq. [26-28], for orbital transfer, the partial derivatives for
the dynamics and for the Hamiltonian are:

0
0

fX =

-(E.)- 3pxrs
r3

3JlXY

7

0

2

0
0
3JlXY

7

1 0

0

0 r

0

T
0 0 --cos{6)

m
3py2 0 0 _!_sin{6)
r3
rs
m
0
0 0
0
J

-(E.) -

I
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(29)

0

0
_ - T sin(8)
f e- m
T

(30)

-cos(8)
m
0

_ ( -3{3A,x+ A,y) !S(>.,!"r)x1 )

,
_ ( -3(A.y+A,x) 15(A!r)xy)
,' + ,
= J.l
J.l

Hu

,s

+

7

7

-3( A,y + A,x) !S(A!r)xy)

,
_ ( -3{3A,y+A,x) IS{A!r)y')
J.l
,'
+ ,
_

(

J.l

,'

+

7

7

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 0

0

0 0

0

0 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
T

(31)

2-31Awl
m
(32)

Hox: =0

(33)

The fixed and free final time problems have the following equations in common:

ox= A(t)ox-B(t)SA

(34)

& = -C(t)ox- AT(t)SA

(35)

where
(36)

(37)

(38j
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For a multiple-bum solution, one finds that H oo becomes zero during coast arcs.
This makes it impossible to solve for the change in control, mJ. However, since the thrust

is off during a coast arc, it physically makes no difference what choice is made for the

control. Therefore, o6 may be chosen as zero and simpler expressions for A(t), B(t), and
C(t) can be written as

(39)

B(t) = 0

(40)

(41)

Using the sweepback method for nonlinear terminal constraints, as is the case for this
development, the fonn for

~A.

and

~'II are

assumed as

&(t) =P(t)ox(t) + S(t)dv

(42)

(43)

which allows the solution for dv to be written as

{44)

As mentioned above,

~w=O

will be considered here. The boundary condition equations

are given by:

(48)
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(49)

(50)

where in the development for the orbital transfer these are:

P{tr) =

a b d
b c f
d f h
e g i
0 0 0

e 0
g 0
i 0
j 0
0 0

(51)

where
(52a)
(52b)

(52c)
(52d)

d =-V3v(tr)

e =v1 - v2 u(tc)+2v3 v(tr)

(52e)

f = -V1 -

(52f)

V2 v(t,) + 2 v3u{t,)

(52g)

g=-v2u(tr)
h =2 v3y(tr)
i =-v3x(t,)- V2y(tr)
j =2 v2x(tr)

(52h)

(52i)
(52j)
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S(tr) =

v(t1 )

v:a(t )- JL + pxl(tr)

-u( t1 )

x(t,:.(1')

1

R3

R

u( t, )v( t,)

x(t,:.(t,) u(t,)v(t,)
2

ul(t1 )-Jl +JLY (tr)
R

R'

-y(tr)

-y(t1 )v(t1 )

2y( t 1 )u(t1 ) - x(t, )v(t1 )

x(t 1 )

2x( t 1 )v( t1 ) - u( t, )y( t1 )

-x( tr )u( t1 )

0

0

0

(53)

Following from the assumptions expressed as Eqs. [46-47], the following nonlinear
equations for Pt Stand V must be integrated backwards. The results will be used to
check the sufficient conditions governing a minimizing solution.

(54)

S=-(AT -PB)S

(55)

(56)

To satisfy the sufficient conditions, Hoa, P, S, and V must be such that

convexity condition: H00 (t) > 0 for to S t S tr

(57)

v-

(58)

normality condition:

1

(

t) exists for t0 S t <

t1

conjugate point condition: P(t)- S(t)V-1 (t)ST (t) finite for t 0

S

t < tr

(59)

The convexity condition is satisfied for any transfer satisfying the choice of
control specified by the Euler-Lagrange equations. This can be seen by noting that
Eq.[32] is positive definite, irrespective of the time history for the Lagrange multipliers.
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ill.l. NUMERICAL REsULTS FOR FIXED FINAL TIME

The results discussed in this section were obtained for nominal solutions with
fixed transfer time. The eigenvalues of the V(t) matrix are plotted in Figure 4 for the 3bum extremal solution. Note that V(t) is not negative definite, one of the eigenvalues is
zero for all time and the other two eigenvalues are positive. Therefore, the normality
condition is violated. Furthermore, the conjugate point condition cannot be checked. It
must be concluded that the 3-bum extremal does not satisfy the sufficient conditions and
cannot be considered an optimal solution for fixed final time. Figure 5 shows the
eigenvalues of V(t) over the one-bum extremal constructed from this solution in the
manner described earlier. The same conclusions must be made for this transfer.
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Figure4:

Plot of Eigenvalues of V(t) for Three Burn Extremal.
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Plot of Eigenvalues of V(t) for Last Burn of Three-Bum Extremal.

The eigenvalues of V(t) for the single-bum transfer are shown in Figure 6. This
plot is again made for the two-bum extremal in Figure 7 and a one-bum constructed from
it in Figure 8. These figures all show similar results, namely that V(t) is not negative
definite, but positive semidefmite. The situation has been repeated, namely that the
nonnality condition has been violated and the conjugate point condition cannot be
checked. Therefore, none of the extremal solutions with fixed final time given in this
report satisfy the sufficient conditions for a minimizing solution.
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Figure 8:

Plot of Eigenvalues of V(t) for Last Burn of Two-Burn Extremal.

ill.2. NUMERICAL REsULTS FOR FREE FINAL TIME
When the final time is unspecified, a new condition, the transversality condition,
must be satisfied by the nominal solution. This condition is expressed in Eq. [60a.]

=(d4»
+ L)
dt

=0

(60a)

where (f)= cp(x,t) + vTw(x,t)

(60b)

d(f) iJ<1> iJ<1> •
-=-+-x
dt
dt dx

(60c)

O(x,u, v,t)l_
l-tf

t•tt

This slightly complicates the process of checking the sufficient conditions.

The

sweepback method can be used with some additions. Three differential equations and
thus three boundary conditions must be added to those for P, S, and V.

m(t,)=(:r,...,

:;it= -(AT- PB)m,
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(61)

(62)

(63)

These additions are used to form

P, S, and
-

V matrices as follows:

mmT

P=P--a

(64)

mnT
S=S--

(65)

a

-

nnT

V=V--

(66)

a

The equations for dv and oA.. change by substituting

P, S,

and V for P, S, and V

respectively, giving
(67)

OA.(t) =P(t)ox(t) + S(t}dv

Note again, however that

ow has been assumed zero.

(68)

Now, the sufficient conditions

based on the second variation with free fmal time are:

convexity condition: H 00 {t) > 0 for to S t S tr

v- (t) exists

(69)

for to s t < t,

(70a)

a- 1( t) exists for t 0 S t < t 1

(7lb)

conjugate point condition: P( t)- S(t) v-1( t) ST (t) finite for to S t < tr

(72)

1

normality condition:
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The eigenvalues of V are plotted in Figure 9. Figures 10-12 plot the elements of
the conjugate point condition matrix. Figure 13 is a plot of a(t). Figure 9 shows that V
is positive definite in the required interval. Figure 13 shows that a(t) is negative definite

in the required interval. Since the nonnality condition requires that the inverse of V and
a(t) exists in the interval, this solution is nonnal. Figures 10-12 show that the conjugate
point condition is satisfied. The elements are bounded in the required interval and grow
asymptotically at the final time. Therefore, this solution satisfies the sufficient conditions
for minimizing the cost functional with free transfer time .
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Numerical results were also obtained for a one burn case using the same free final

time solution. Figs. 14 & 15 show that the nonnality condition is indeed met in that,
respectively, a(t) exists and V ·1 exists
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Plot of a(t) for One Burn Extremal.
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As seen above in Figs. 10-12, the conjugate point condition is met for the two
burn case in that the elements of the matrix required for that condition are finite; thus the
conditions can be met similarly for the one burn case for the same solution.

IV. NEIGHBORING OPTIMAL FEEDBACK GUIDANCE

Conveniently, construction of a neighboring optimal feedback guidance law uses
the same information as that required to check the second variation of the cost functional.
As a result, much of the derivation required of guidance law has been stated already. The
remaining discussion will describe how to form the feedback control law and adjust the
characteristics of the bang-bang control in a feedback law.
The control, 09, for the fixed final time problem can be found using

86(t) = -H;~[(r~P)8x + f~Sdv]

{73)

=-H;~[r!(P- sv-lsT) ]ox
Note that this continuous feedback law has been constructed by estimating dv at each
instant of time. The feedback law depends on P, S, and V as functions of time. A
particular advantage of the sweep back method is the solution of P(t0 ), S(t 0 ), and V(to),
allowing the guidance law to store these values and propagate them forward to the current
time to calculate the current feedback gain. Propagation of the feedback gain may be by
integration or more practically by interpolation between stored values. Use of this control
should keep the trajectory on a neighboring optimal solution and deliver the spacecraft to
the required orbit in the specified transfer time.
If the transfer time is not fixed, and was chosen optimally for the nominal

trajectory. Then the formulation for free final time as stated earlier can be used to obtain
the feedback guidance law
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o9(t) =-H;~[(r!P)ox + f!Sdv]

(74)

= -H;Hr!(-sv-tsr)]ox

and the change in the final time, dtt, is:

(75)

Evaluating dtt determines when the thrust will be turned off to complete the transfer.
The block diagram for the feedback controller needed for neighboring optimal
feedback guidance is shown in Figure 16.
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Feedback

Controller

Implementation. 13

In Figure 16 At(t) is the feedback gain for the 59 equation.
To determine when the new switching times should be, a variation of the
switching function must be taken
(76)
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Therefore, the equation to find the change in the switching time is

ox- HTA olt• - HT! oo = CJ(i Toxx? o~t)jdT'
.
.
Hrxx + HnA + HTe()
a( -A Tx- XTA )/CJT
,.iTox - xT olt
=----:---

dt =
s

-H

Tx

(77)

-2X:T,.i

In order to implement changes in the switching times it will be necessary to predict future
errors in the state. The state transition matrix should be sufficient in this matter. Such
predictions will provide the foresight to make switching times earlier or later when
necessary.

V. SIMULATION REsULTS FOR THE FREE FINAL TIME SOLUTION USING THE ONE BURN
CASE

The controller was implemented by simulating the one bum case for the free final
time solution. The simulation corresponds to a forward integration of the states, costates,
and the assumed variables, P, S, V, m, n, and a from the initial time to the final time.

A comparison of the nominal and actual trajectories is shown in Fig. 17. (The
actual trajectory being that generated from the simulation results.) Fig. 18 shows a plot
of the actual and approximated errors in the trajectories when each state is perturbed from
a value of 10-4 (actual refers to the difference between the nominal and actual trajectories
and approximated refers to the integrated error). It is seen that the actual and
approximated errors are concurrent with one another; however, they do not approach zero
which implies that stability in this case is not guaranteed. Figure 19 shows the
approximated error during the backward integration in which the error at the final time as
set to a small number. This plot seems to show a stable response. In order to examine
response on a more general basis, the 2-norm of the system transition matrix was plotted

in Fig. 20. Obviously, if the 2-norm went to zero, response to initial conditions would be
stable. By this plot, it would seem that in general the response will not be decreasing.
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Plot of the Approximated Errors for Backward Integration.
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Vl PATCHED TRANSFER METHOD PROGRESS
Recent work in this research project has been directed toward developing a
,.- :numerical computation scheme that performs well for a wide range of acceleration levels
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and target parameters. Current effort is in assembling a method referred to here as the
Patched Method.
The Patched Method is to consist of two phases: a transfer orbit optimization
phase and a orbit transfer solver phase. The transfer orbit optimization phase is not so
much concerned with what values of the Lagrange multipliers are required to take the
craft from orbit A to orbit B as it is with how much time or fuel is required. The orbit
transfer solver phase, however, is more concerned with obtaining an accurate
representation of the transfer and is equally concerned with the values of the Lagrange
multipliers as it is with the transfer time. Finally, it also seems reasonable to desire a
method that will search for the optimal solution satisfying the target parameters but will
also, if that fails, be able to return a sub-optimal solution satisfying the target parameters.
In other words, it would be better to calculate a sub-optimal solution than obtain no
solution at all.
Obviously, the key algorithm is one that can quickly determine the minimum
transfer time (and fuel requirement) between two given orbits in a single bum. One
approach that may give satisfactory results is an application of multivariate interpolation.
Interpolation requires calculation and storage of data ahead of time. Therefore, the first
question is what needs to be stored? To completely specify a problem the following
twelve (12) values are required: semimajor axis a(to) and a(tr), eccentricity e(t 0 ) and e(tr),
true anomaly v(t 0 ) and v(tr), argument of perigee

~to)

and m(tr), mass m(to), thrust T,

specific impulse I sp, and transfer time, t1. To specify the problem's solution storage of
the Lagrange multipliers Ax(to), Ay(to), Au(to), Av(to),Am(to) is required.
The first of the nondimensionalization equations, Eqn. [23], says that a(to) can be
set to unity (a(t 0 )=1) for any orbit transfer problem. A simple choice of coordinate axis,
aligning it with perigee, will set the initial argument of perigee to be set to zero degrees,
which also warlcs for any orbit transfer problem. Neither eccentricity nor true anomaly
have su.ch

:orable scaling qualities. Additionally, now that the initial values have been

scaled, thf: . · :1al values cannot. The influence of specific impulse can be removed by
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assuming a constant mass. The mass may be corrected at the end of the bum, so that
calculation of the following bum is more accurate. Assuming constant mass also
removes the need to store

A.m.

The influence of the thrust level may be removed by a somewhat restrictive
assumption, (ar/p)2 << 1, where Or is distance between the actual position of the craft and
a point on a reference orbit with current radius p. This assumption is consistent both with
low thrust levels, which stay close to a reference orbit for several revolutions, and
medium thrust levels, which may only stay close to a reference orbit for a few
revolutions. The advantage is that the assumption linearizes the dynamics and allows the
solution to be written as

(78)

Where <l(t,t 0 ) is the state transition matrix for the homogeneous solution. If the initial
conditions are set to zero, then the solution is linear with respect to the thrust. Now, one
solution can easily be scaled for any thrust level; however, the resulting solution must
satisfy the assumption. The orbital elements can then be determined using a Jacobian
matrix, as shown in Eq. [79] and easily obtained by taking partial derivatives of equations
used to convert Cartesian coordinates to orbital elements.

8a
;: =

(79)

J(a •• e•• v••

w.)[;:]

8m

The number of parameters required to specify a given transfer are reduced to
seven (7): Oa<tr), e(t 0 ), &(tr), &u:tr), v(to), 8\{tr), and lf; the transfer time stored with this
data is the minimum t.ilue required for the transfer. To store the solution, it is still
required to know all the :. . agrange multipliers.
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Before proceeding much further with this discussion a few words should be said
about multivariate interpolation. It is assumed the reader is familiar with univariate, or
single variable, interpolation in which there is only one independent variable and one
scalar function of that variable, though any number of such dependent variables is
allowed. Bivariate interpolation is then interpolation involving two independent variables
and at least one function of these variables. Bivariate interpolation, and this applies
equally well to multivariate interpolation, is most easily implemented when the values for
independent variables are evenly spaced in a gridl4.
However, in the case of orbital transfer it would be quite difficult to obtain data
with the orbital elements of the target orbit evenJy spaced because this would require an
iterative solver for each data point. If that process were easy, there would be no need for
this approach. On the other hand, it is relatively easy to obtain a grid with the Lagrange
multipliers, orbital elements of the initial orbit, and the transfer time evenly spaced. The
equations of motion can then be integrated and the orbital elements of the destination
orbit are known. The difficulty associated with the unevenly spaced grid is evident when
one has values for the elements of the target orbit and wants to obtain the values of the
Lagrange multipliers and the required transfer time. Currently, both types of grids are
being considered.
The spacing of the grid is another issue altogether. The spacing of the grid, or its
density, will determine the accuracy of the estimated minimum transfer time. Since
speed of the algorithm and storage space required for the software are always important,
lhe grid will need a somewhat wide spacing. There are 7 values to store for each point in
the grid; whichever of the other 4 variables are evenly spaced, it is easy to determine their
values though proper indexing of the grid points. If each variable is allowed n different
values and 8 bytes are used to store each number in the computer, then the grid will
occupy 56n1 bytes of memory. Fort!:~ grid to need under one megabyte of space, then
\

n=4 is required. For n=5, the grid wc.Jid occupy just over 4 megabytes of space. More
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than likely, different spacings of each variable would be most efficient but will this will
not change the fact that the grid cannot be dense.
This interpolation will most surely produce a quick, though rough estimate of the
transfer time between two chosen orbits. The next phase of the method is to obtain
accurate solutions for the transfers between these orbits. Estimates for the Lagrange
multipliers can be also obtained through the interpolation. These can then be used as an
initial guess for a numerical solver. And, if that fails, a homotopy algorithm can be
initiated from a nearby grid data point since that data point is already an accurate
solution.

VII. CONCLUSIONS
Concerning the calculation of optimal transfers, the current direction has been
elaborated upon, which is to test numerical methods within the framework of the Patched
Method. Some work from previous repons and borrowing techniques from the literature
will be incorporated along with the discussed methods. Results from this work are
fonhcoming.
A few conclusions, which lend themselves to study in current research work, can
be made from the analyses presented here. If there are no algorithm mistakes, then it can
be concluded that the extremal solutions examined may not be locally optimal solutions
for fixed transfer time. However, some considerations necessary for an accurate
examination of the second variation may have been overlooked. Ongoing research work
is in examining why these conditions are not met.
It was found that the sufficient conditions were satisfied for the free final time
problem. Software has been developed in order to simulate neighboring optimal
feedback guidance. Currently, this software is not producing stable solutions. The issue
of stability of the response must be investigated further and is an area of current research
endeavors.
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SUMMARY

This repon presents new theoretical results which lead to new algorithms for the
computation of fuel·optimal multiple-bum orbit transfers of low and medium thrust.
Theoretical results introduced herein show how to add bums to an optimal trajectory and
show that the traditional set of necessary conditions may be replaced with a much simpler
set of equations. Numerical results are presented to demonstrate the utility of the
theoretical results and the new algorithms.
Two indirect methods from the literature are sho\Vll to be effective for the optimal
orbit transfer problem with relatively small numbers of burns. These methods are the
11inimizing Boundary Condition 11ethod (MBCM) and

BOU~'DSCO.

Both of these

methods make use of the irrst-order necessary conditions exactly as derived by optimal
control theory.
Perturbations due to Earth's oblateness and atmospheric drag are considered.
These penurbations are of greatest interest for transfers that take place between low Eanh
orbit altitudes and geosynchronous orbit altitudes·. Example extremal solutions including
these effects and computed by the aforementioned methods are presented.

It is a commonly accepted notion in the field of optimal orbit transfer that the
more burns an optimal transfer executes, the lower the cost. Unfonunately, many
numerical methods are not robust enough to simply "jump" from anN-bum solution to an
N+ 1 burn solution. A new algorithm is presented which greatly eases this process. The

method is just as easily implemented in the framework of MBCM as
indirect method, or a hybrid method.

xiil

BOU~'DSCO,

any

Using this algorithm and the indirect methods mentioned above, the phenomena
of multiple solutions is demonstrated for the optimal orbit transfer problem. A simple
empirical guideline is proposed which chooses between two or more multiple solutions
\\'hen using this algorithm. It is not claimed that the algorithm will obtain the globally
optimal solution.
Intuitively, one might want to think of an optimal multiple-bum transfer not as
one large trajectory, but as a sequence of optimal one· bum transfers between transfer
orbits that are optimally chosen. For ideal gravity, a strong relationship is shown to exist
between these two problems. Based on this relationship, two new numerical methods are
presented which iteratively compute optimal orbit transfers. The flrst method, named the
Patched 1-1ethod, appears to be very robust yet sluggish in convergence. The second
method, named the 11odified Patched 11ethod (M.PM) seems somewhat less robust but
much faster in convergence. For optimal orbit transfers in ideal gravity

\~lith

large

numbers of burns, :M..Pl\1 seems to be superior to the other methods investigated in this
repon.
Finally, an investigation is made into a suboptimal multiple-burn guidance
scheme. This scheme is, in fact, seen to have some\\'hat less than desirable terminal
error. This tenninal error is improved through a time-to·go indexing scheme. Future
directions for multiple-bum guidance are suggested.
The FORTRAN code developed for this study has been collected together in a
package named ORBPACK. ORBPACK and a user manual are provided. The manual is
included as an appendix to this repon.
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SECTION I
THE ORBIT TRANSFER PROBLEl\1
1.1. Jntrodyctjon

The most popular motor today for perfonning orbit transfers is of high thrust and
usually a solid, sometimes a liquid rocket motor. These typically have a specific impulse,
or l 1p, in the lower hundreds of seconds (250s·450s) and thrust in the thousands of
Newtonsl and up. In this range, they can be considered impulsive2, applying changes in
velocity on a time scale much shorter than the orbit period. For many years the study of
optimal orbit transfer has focused on these impulsive motors.
With the hopes of lower fuel consumption due to an lsp typically in the thousands
of seconds, electric propulsion has recently grown in popularity and many studies have
been performed to develop the motors; a major satellite manufacturer is already designing
satellites which use a Xenon Ion Propulsion System (XIPS)3. The thrust produced by
these motors is in the tens to thousandths of Newtons; for example, XIPS produces 18
thousandths of a Newton with an lsp just under 3,000 sec. Obviously, orbit transfer
maneuvers with such electric propulsion will take more time and practical transfers can
no longer be modeled as impulsive. Since it is necessary to specify the maneuver with
continuous functions as opposed to discrete impulsive events, the optimal transfer
problem has been too complicated for exact analytical solutions.

lHertz, J. R.. , and Arson, W. J., Space Mission Analysis and Design, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Boston, 1991.
2Robbins, H. M., "An Analytical Study of the Impulsive Approximation," AIAA Journal,
Vol. 4, No.8, 1966, pp. 1417-1423
3Christensen, R. A., ed., "Space Propulsion's Latest Thrust," Vectors, Vol 37, No. l,
1995, Hughes Electronics, Los Angeles.
1

Numerical methods for the computation of optimal orbit transfers have been
widely studied. These numerical methods fall into three categories: direct. indirect, and
hybrid methods. Direct methods parameterize the thrust program and then attempt to
optimize these parameters while satisfying boundary conditions. Indirect methods
employ the mathematics of optimal control to formulate a Two-Point Boundary Value
Problem (TPB VP) which can then be approached with a variety of numerical methods.
Hybrid methods are a combination of the two. These methods are often formed by
simply removing difficult conditions from the TPBVP and optimizing some equivalent
cost function over the released parameters.
The main objective of this research was the computation of fuel-optimal low and
medium thrust orbit transfers. Here, medium thrust was taken as 1 > TIW0 ~ 0.01 and
low-thrust as 0.01 > TIW0 2: 0.00 1. This particular definition has been made because it is
the initial acceleration which the rocket motor produces compared with the gravitational
acceleration at that point that determines how easily changes in the initial orbit will be
made. In contrast, comparing the initial rocket motor acceleration \Vith the weight of the
spacecraft as it would measure on the planet's surface does not directly indicate the
motor's ability to move the spacecraft away from a very high orbit.
Of the utmost interest was the ability to compute highly efficient transfers for the
ideal case. This will provide mission planners with the ability to compute a "best"
transfer which can be used to judge more practical schemes. However, the ideal case
does not quite represent reality; the ability to handle orbit penurbations is desirable as
this would produce more realistic "best'' transfers. For trajectories that spend much time
near or beyond geosynchronous orbit, the dominant orbit penurbations will result from
either Eanh oblateness effects or atmospheric drag.l

2

Software using multiple-point shooting and modified-shooting techniques were
used and produced many solutions. Using these, some characteristics of the solution have
been observed and studied. Identification of these characteristics has resulted in the
development of a new method for improving optimal orbit transfers. The method
introduces additional burns to optimal ideal-gravity orbit transfers using an underexploited propeny of the switching function.

A set of improved transfers were

constructed and these uncovered new propenies of optimal transfers.
Funhennore, two new methods have been developed. The frrst is a new hybrid
approach called the Patched

~1ethod.

This method combines the robustness of a direct

approach and the greater convergence speed of the multiple-shooting approach in a
configuration that can handle transfers with large numbers of bums. However. the
Patched Method pays for its robustness with speed.
The second new method is the Modified Patched Method

(~1PM). ~M

trades

back some of the sluggishness of the Patched 11ethod for a small loss in robustness. This
trade-off is accomplished by making use of properties specific to the orbit transfer
problem. Some of these propenies appear to be new, developed here for the frrst time.
Overall, 1v1PM seems to be superior to any of the other methods applied in this repon.
The other objective of this research was the examination of a capable guidance
algorithm for multiple-burn orbit transfer. Work on this has produced a one-burn
guidance algorithm using neighboring optimal feedback control. This guidance algorithm
could be used on a bum-by-burn basis to produce a sub-optimal trajectory.

1,2. Orbit Transfer h1odelin2

The spacecraft is represented by a point mass and assumed to be a thrusting craft
acted upon by the aerodynamic drag and oblate-body gravity forces of a central body.
3

The central body, or planet, is also represented as a point mass positioned at its own
center of gravity. Funhermore, the problem is restricted to crafts of mass much smaller
than that of the central body; therefore, the planet is assumed fixed in inenial space. This
inen.ial space is described with a rectangular Cane sian inenial reference frame (OXYZ).
The central body is fixed at the center 0 of this frame and the z-axis is perpendicular to
that body's equator. All motion within this frame agreeing with the above assumptions
must satisfy Newton's Second Law:

lF= d(m\')

(1.1)

dr

v.·here m is the spacecraft's mass,,. is its velocity with respect to the reference frame, and
!:F represents the sum of forces on the craft.
In this case, gravity, drag. and thrust make up the total force acting on the craft.
This gives
m\•

=Ter- Fdrag- F grtNiry

(1.2)

in which the thrust is some time-varying function T(r) independent of a time-varying
direction er{r). This is most clearly derived by considering a momentum balance of the
spacecraft as it expells mass to produce thrust; absorbing the dmldr term into the thrust
term produces Equation (1.2).
The thrust direction is expressed as the unit vector er{r). For a three-dimensional
thrust vector the control requires a magnitude and three components or two angles. For
two dimensional problems, the one magnitude and only two independent control
components or one angle is required.
It is assumed that the fuel consumption of the motor is represented by
4

T

m=-g.,I,

(1.3)

where g0 is Earth's gravitational acceleration at sea level and lsp is the motor's specific
impulse.
It is assumed that the atmosphere surrounding the central body can be described
by an exponential model as in the standard atmosphere 4 resulting in _the following
aerodynamic drag force:

(1.4)

where fj is a constant from the atmosphere model describing air density variation in the
prescribed altitude region, Po is the atmosphere density at the altitude r0 , S is the crosssectional area of the craft, CD is the craft's drag coefficient, vis the magnitude of the
velocity v, and r is the magnitude of the position vector r.
The gravitational potential energy to the second hannonic isS

(1.5)

where R~ is the equatorial radius of the central body, 8 is the latitude angle of the current
position from the equator, J.l is the gravitational constant for the central body, and J2 is a
constant describing the mass distribution of the central body; for Earth J 2=1082.61xi0·6.
There are additional mass distribution terms, but the series is truncated here. 8 is
4Anderson, J.D., Fundamentals of Aerodynamics, New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
1984.
5Space Technology Laboratories, Flight Performance Handbook for Orbital Operations.
New York: Wiley, 1963.
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described v.·ith Canesian coordinates by z=r cos(8). This gravitational potential exens
the folloY.ing force on the spacecraft:

F,,....,') =audr =-{1!.1
, ' R;
r +~
2 ,_,...,
r (N - s(!.)
r 1)}r
2

2

3

5

(1.6)

where N =diag {1,1 ,3} and l is the identity matrix.

The equations of motion for the spacecraft are
i(r)

=f(x(r),T(r),e

1

(r))

(1.7)

\\'here
(1.8)

and

(1.9a)

f(x(t),T(t),e 7 (t)) =

(1.9b)
( 1.9c)

The thrust magnitude has both an upper and a lower bound. The upper bound is
called Tmu' the lower bound is zero. Therefore, the following inequality constraint must
be satisfied for all time t e [O,r1] :
. OSTS:Tm.ax
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(1.1 0)

For the purposes of this study a simple atmosphere model was chosen. The model
was not intended to accurately represent the Eanh 's atmosphere, or any other planet for
that matter. It is implemented only for the purpose of demonstrating the methods used
herein and to allow examination of its effects on the optimal transfer.
The model was defined from a reference altitude of 450 km above the planet's
equator. The entire atmosphere region was assumed isothermal with a temperature of
l,OOOK. The density at the definition altitude was defmed to be 1.184xl0·12 kg!m3. The
definition point for this model was taken from the 1976 U.S. Standard Atmosphere6.
Also, it was assumed that Cv=2, a common approximation for spacecraft7, and the cross
sectional area of the satellite was arbitrarily chosen to be 4tr m2.
For problems in which the ideal gravity assumption is acceptable, coasting
trajectories are well understood and can be analytically represented. Therefore, it is
simplest to optimize the exit, or "thrust on," point on the initial orbit and the entry, or
"thrust off;' point on the final orbit. A real spacecraft implementing the orbit transfer
could simply wait in the initial orbit until arrival at the initial orbit exit point, indicating
that the maneuver should begin.
Hence, the boundary conditions must determine all orbital elements except
position on orbit, and are written as

where the function
and

'V(x(r"))= a"

(l.lla)

'V(x(r1 )) =a1

(l.llb)

'V determines these orbital elements for the state in question and a 0

a1 are vectors containing the desired values at the initial and final points,

respectively. Such a determination could be accomplished several different ways.
6United States. COESA. U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976, \Vashington: GPO, 1976.
D. Theory of Satellite Orbits in an Atmosphere. London, Butterwonhs, 1964.

7K.ing-Hele,
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Howe\'er, using the angular momentum and eccentricity vectors is perhaps the simplest.8
For planar transfers, all motion can be placed in X-Y plane and the components of the '+'
function are
1/f1 = h = XV· )'U
1/12 = pe,. = [ (v 2 - J.l/r )x- (r 1 \')u)

(1.12)

VI3 = pe Y = [(v2 - J.l I r)y- (r1 v)v)
Where his the angular momentum, ex is the X-component of the eccentricity vector, and

e, is the Y-component of the eccentricity vector.
In the three-dimensional case, these vectors will compose six components. Since
the angular momentum and eccentricity vectors are always perpenclicular, one of these
components will be redundant and thus removable. There is one restriction on which
component is removed; it can be seen clearly by considering the propeny that the vectors
are always onhogonal, expressed as
(1.13)

A component of one of the two vectors can be removed if it can be computed using
Equation ( 1.13). In other words, since Eq. (1.13) always holds, knowledge of the
removed component is implied and it is unnecessary to explicitly compute it. Another
way to state this is to say that the six components are linearly dependent. Therefore, if
for the orbit transfer problem in question, h1:;e0 on a terminal orbit, then the 'V function
components can be vnitten as

8Kaplan, ~1. H. Modern Spacecraft Dynamics and Control, New York, John \Viley &
Sons, 1976.
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(l.l4a)

Vl1 = h:a = yw • xv
Vl2 = h, ZU • X W
Vl3 = h, =XV· yu

(l.l4b)

VI~. =J..Le. =[(v 2 -p/r)x-(rT,,)uJ

(1.14d)

VIs= peY = ((v 2 - J..Lfr)y- (rT \')v)

(l.l4e)

=

(1.14c)

where x,y, and z are the components of r in OXYZ and u,v, and ware the components of
vin OXYZ.
If the initial or final ponion of a transfer traverses altitudes where ideal gravity is

not a valid assumption, then the boundary conditions likely need to be refonnulated. For
example, a trajectory that begins at a very low Eanh-altitude cannot truly coast with zero
cost because energy would be lost due to atmospheric drag. For such a transfer, it would
be more realistic to fix the initial point. Likewise, some missions may be more interested
in delivering the spacecraft to a specific point in space, in which case the final condition
should be a rendexvous condition.
Anticipating numerical applications, note that the problem can be
nondimensionalized. This aided by making all states roughly the same order. In the
presentation of example solutions, the hat ("') notation will be dropped and solutions are
assumed nondimensionalized unless stated otherwise. The non-dimensionalizations
follow:
(1.15a-b)

i=r/r-tt

( l.15c)
and they require the following:
(1.15d-e)

9

;

0

E

pe {3r-tt

r /r-tt
0

(gcjzp) 5 gi,P~r'tl /JJ.

(p"SCv) =p,SCv(r-tt /m-tt)

R, e

f =(T/m-tt)j(JJ./r-tt 2 )

R,/r*

(1.15f-g)
(1.15h-i)
( 1.15j-k)

The choices of r"R and m"R are completely arbitrary. However, it needs to be said that
after a problem is solved by these nondimensionalizations rescaling must be exercised
\\ith caution; rescaling changes the atmosphere model and changes the equatorial radius
used for the oblateness terms. For example, a given transfer with nondimensionaJized
parameters must specify the value for

R, if oblateness effects were considered.

If, after

rescaling, one intends this transfer to represent a maneuver about Eanh then r11 must be
such that R, is the radius of Eanh by Equation (1.15k). Similar arguments may be made
concerning the nondimensionalized parameters for atmospheric drag effects.
Substitution of Eqs. (1.15a·k) into Eqs. (1.9a·c) shows that the nondimensiona1
dynamic equations are equivalent to Eqs. (1.9a-c) with Ji.=l (the value of 12 • however. has
no dimensions and is not changed). In Eq. (1.9a), choosing the scalings for r and t,
sho\vs that the only consistent scaling for,. is Eq. (1.15d). Then, in Eq. (1.9b) it is clear
that Eqs. (1.15a·h) and (1.15j·k) are required for consistency. Substitution into Eq. (1.9b)
also shows that the factor Ji. appears on both sides of Eq. (1.9b), in the numerator of every
tenn; therefore. it may be dropped from both sides. Finally, substitution into Eq. (1.9c)
reveals that Eq. (1.15i) is required for consistent scaling.
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SECTION II
COl\tPUT ATION OF OPTIMAL ORBIT
TRANSFERS
D. 1. Literature Reyicw

One of the earliest and most notable applications of the calculus of variations to
the orbit transfer problem was by Lawden9. His work established the now widely-used
pointer vector theory. Lawden also derived many useful analytical results including an
analytical solution for the Lagrange multipliers over coast arcs in ideal gravitylO; his
expression is easily configured to trajectories where the transfer time is unconstrained.
He went on to conclude that for the case of escape from a circular orbit, tangential
thrusting

w~uld

be nearly optimalll; however, he noted that this thrust program may not

fare so well in other cases. Lawden studied the possibility that, in addition to arcs of
maximum thrust and null thrust, arcs of intermediate-thrust may exist in an optimal
transfer12. He later wrote a general review of rocket trajectory optimization13 and stated
that issue of the existence of intermediate-thrust arcs was still unresolved.
After Lawden's formulation was published, many other researchers produced
solutions to the Lagrange multipliers over coast arcs in ideal gravity. A set of

9Lawden, D. F., Optimal Trajectories for Space Navigation, London, Butterwonhs, 1963.
lCJLawden, D. F., "Fundamentals of Space Navigation," Journal of the British
Interplanetary Society, Vol. 13, No.2, 1954, pp. 87-101, 1954.
11Lawden, D. F., "Optimal Escape from a Circular Orbit," Astronaurica Acta, Vol. 4, No.
3, 1958, pp. 218-233.
12Lawden, D. F., "Optimal Intermediate-Thrust Arcs in a 9ravitational Field,"
Asrronautica Acta, Vol. 8, No.2, pp. 106-123.
13Lawden, D. F., "Rocket Trajectory Optimization: 1950-1963," Journal of Guidance,
Control, and Dynamics, Vol. 14, No.4, 1991, pp. 705-711.
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expressions derived by Danby1 4 appear to be the earliest such work. This was actually
for the equivalent problem of determining the matriz.ant. At almost the same time, Pines
published work which derived constants of integrationts. some which apply during any
pan of the trajectory. even intermediate-thrust arcs, and some in restricted cases. Later,
both Eckenwilerl6 and Hempel17 produced formulations valid in a two-dimensional
system. Lion and Handelsmanl8 derived equations for a three-dimensional system.
Glandorf19 produced a very useful fonn for the Lagrange multiplier's that used the
current radius, velocity, and angular momentum vectors as reference directions. Vinh20
developed equations v.'hich reduced the solution of the Lagrange multipliers for any
central force field to a problem of simple quadratures.
These analytical results have all proved useful in many studies of optimal orbit
transfers. However, to date no closed-form expressions have been obtained for optimal
orbit transfers, including the fuel-optimal thrust-limited case considered in this repon.
Therefore, numerical methods are used to produce exact solutions for this problem which
has challenged the most sophisticated algorithms. These methods are traditionally
divided into three types: indirect, direct, and hybrid.

14Danby,

l M. A, "The Matrizant of Keplerian Motion," AJAA Journal, Vol. 2, No. 1,
1964, pp. 16-19.
lSPines, S., "Constants of the Motion for Optimum Thrust Trajectories in a Central Force
Field:' AJAA Journal, Vol. 2, No. 11, 1964, pp. 2010-2014.
16Eckenwiler, M. W., •'Closed-Fonn Lagrangian Multipliers for Coast Periods of
Optimum Trajectories," AJAA Journal, Vol.3, No.6, June 1965, pp. 1149-1151.
17Hempel, P.R., "Representation of the Lagrangian Multipliers for Coast Periods of
Optimum Trajectories," AIAA Journal, Vol. 4, No.4, June 1966, pp. 720-730.
18Lion, P.M., and Handelsman, M., "Primer Vector on Fixed-Time Impulsive
Trajectories," A!AA Journal, Vol. 6, No. 1. 1968, pp. 127-132.
19Glandorf, D. R., "Lagrange Multipliers and the State Transition Matrix for Coasting
Arcs," AIM Journal, Vol. 7, No.2, 1969, pp. 363-365.
2°Vinh, N. X., "Integration of the Primer Vector in a Central Force Field," Journal of
Optimization Theory and Applications, Vol. 9, No. l, 1972, pp. 51-58.
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ll.l.l. Indirect 1\fethods
Indirect methods conven the optimization problem into a TPBVP though optimal
control theory. The most popular indirect methods by far seem to be the shooting and
multiple-point shooting methods.
Among the studies using indirect methods, the work by Brown, Harrold, and
Johnson2I produced an indirect method named OPGUID/S\VITCH which handles
rendezvous trajectories or free entry/exit points and free final time using a modified set of
boundary conditions. Results with OPGUID/SWITCH were presented for medium thrust
levels and two to three burns.
Another indirect method, developed by McAdoo, Jezewski, and Dawk.ins22 and
dubbed OPBURN, was actually a combination of two approaches.

The first

approximated ideal gravity using a model for gravitational accelerations linearly varying
with altitude. This assumption results in a linear steering law and was used to simplify
low-accuracy calculation of the transfer. The data from this approach were used as the
starting iterate of another, more accurate code. Results with this method were presented
for medium thrust acceleration levels and two to three burns.
Edelbaum, Sackett, and Malchow23 produced computer code to solve minimum
time transfers (one burn) using equinoctial orbital elements as state variables. Constraints
on exposure to solar radiation were considered. This method relied heavily upon the

21Brown, K. R., Harrold, E. F., and Johnson, G. W., "Rapid Optimization of 11ultipleBum Rocket Flights," NASA CR-1430, Sept., 1969.
22McAdoo, S., Jr., Jezewski, D. J., and Dawkins, G. S., "Development of a ~1ethod for
Optimal Maneuver Analysis of Complex Space Missions," NASA TN D-7882,
April, 1975.
23£delbaum, T.N., Sackett, L. L., and Malchow, H. L., "Optimal Low Thrust Geocentric
Transfer' AIAA Paper 73-1074, Proceedings of the AIAA lOth Electric
Propulsion Conference, Lake Tahoe, Nevada, November 1973.
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method of averaging and was named SECKSPOT. Horsewood, Susk.in, and Pines2 4
modifi~

SECKSPOT to produce a code for the optimization of multiple-burn rendezvous

orbit transfers ·with plane changes between circular orbits with low-thrust in an ideal
gravity field. The transfer times for these trajectories v.'ere ftxed.
A study by Redding2S handled point-to-point, or rendezvous, low-thrust transfers
with plane changes. The method presented in the study includes the reduced set of
boundary conditions established earlier by Brown, et.

a1.2l

It was limited to transfers to

geosynchronous orbits in an ideal gravity field and no results are discussed for ellipticaJ
tenninal orbits. Solutions v.i.th low-thrust were obtained for transfers with two to six
bums.

ll.1.2. Direct l\1ethods
The most common technique for direct methods is to discretize the control and
possibly the state, then optimize the perfonnance index by varying the control and state at
each node of the independent variable. This optimization is usually subject to some
constraints. In orbit transfer optimization, it obviously makes sense to use any helpful
results from the application of optimal control theory. Almost universally, direct
methods for orbit transfer optimization make use of a bang-bang assumption which
eliminates the possibility of intermediate-thrust arcs. The control is then taken as a
combination of switching times and directions.
The Direct Collocation \\i.th Nonlinear Programming (DCNLP) technique makes
use of polynomial approximation to both perform integration and approximate the control

24Horsewood, J.L., Suskin, M.A., and Pines, S., u~1oon Trajectory Computational
Capability Development;' NASA Lewis TR-90-51, Cleveland, Ohio 44135, July
1990.
.
2.5Redding, D.C., "Optimal Low-Thrust Transfers to Geosynchronous Orbit," NASA
Lewis SUDAAR 539, Cleveland, Ohio 44135, Sept. 1983.
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at nodes. Dickmanns and Wells26 made a significant contribution using a DCt-:LP
method based on piece-wise Hermite polynomial approximations for the state and
Lagrange multipliers.

~1ore

recently, Hargraves and Paris2 7 used this technique in their

OTIS (Optimal Trajectories by Implicit Simulation) program. The Direct Transcription
and Nonlinear Programming (DTNLP) technique is very similar to DCNLP, with
transcription replacing collocation for implicit integration.
Using DCNLP once then DTNLP later, Enright and Conway28,29 examined
circular, point-to-point planar transfers with ideal gravity. The methods demonstrated in
these studies were shown effective for two- and three-burn trajectories. In using the
DThU method, a technique was developed for calculating the Lagrange multipliers so
that Pontryagin 's ~1inimum Principle could be checked. In some cases, it was found that
this principle had been violated.
Vulpetti and

~1ontreali30

used nonlinear programming to optimize transfers

between circular orbits with inclinations. They did include oblateness and drag in their
gravity model; their thrust acceleration level was about 0.00 19g. Example transfers
included from two to four burns. Pourtakdoust and Jalali31 used DTl\1-P for three26Dick.manns, F.D., and Well, K.H., "Approximate Solution of Optimal Control Problems
Using Third Order Hermite Functions," JFIP-TC71 VI Technical Conference on
Optimization Techniques, Novosibirsh Springer, 1974.
27Hargraves, C.R., Paris, S.W., Vlases, W.G., "OTIS Past, Present, and Future,"
Proceedings of the 1992 AIAA conference of Guidance, Navigation, and Control,
Hilton Head, S.C. 1992
28Enrigh~ P.J. and Conway, B.A., "Optimal Finite-Thrust Spacecraft Trajectories Using
Collocation and Nonlinear Programming,'' Journal of Guidance, Control, and
Dynamics, Vol. 14, No.5, 1991, pp. 981-985.
29Enrigh~ P.J. and Conway, B.A., uDiscrete Approximations to Optimal Trajectories
Using Direct Transcription and Nonlinear Programming," Journal of Guidance 1
Control, and Dynamics, Vol. 15, No.4, 1992, pp. 994-1002.
30Vulpetti, G. and Montereali, R.M., "High-Thrust and Low-Thrust Two-Stage LEO·
LEO Transfer" ActaAstronautica1 Vol. 15, No. 12, 1987, pp. 973-979 (84-354)
31Pounakdoust, S.H. and Jalali, M.A., "Optimal Three-Dimensional Orbital Transfer
Using Direct Optimization Methods," Engineering Systems Design and Analysis,
Vol. 64-6, ASME, 1994, pp. 5~-58.
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dimensional two· bum transfers with a medium thrust level. All these studies mentioned
above either used fixed final time, fixed entry/exit positions in orbits, or both.
Another direct method that is gaining in popularity makes use of a technique
called differential inclusion.32 Coverstone-Carrell, V. and Williams, S.N _33 used
differential inclusion concepts in a direct optimization scheme that produced one- and
two-burn planar interplanetary rendezvous trajectories. The title of the study states that
these trajectories are for low-thrust, but the thrust levels fit in the medium thrust range
defined for this report.

D.l.3. Hybrid l\1ethods
~1ethods

are called hybrid if they don't fit neatly into either of the above

categories. Typically, hybrid methods for the orbit transfer problem involve some use of
the Lagrange multipliers and the Euler-Lagrange equations but also use direct
optimization to determine other parameters of the trajectory.
Zondervan, Wood, and Caughey3 4 used a hybrid method to study three-bum
transfers with plane changes in ideal gravity and for thrust levels in the medium and lowthrust range. Their approach was to take the indirect setup and release the switching
function constraint. The switching points were then optimized directly.

32Kisielevticz., M., Differential Inclusions and Optimal Control, Kluwer Academic
Publishers, Boston, 1991.
33Coverstone-Carro11, V. and Williams, S.N., "Optimal Low Thrust Trajectories Using
Differential Inclusion Concepts," Proceedings of the AAS Rocky Mountain
Guidance Conference, Colorado, 1994.
34Zondervan, K.P., Wood, L.J., and Caughey, T.K., "Optimal Low-Thrust, Three-Burn
Orbit Transfers with Large Plane Changes," Journal of zhe Astronautical
Sciences, Vol. 32, No. 3, 1984, pp. 407-427.
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llgen3.5 used a hybrid scheme called HYTOP to compute low-thrust transfers for
an Orbit Transfer Vehicle (OTV) study. The HYTOP algorithm uses the fact from
optima] control theory that the pointer vector function is continuous for the duration of
the transfer. The pointer vector function, and only this function, is discretized into piecewise linear functions. The state was represented by equinoctial orbital elements. The
final mass was then optimized over the choice of the pointer vector function parameters
subject to the TPBVP constraints.
Each hybrid method is unique, these two are by no means representative of all that
have been attempted. To date, there does not appear to be any standard hybrid
methodology.
D.2. Usjng lndjrect hletbods and Homotopy to Compute Solutions
The following subsections describe work in this research effon using indirect
methods and homotopy to compute solutions. Modified forms of both shooting and
multiple-point shooting were found capable of computing medium thrust transfers with
small numbers of burns and some low-thrust transfers. In this domain, a new method for
increasing the number of burns in a transfer was developed and is based a new propeny
of the switching function. This new method was used to demonstrate that optimal orbit
transfers may have multiple solutions. Also, when using this method there is a rule-ofthumb that may help compute the more efficient of the multiple solutions, thus, avoiding
the need to compute all possible transfers and comparing the cost directly. However,
there is no guarantee of a global minimum.
ll.2.1. Application of Optimal Control

For this problem the choice of performance index is clear.
35Ilgen, M.R., "A Hybrid Method for Computing Optima(Low-Thrust OTV
Trajectories," Proceedings of the AAS Rocky Mountain Guidance Conference,
Colorado, 1994 (AAS 94-129).
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(2.1)

where m(r1) represents the mass of the spacecraft including its fuel at the end of the orbit
transfer. The intention, then, is to maximize the performance index, viz. maximize the
mass at the end of the transfer.
The TPBVP is constructed using the necessary conditions in the usual manner.36
Include the steering direction vector constraint in the Hamiltonian, v.·hich can be defined
for the optimization problem as

H( x(z ), T(z ), er (r ), 1-(r )) =A1 (r )f(x(z ), T(r ),er(l)) +A, (er1 (z )er(t) -1)
H

=A, V+ A,T( ~ e ~
1

7-

r- HJL!l ~i [r\- s(;J]}r

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

_]_ Pc e-P(r-r.)SCDv,·)- 1. "' _!_+ A,(er1 er -1)
2m

go!,

from which the Euler·Lagrange equations are obtained as ODEs governing the Lagrange
multipliers

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

3 6BI)·son,

A.E. and Ho, Y.-C., Applied Optimal Control, New York: Hemisphere
Publishing Corporation.
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(2.3c)

The next Euler-Lagrange equation is easily derived as

(2.4)

so that the necessary condition is satisfied if er = A..~"-.1 and A,= (TJA..I)j(2m); in other
words, the thrust direction is parallel to Av, which Lawden thus referred to as the pointer
vector. This choice is funher supponed by a sufficient conclition; note that

(2.5)

when ji.... j > 0, T>O, and m finite. Also, note that if any one of these is violated during a
burn, the trajectory is immediately indeterminate. The choice for the Lagrange multiplier

A., has been made and does not need to be solved for.
The switching function is derived by an application of the maximum principle.
The thrust magnitude, which has bounds T

mtJ:{

and 0, will give Hits maximum value if it

is at its maximum value when Hr > 0 and at its minimum when Hr < 0. The switching
function is

(2.6)

and the switching law is
Hr > 0, T = TWIIU
Hr <0, T=O
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(2.7)

If H r were to be zero for a finite time the control would be singular. Higher-order
derivatives of Hr would then be needed to calculate T. In subsection 11.1., it was noted
that this singular control has been investigated by many different researchers but no
conclusions are widely accepted as to when, or if, it will be pan of the optimal control.
Many authors21.34,25,37 have identified the switching law, and associated
switching function, as a source of strong sensitivity in numerical solutions.
To complete the TPBVP, the methods of optimal control supply a set of natural
boundary conditions

i.(r1 ) = [

:t,)

(x(t,), x(r1 ). v,, v1

)J
)J

i.(r,) = -[ .;g)x(r,),x(r1 ). v,, v1

(2.8a)

(2.8b)

where G is defined as

and \V(X) was defined in Equations (1.12). Therefore, the natural boundary conditions
can be expressed as

37Chuang, C.-H. and Goodson, T.D. "Optimal Trajectories of Low- and Medium- Thrust

Orbit Transfers with Drag and Oblateness," Submitted to the Journal of the
Astronautical Sciences.
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[U:: ~] =[~ (x(r, ))Tv,

(2.1 0)

[~:~::~]= -[ ~ (x(r.))T v,
A,.(r1 )=l
where

T

[

[2rv1 - (r1 v)1- vr 1

[r,J

~ (x)J = [-,·.]

Y

[(vTv)I-nT + (r~t (rrT -(rTr)I)]

(2.11)

and the subscript "X" denotes the skew symmetric matrix representation of the cross
product.
The last condition deals with the final time.

For free transfer time the

transversality condition must be satisfied
(2.12)

n.2.2. BOUJ\'DSCO
One method used here to solve the TPB VP is a modification of the multiple·point

-

shooting method. The specific algorithms are those given by H. J. Oberle in the
subroutine BOUNDSC038, written in FORTRAN.
The state defined for the optimal control problem differs slightly from the state
used in BOU}.TDSCO. The state used in BOUNDS CO for numerical computation is
38Qberle, H. J., "BOU~1)SCO- Hinweise zur Benutzung des Mehrzielverfahrens fu.r die
numerische LOsung von Randwerproblemen mit Schaltbedingungen", Hamburger
Beitrage zur Angewandten Mathematik, Berichte 6, 1987.
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and includes a state denoting the transfer time, r1• and the
natural boundary conditions.

BOUJ\~SCO

V0

and v1 vectors, from the

does not allow user-defined parameters that

are determined in the iteration process, only functions of time; therefore, these last
quantities must be included in the state z and specified to have zero derivatives with
respect to time. Also, BOUJ\~SCO is resoicted to problems with a fixed panition of the
independent variable; therefore, the independent variable has been defined as -re [0, 1]
~'ith

r = 1 tr This requires that the system dynamics be properly transformed to the

independent variable 1 so that
x( r)

:i.( 1)
=

0

t ,d-e

0
0

and these derivatives with respect tot are Eqs. (l.9a)-(1.9c) and (2.3a)-(2.3c). If x had N
components, then the

BOUJ\~SCO

state, z, has 2N+2(N-2)+ 1 components.

BOUJ\rnSCO addresses the switching function sensitivity problem by the explicit
inclusion of switching points in the problem formulation. The number of switching
points is not changed by BOUJ\~SCO. It iteratively drives the guessed sv.·itching points
to be zeros of the switching function, Eq. (2.6). The user must then decide in which
intervals to have the thrust on and in which to have thrust off. Unfonunately, with this
scheme the switching law, Eq. (2.7), may not be satisfied and must be checked after
BOU:f'..~SCO

claims convergence to a solution.
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ll.2.3. The 1\1inimiz..ing-BoundarJ·Condition 1\1ethod
The second method used herein is called the Minimizing-Boundary-Condition
l\1ethod (l\1BCr-.1)39.

~1BCM

is a modified shooting algorithm in which the switching

structure of the optimal control is implicit. The program checks the switching function
and the switching law to ensure that Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) are satisfied at each integration
step.
As a modification to the simple shooting method, !v1BCM, expands the set of
available solutions by removing one boundary condition while keeping the same number
of unknowns. The choice of this boundary condition is arbitrary. \Vith the number of
unknowns unchanged, the solutions become a one-dimensional family. Since this gives a
much larger set of solutions, it is much easier to solve the resulting boundary-value
problem. Once that is accomplished, the search for the solution that incorporates the final
boundary conditions is treated as a minimization problem. The gradient is numerically
calculated and used to update the initial state until the last boundary condition is satisfied.
This method is about as effective as BOUNDSCO in solving the two-point boundaryvalue problems for the solved optimal orbit transfers.
ll.2.4. Example Two-Burn Extremal
A solution is presented in this subsection, obtained by both BOUNDSCO and
~1BCM.

It is nondimensionalized and assumes ideal gravity. The transfer is made

between two planar, aligned orbits. The solution's trajectory is shown in Figure 2.1. The
transfer time has been optimized and is 19.05. The initial mass is 1.608. The initial
semimajor axis is 3.847 and eccentricity is 0.02378. The final orbit semimajor axis is 1.5
and eccentricity is 0.333. The product gJsp is 1.313 and the thrust level is 0.03.

39Chuang, C.-H., and Speyer, J.L., "Periodic Optimal Hypersonic SCRA~1jet Cruise,"
Optimal Control Applications and Methods, Vol. 8, 1987, pp. 231-242.
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Since initial altitude for the transfer is 3.905, the initial TI\V 0 is 0.2845 and the
transfer m:1y be categorized as a medium thrust transfer by the definition stated earlier.
\Vith the initial orbit higher than the final orbi4 this transfer may be viewed as an optimal
descent transfer. However, since atmospheric drag has not been considered, it should not
be viewed as an optimal de·orbiting transfer, where the spacecraft would be intentionally
placed in an orbit low enough for drag to eventually destroy it.
Two bums are used to complete the transfer. Most of the change in energy occurs
in the longer second bum, but most of the change in angular momentum occurs in the
frrst burn.

TI.2.5. Example Three-Burn Extremal Considering Perturbation Effects
In this subsection, another example transfer is presented. This transfer was also
obtained ·with both BOUl'\DSCO and

~1BC~1.

However, this is a three-burn transfer

\\'hose terminal orbits are not planar. The initial orbit has the same semimajor axis and
eccentricity as the transfer from Fig. 1 except now the orbit is inclined 20°, has a right
ascension of 13°, and an argument of perigee at 15°. The final orbit is also identical but
inclined 1° \\'ith 0° right ascension and an argument of perigee at 0°. The thrust level and
specific impulse are also the same. This solution includes oblateness effects but excludes
drag effects. For the computation of oblateness effects, Earth's value for J2 (1 082.61x10·
6) was used along \vith R.=0.9696. Since this transfer is intended to be about the earth,

r*=6578 km must be specified as it ensures the correct equatorial radius scaling.
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Two-Burn Extremal Orbit Transfer Solution with Free Final Time.

The trajectory is shown in Figs. 2.2-2.3. This is a fixed transfer time transfer with
~28.75.

Recall that this is a descent trajectory; the initial orbit is higher than the final

orbit. It is interesting to look at this transfer in terms of the nonnalized time,

1',

the

energy,£, the angular momentum, h, the semimajor axis, a, the eccentricity, e, the right
ascension, !2, the argument of perigee, cu, and inclination, i, for cenain segments and
points on the trajectory. For the first burn 61'=0.3616, .6.£=-0.07760, and D.h=-0.6566.
The burn ends at what would be an orbit of a=2.409, e=0.5420, !l=8.320°, Ct)::1.123°, and
i=1.665°. For the second burn 6-r=O.l450, .6.£=-0.1048, and 6h=-0.1310. The second
burn ends at what would be an orbit of a=1.601, e=0.3742, D=-1.073°, (1):::{).3892°, and
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i=1.202°. For the third burn 6r=0.02420, t.E=-0.02101, and Ah=-0.01865. The final

mass for this transfer is 1.1656, the initial mass was 1.527.

As a result of the oblateness

effects, this transfer has poorer performance than if it could be performed in ideal gravity,
v..·here it's final mass would be 1.1659.
If drag is considered in the trajectory, performance improves and the final mass is
1.1663. This is consistent with a descending transfer whose final orbit is rather low. The

altitude of perigee for the final orbit is 6578 krn where drag needs to be considered;
therefore, atmospheric drag can be used to improve performance. Obviously, with the
consideration of atmospheric drag, this transfer could be considered as an optimal deorbiting transfer.
The loss in performance caused by the oblateness effect is expected. The terminal
orbits have their apses aligned; since the oblateness effect causes the line of nodes to
regress, the optimal thrust program must fight this effect to return the orientation to that
of the initial orbit. The improvement caused by drag is also expected for this is a
descending trajectory and drag encourages descending trajectories.
It is interesting to note that the change in right ascension was almost exactly
divided between the first two bums while the change in both inclination and argument of
perigee happened almost entirely in the frrst bum. The change in inclination can be most
dramatically seen in Fig. 2.3. The bum at the top of the figure is the frrst bum. The next
two burns are difficult to distinguish but not very interesting from this vantage point. The
second coasting orbit, or transfer orbit, is quite similar to the final orbit; fittingly, the
third burn impans the least energy of any of the burns.
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Projection into z. Y Plane of Three-Burn Transfer in Ideal Gravity

This example demonstrates the ability of these methods to obtain exact solutions
to the orbit transfer problem for nonplanar trajectories that include perturbing effects.
BOUNDSCO typically can obtain such trajectories within the desired tolerance if given
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the solution under ideal gravity as the initial guess. However, performance usually
becomes unacceptable if the number of burns was increased beyond six; this is an
empirical observation and by no means constitutes an absolute limitation of
BOUNDSCO. There may well be certain cases in which BOUNDSCO can compute
transfers v-·ith more than six burns quite easily; however, experience indicates that these
cases are uncommon.
11.3 A New Property of the Optjmal S}\jtchin2 Functjon

A very interesting property of the optimal control solution under ideal gravity is
that the initial and final values of the switching function are equal. Even more interesting
is that for the free transfer time problem they are both equal to zero at the initial and final
times.
This propeny may be explained with the follo\),1ng theorem. In the following, C/
denotes the set of i-dimensional vector functions that are continuous with respect to all
arguments, vector and/or scalar, and U denotes the set of piece-wise continuous scalar
functions with one scalar argument.

Theorem 11.1 :

Given a bang-bang optimal control problem of the fonn:

,,

J = J(L(x(r),r)+ M(x(r),r)u(r)]dr where L(x(r),r) e C1°and M(x(r),r) e C1°
I;

and subject to the fo11owing:

x(r)= f(x(r),r)+ g(x(r),,·(r),r)u(r), x(r)e C~, ''(t) e C~;
um.in S u(t) S uma:% ,u(t) e U ;
'tf;
ti

(X (li)) = 0, \V f (X (tf )) = 0, 'tf (X (1
i

1 ))

and r1 are free for optimization
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e

c:

1

,

\VI

(X (tI ) ) e

c:

2

;

and satisfying the following assumptions:

L(x(r,),r;)= L(x(r1 ),r1);
(ii) [d\vi(x(r))jax(r)]f(x(r),r)= 0, [~1 (x(r))jax(r)]r(x(r),t) = 0;
(iii) u(t;)=u(r1):#J
(i)

then, considering the usual optimal control formulation, introduction of the A(l)
functions, and the Hamiltonian H(x(r),v(r),u(t),A(t),t) function36, the following
statements are true:

S(x(r),A(t),r) = A(t)T g(x(r),,·(r),r)+ M(x(r),r), satisfies
s( x(ri ), A(t; )) =s(x(r1 ),A(r1 )) =-L( x(r1 ),t1 )/u(t1 ) if and only if

(1) The switching function,

H(x(r;),Y(ti),u(rJ,A(t;),r1)= 0 and H(x(r 1 ),v(r1 ),u(r1 ).A(r1 ),r1 ) =0.
(2) If the Hamiltonian is autonomous with ri and r1 fixed, then

s(x(t;),A(t;))= s(x(r1 ),A(r1 )) and
s(x(r1 ),A(r1 ))= [H(x(r1 ), ,·(r1 ),u(r1 ),A(r1 ))-L(x(r1 ))]/u(r1 ).
Proof:
In the usual optimal control formulation, the boundary conditions at

ti

and r1

result in the familiar natural boundary conditions on the Lagrange multipliers, VrTitten as

A(t;)=-(d\v;/dx)T V; e R"
A(r1 ) = (d\v I jctx)T vIeR"
which involve the constant Lagrange multiplier vectors vi e Rq1 and v 1 e Rq 2 , where Ri
denotes the set of i·dimensional vectors with real·valued components. Now, consider the
dot product of A(ti) and A(r1) with vectors calledl 1 e R" and n 2 e R", respectively:
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A(t;)T n1 =-v?(di¥;/ifx)n 1

"-(rf )T n2 = -v /T( di¥ I filx )n2
This shows that, at both the initial and final times, any vector in the null space of the
relevant constraint gradient matrix is perpendicular to the corresponding Lagrange
multiplier vector. Assumption (ii) indicates appropriate choices for n 1 and n 2 as

nl =r(x(r.),r.)

n2 = r(x(r, ),r,)
\Vith these choices, the Hamiltonian at either terminal time may be '\\Titten in the
following fonn:

H(x(r), \'(t),u(r)).(t),t) =[A.(t)1 g(x(r), \'(t),t)+ M(x(r),t)]u(r)+ L(x(t),t)

•

Statements (l) and (2) follow immediately.

The theorem is useful because it leads to a method for finding time-optimal
extremals with additional

Uma:r

arcs

~·hen Umin==O.

Although not anempted in this work! it

may also lead to a method for finding extremals with fewer Um.a.x arcs.
Applied to the orbit transfer problem with ideal gravity and free transfer time,
condition (1) implies the switching function must be zero at the entry/exit points. A
similar condition was successfully used in the place of Eqs. (2.10) by Brown, ct.

a1.21

for

free transfer time problems in ideal gravity. In that work, however, the condition was
used as a boundary condition in order to reduce the number of variables in the problem.
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One may make more use of this propeny of equal switching function values than
a boundary conctition; it can be used to help add burns, improving the perfonnance of
extremal orbit transfers as shall be seen in the following subsections.

D.3.1 Family of Extrema Is
Exploitation of the propeny described earlier by Theorem ll.l, along with the
favorable performance of these indirect methods allowed the study of the characteristics
of families of solutions. Herein a family of solutions is defined as a set of solutions
whose transfer times and numbers of bums vary but whose terminal orbits do not. The
optimal terminal points will vary from solution to solution because they are free for
optimization.
Figure 2.4 displays a family of optimal transfers. Each data point in the figure
represents an extremal orbit transfer by its total transfer time and final mass. The
transfers are planar and the dynamics do not take drag or oblateness effects into account.
Funhennore, their terminal orbits are the same as for the transfer shown in Figure 2.1.
Though this family appears quite disjointed, it is actually quite connected. These
connections can be best seen by starting at the leftmost transfer (point (1) in Fig. 2.4) and
tracing solutions of increasing transfer time. The solutions from point (1) to point (2) are
the original set of two-burn solutions, obtained via homotopy and a TPBVP solver
(BOUNDSCO and M.BCM).
At point (1) the total bum time equals the transfer time; point (1) is a one-burn
solution. Point (2) represents a local optimum in transfer time; the Hamiltonian for point
(2) is zero and this satisfies the transversality condition.
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As a result of Theorem Il.l, the switching function at point (2) indicates the
existence of additional solutions. The situation is shown in Figure 2.5. Because of lhe
slope of Hr and the fact that it is zero at both the initial and final times (from Theorem
II.l ), the transfer may be extended optimally by the addition of a coast arc at the
beginning and/or at the end of the transfer. This may seem trivial; one might observe that
coast arcs can ahvays be added; however, this particular situation leads to the addition of
burns. Lawden's solutionlO to the costates on a coast arc shows that on such an arc with

a vanishing Hamiltonian the switching function is periodic. This means that the
switching function, once crossing zero, must return to zero. In other words, for an n burn
transfer like that represented by Fig. 2.5, the periodicity of the coast arc switching
function hints at the existence of two different n+l-burn solutions and an n+2-burn
solution; each by different additions of coast arcs.
To optimally extend a transfer with coast arcs such that the s·witching function
will again vanish, it is required that the switching function at a terminal orbit both be
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equal to zero and have an appropriate sign for its slope: positive at the initial time and/or
negative at the final time. This situation can be seen in Figure 2.5 below, for the portion
of the switching function labeled "Original Transfer."

Time
't=O ....
• "t=l
Original Transfer
't=O ...
.,......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,...... t=l
Extended Transfer=~
't=O ........_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-4....... 't=l

Extended Transfer=@
Figure 2.5

Extending the Switching Function to Create 1-.1ore Optimal Transfers;
symbols ~and @refer to points in Figure 2.4

One may observe that the process does not guarantee a new burn - only a new
coast arc. However, using numerical methods, one may discover that the burn can be
lengthened.
Adding the coast arc is trivial; lengthening the burn arc is not. The follo\\ing
burn-addition procedure worked well. To add a bum to an n-burn solution with optimal
transfer time that begins and ends with a burn arc: Append a coast arc to the solution at
the chosen time, initial or final, making sure that states and costates are continuous. This
is easily done by integrating forward from the fina:l titl!e or backward from the initial
time. At both ends of the new coast arc the switching function must be zero. Use this
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extended transfer as a guess for the numerical routine setup for an n+ 1-burn problem with
a slightly longer transfer time. Finally, use homotopy to obtain an n+ 1-burn solution with
a longer transfer rime.
For the guesses constructed in this repon, the new coast arc was extended so that
the S\\'itching became positive for a finite time. Since the thrust \\'as set to Tm.tJ.% for this
new interval, the boundary conditions were violated and the new arc was a non-optimal
burn because the natural boundary condition was violated. However, it was found that
this new burn aided in the convergence of iterations.
There are three options for creating the next transfer in the family: extend the
transfer to right, extend it to the left, or extend it in both directions. However, because of
numerical difficulties, this last option \\'aS not favored. First, consider extension to the
right. Physically, this corresponds to adding the new burn closer to the final orbit. The
resulting transfer is represented by point (6) in Figure 2.4. Starting with point (6),
solutions with longer transfer times were easily found but solutions with shoner transfer
times were not found at all.
Now consider the second option, extension to the left.

Physically, this

corresponds to adding a burn near the initial orbit. The resulting transfer is represented
by point (3) of branch (3-4-5) in Figure 2.5. Numerical difficulty was discovered in

attempting to find a solution with a greater transfer time than point (3); however,
solutions with lower transfer times were found constituting branch (3-4-5). Additionally,
note that this branch, though a branch of optimal solutions, is unfavorable when
compared to branch (6-7) of the family. This example of multiplicity may be viewed as a
rearrangement of the burns in the trajectory. It has not been shown analytically, but there

is likely a connection to a similar result for non-optimal impulsive trajectories lB.
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By the above discussion, points (2) and (3) and (6) are, in fact. the same transfer.
The only difference between these transfers is the addition of a coast arc, which makes no
difference in the perfonnance associated with the transfer. This means that the branches
of the family are connected and these connections are as follows, with the transfer time
increasing: (1) to (2) (which is identical to (6)) to (7); or (5) to (4) to {3) (which is
identical to (2)).
Figure 2.6 shows the switching function corresponding to the transfer represented
by point (7). Compare this to Figure 2.5. The situation is repeating itself; the terminal
switching points in Fig. 2.6 are close to zero. Clearly, one may attempt to expand this
family of transfers from point (7).
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ll.3.2

~fultiple

Switching Function of Transfer at Point 7 in Figure 2.5

Solutions in the Family

Evidence of the existence of multiple solutions was found. For a specified
problem (including specification of ~e transfer time and the number of bums) there may
exist more than one extremal transfer. Such multiple solutions are represented by any
point on branch (3-4) and any point on branch (6· 7) which have equal transfer times.
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Conditions for multiplicity are not clear, but it is clear that solutions are not necessarily
unique. It is also clear that one cannot say that just because the transfer time for one
solution is longer than another, the former has a greater final mass; although this is
typically an assumption made in the literature.
One cannot help but wonder why the solutions of branch

(6-7)

are more fuel-

conservative than those of branch (3-4). Both branches are extensions of branch (1-2),
but the difference is where the new burn is placed. When the burn was placed near the
initial orbit, far from the attracting body, the branch was unfavorable. When the burn was
placed near the final orbit, close to the attracting body, the branch was favorable. A
principle often seen in impulsive trajectories seems to carry over in some fonn to finite
burn trajectories; it appears to be better to implement changes in velocity near the
attracting body, where changes in velocity will produce large increases in the already
large kinetic energy, as opposed to far away from the attracting body, where kinetic
energy is lower.
Finally, it is clear that during the burn addition process, one may control the
placement of new burns. By tending to place new burns closer to the attracting body,
undesirable solutions might be avoided.
The possibility of multiple solutions was recognized by Brusch 4 0 for one-burn
low-thrust transfers originating from a circular orbit. Brusch also provides some
excellent analysis concerning this phenomenon. In this research, it was found that
multiple solutions exist for multiple-bum low-thrust transfers originating from an
elliptical orbit. That the phenomenon may occur for the more general case indicates that
there are likely many cases \Vith multiple solutions.
40Brusch,

R.G. and Vincent, T.L., "Low·Thrust, Minimum:.·Fuel, Orbital Transfers,"
Astronaurica Acta, Vol. 16, pp. 65· 74.
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D.4. Conclusions

In this section the indirect methods BOUNDSCO and MBCM have demonstrated
the ability to solve the optimal orbit transfer problem for small numbers of burns and
small numbers of revolutions. Panicular solutions have been presented in some detail.
These solutions demonstrate some effects of drag and oblateness on the optimal transfer.
A new method for adding burns to time-optimal orbit transfers has been
presented. This method is based on a newly observed propeny of the optimal s·witching
function and a proof has been given for this property. The method has proven its
practical utility by generating a family of solutions.
This family of solutions is a set of fixed-time optimal transfers with identical
terminal orbits and parameterized by transfer time. Using this family, some new
properties of optimal orbit transfers have been seen: multiple-bum transfers are not
necessarily unique, transfers with greater transfer time do not necessarily have greater
final mass, and local optima do not necessarily occur at transitions between N and N+ 1
burns when using homotopy to increase the transfer time.
Addressing the inclusion of orbit penurbations, neither BOUNDSCO nor ]\1BC~1
had difficulty obtaining solutions with atmospheric drag or oblateness terms.
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SECTIO~

Ill

:r\E\\'1\iETHODS FOR 0PTTh1IZING ORBIT
TRANSFERS
IDJ. Introduction

The bang-bang structure of the optimal orbit transfer solution is well-known. This
means the optimal transfer is made up of a series of individual interior transfers between
a sequence of orbits beginning with the specified initial orbit and ending with the desired
final orbit. However, the fact that these transfers are, individually, optimal transfers has
not yet been widely exploited. In this section, this notion is expressed concisely in a
mathematical sense and shown to be quite useful for numerical methods.
Two methods that originated with this notion are presented. First, the Patched
~1ethod

is a hybrid method v:ith a greatly reduced number of parameters. In fact, not

only are the number of parameters reduced, but they are all free for optimization.
The Patched Method also takes advantage of another simple idea: any interior
one-burn transfer taken between two neighboring interior orbits of an .A-1-burn transfer
should be easier to solve than the N-burn transfer as a whole. It then makes sense to
consider using the orbital elements of each intennediate transfer orbit as free parameters.
Given these parameters, the perfonnance (final mass) is computed by solving each
individual one-burn problem in succession.
The Patched Method, however, pays for its robustness in speed. Therefore, it
seems to be most useful as a way of refining and developing initial guesses for the second
method, the Modified Patched Method (M.Pl\1).
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~1P~1

is

an indirect method; no variables

are directly optimized. It enforces conditions necessary for the transfer to be an extremal
solution. M.PM assumes a bang·bang structure; however, as in BOUJ\"DSCO, the Patched
l\1ethod, and many other methods found in the literature, M.Pl\1 does not enforce
satisfaction of Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. For this problem, Ponrryagin 's
~1aximum

Principle supplies the switching law as Eqs (2.6) and (2.7). These methods

only guarantee that the thrust will switch values at the zeros of the switchi.ng function,
Eq. (2.6); they do not guarantee that the polarity will be consistent with Eq. (2.7).
However, this turns out to be an easy condition to check after iterations converge.
A few reasonable and common assumptions are made in both methods. It is
assumed that the only forces on the spacecraft are ideal gravity and the thrust from the
rocket motor. The number of arcs of maximum thrust is assumed fixed; choosing the
number of burns is often desirable and makes the problem easier to solve. The first and
last arcs are assumed to be of maximum thrust; however, no generality is lost here under
the assumption of ideal gravity. Arcs of intennediate thrust are assumed not to exist in
the trajectory because numerical experience indicates that such arcs are rare if they exist
at all. It is assumed that no pan of the trajectory will be rectilinear; in other words, the
angular momentum vector never vanishes. Rectilinear trajectories are unlikely to ever be
of interest in an orbit transfer problem and, if they are of interest, the implications of zero
angular momentum should motivate the development of specialized software.

DI.2. The Patched

~1etbod

Usually, when a hybrid method is formulated the assumption is made that the
solution to this new problem is always a solution to the original problem. Intuitively, this
is often easy to accept. However, it is even more reassuring to prove whatever
equivalency exists between the original formulation and that used by the hybrid method.
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This subsection describes the architecture of the Patched

~1ethod,

explaining how

it functions. Also, it is shown that necessary conditions from the traditional problem
statement are, in fact, equivalent to the necessary conditions which

~se

from the

optimiz.ation loop of the Patched Method.

llL2.1. Architecture of the l\1e·thod
The architecture of the Patched ~1ethod is best described as an inner and an outer
loop. Given a choice of orbital elements, the inner loop solves each one-bum problem in
succession. Each one-burn transfer has its terminal points and transfer time free for
optimization. However, the result is a suboptimal transfer; it lacks the optimal choice of
intermediate transfer orbits. The choice of transfer orbits is made by the outer loop via
unconstrained minimization of the complete trajectory's fuel consumption.
The method that has been chosen for the outer loop is the conjugate gradient
method. Since such methods tend to have better performance if they are supplied with an
analytical gradient, such a gradient was fonnulated for this case; the formulation will be
presented in this section. The panicular FORTRA.N code is taken from a common.
reference41.
The architecture of this method indicates a useful new paradigm for the orbit
transfer problem. One might think of the multiple-burn transfer optimization problem as
optimizing the fuel used by choice of the intennediate transfer orbits, expressed as
(3.1)

41 Press,

W.H., et al. Numerical Recipes: the Art of Scientific Computing, New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1989.
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where t10=0 and tfi (a,_,. a,, T, m,) shall be called the transfer time function which
computes the optimal transfer time for the orbit transfer problem defined by the initial
orbital elements a;-1' the final orbital elements a;, the thrust level T, the initial mass m,
and the fuel consumption rate c. In (3.1), the value for the initial mass of each bum is
calculated knowing the transfer times for the burns before, giving an unconstrained
minimization problem; alternatively this could have been expressed as a constraint on the
minimization.
In this section it will be proven that cenain conditions necessary to solve (3.1) are
equivalent to certain conditions necessary to solve the orbit transfer

fuel~optimization

problem, under cenain assumptions. It will be seen that the restrictions imposed are few
and quite practical; however, it is not claimed that the two problems themselves are
equivalent; this may or may not be true. Nevenheless, this paradigm has cenain
advantages. The problem expressed in (3.1) is a parameter optimization problem. If an
expression for the transfer time function were available, this would quite likely be easier
to solve than the TPB VP.
Unfonunately, there are no analytical expressions or approximations for the
transfer time function. The Patched Method must compute it numerically in the inner
loop. The inner loop uses both Direct Collocation with Nonlinear Programming
(DCNLP) and multiple·shooting to solve the

one~burn

transfer. Each time the optimal

solution for a one-burn trajectory is required, either method may be used. For the f1rst
iteration, the choice is up to the user. If DCl\TLP is requested, the solution is found for a
high tolerance. Once this tolerance is achieved, a multiple-shooting guess is constructed.
Multiple-shooting is then used to reduce the error to the desired, lower, tolerance. If
multiple-shooting was requested as the initial method and it fails, a

DC~ru>

guess is

constructed and DCNLP is attempted. If DCNLP is successful, then multiple-shooting is
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used again. This structure was chosen because it was found that DCI'\LP was typically
much too slow to use \\'ith each outer-loop iteration but multiple-shooting typkally could
not converge rough guesses. The failure of multiple-shooting typically occurred with the
frrst iteration if the initial guess for the transfer was poor or the failure would occur if the
outer loop took too large a step.

lll.2.2. Using Direct 1\1ethod Solutions as Guesses for Indirect 1t1ethods
At this point, the question of convening the solution from a direct method to the
guess for an indirect method arises (the inverse process is trivial because the solution
obtained by an indirect method inherently contains more information). The adjoined
performance index for thejth of None-burn problems (i=l, ... .N) is

J,

=m,(r,)+v2,_11 [w(x,(O))-ar 1)+v2/[w(x 1 (rli))-aJ]

(3.2)

'/i

+ ~ i 1 [ m, (0) - f3, J+ JA11 ( r>[ f (x1( t), e7, ( t)) - :i i ( r)Jd t
0

where Xj(r) is the state, uj(t) is the control, tp is the free final time (the initial time is fixed
at 0), aJ·l and aJ are the initial and final boundary parameters, 'Vl (x) and 'V2(x) are the
boundary constraint vector functions, mj(r) is the spacecraft mass, r( x, (r ), eTJ (r)) is the
state dynamics, and m;<r1) is the performance index to be maximized. The parameter /3; is
fixed while solving each one-burn; its value is equal to initial mass constraint (m 0 ) or the
final mass of the previous burn:
(3.3)

The discretized version for the same problem, divided into M nodes indexed by i
and designed for a direct method, follows:
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J) = mJ.M + 112J-lT[~l(YJ.I)- aJ_l] + 112/[~2(Y).M )-a,]

(3.4)

M

+C1,T[m,,,

-J3,]+ r~i}~,(Y, .. ,w,.i)
~~~

where y; is the state,

C.r.>i

is the control, ~ 1 (.)'}and

~2(Y)

are the boundary constraint

functions, .6,{yi,COJ are integration constraints,mj,i is the spacecraft mass, and mj.M is
the performance index to be maximized Assignment of f3J , in this case, is similar to Eqn.
(3.3) as follows:
(3.5)

Since, for any 1<k<M, both fonnulations solve the same problem with j=k, one
can assume that lt. = lk. for any choice of Clot and Cl.t+J

()].

;;J.

()].

;;].

f'- • f'-' Ta,+l •T,
and
a,-tl
dm
Uj

Uj

()J

;;].

(

)•

1_1 tf(j-l)

(r

withmJ-l.M • m 1_ 1 1 (j-t))'

om

m,-l.M

then

. The implications of this are

best seen in the frrst-order changes for both perfonnance indices:

om(r)
+v 21 _17 [ '¥11 (x 1(0) )ox /0)- &x1_1]

{J.I =

J

J

+v 211 [ 'V 21 ( x1(r,) )ox i (r,)- &x,]
+ ~ j T [Om1 ( 0) - Cf3 j]

+H(xAri ),e 11 (r, ),A.Ar, ))dri
'J

J[

+ H. ( x 1(r), e1j(r), A. j(r) )ox J(r)
0

+H. (x1(r ),e 1i(t), A1(r) )&1/t)- A/ xi(r) ]dr
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(3.6)

fJ=omu
J

,,,.,

(3.7)

+Th,-1 [~~>(Y,.l)o~·,.l- O<lj-1]
1

+Th/[ ~2> (Y ,M )oY,.M- ,Sa
1
+aj [ omj .. - of3,)
1

1]

M

M

i•l

i•l

+ ""-'
~ ll J ,ITAI)~~ ('·• J ,I.I wJ ,I.\~"
+ "~
ll·rA
rv•..
J ,I
"-'
J ,I
h

II

(v J.. ,wJJ\~w
rv J .
,I

•

,;1

Knowing the solutions for both optimal control problems, one can substitute for the state
and control of the local extremals into Eqs. (3.6)·(3.7), respectively. The resulting
equations are simply:
~,

~j

= -v 2;-l
. T v.ra,-l
. - v 2j T v~a J. -

1- T .r[J

~~

v

j

(3.8)

{3.9)

It is now quite clear that since the gradients were surnrised to be approximately equal,
then v2J·l'='Tl:zj.J, v2j='T12J' and ~1-=0j.
A simple approach to convening a solution obtained \\1th a direct method into an
appropriate guess for an indirect method is now clear. One may use a direct method to
compute 11 2i-1' Tl:zJ, and

C1J ~

costates at the initial time.

then use Eq. (2.8b) to obtain an approximation of the
Kn~wing

the states and the costates at the initial time,

obtaining an approximate time history merely requires the solution of an initial value
problem.

lll.2.3. Gradient of the Cost Function

For this application, the gradient of the cost is required. The cost for the entire
transfer is
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(3.1 0)

where the mass at the end of the jth burn is a function of ai, arJ, and mJ.J· This is
obviously equivalent expression to (3.1 ). Omitting some simple steps of calculus and
algebra, the gradient of the cost functional lov~roJI, may easily be \Written as

.2:!_ =-grl~,
oa.,

T

[fi Om,.,(r u·•>)][am,.,(r <,·•>) _Om,.,(r,<,••>) am,(rfl)]·;
1

,.,. 1

1

om,(r,) .

oa.,

om,(rfi)

oa.j

= I, .... N _ 2
(3.11)

_!!__: -g/,p [om,..(tft_.)aa.,._l

T

ao.,._l

OmN(t,..) OmN-l(tf(N-1))]

am,._l (r/(N-1))

ao.

11-1

Equations (3.11) are not yet sufficient to implement the Patched J-.1ethod.
Expressions for evaluating the terms in Eqs. (3.11) are required. To begin, note that m1 is
the performance index of the jth burn. Referring back to Eq. (3.8), one observes that

(3.12a)

(3.12b)

(3.12c)

so that Eqs. (3.11) can be restated as

(3.13)
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\Vhich, simply, gives the gradient of the overall cost function in terms of the Lagrange
multipliers from each respective one-burn problem. It is interesting to note that zeroing
this gradient supplies simple relations between the Lagrange multipliers associated with
the beginning of one burn to those associated v.·ith the termination of the previous burn.
lt is the '!patching" together of optimal burns implied by these relations that inspired the

name of the Patched ~1ethod.

DI.2.4. An Equi\'aJent Set of Secessary Conditions
The follov.·ing results will prove useful to showing the practicality of the Patched
~1ethod

conditions and, later, the practicality of the Modified Patched ~1ethod conditions:

Lemma Ill.l:

If the matrix

r

e R(rt-l)u yields rank(r)

=n -1 and satisfies

rr = 0, r E R"

while r satisfies A.Tf = 0, Ae R" and rrr
then A may be expressed as A= rT v where v e R"- 1 •

¢

0,

Proof:
If rank(r) = n -1.

obvious that rank([r 1

rr = 0' and rr f ;t 0, then f is in the null

r]) = n.

space of rand it is

This in turn implies that there exists ave R"· 1 and

f3 e R

such that

•
Lemma Ill.2:
(i)

Consider the following system of ordinary differential equations:

!!..x(r)=f(r)
dr
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(ii)

:r i..(r) = -[:x f(x(r))J A(r)
and a matrix function f(x), if..!!.r(x(r))+r
dt

~.r(x(r))=O,

then the vector

OA

function A(t) = r(x(r))T vis a solution to the differential equation (ii).
Proof:

To show that a function is a solution to (ii), it suffices to substitute the function
into both sides of (ii) and show that equality holds.

d

[d

L.H.S.= dr (r(x(r)f v)= dr f(x(r))

JT v

R.H.S.=-[~ f(x(r))J r(x(r)/ v
The left hand side \\ill equal the right hand side

if!!..
r(x(r)) + r ~. f(x(r)) = 0.
dt

•

OA

The following definitions are precursors to a theorem that will prove the
equivalence between necessary conditions for the Patched Method, which will be
expressed in the definition of conditions (II}, and necessary conditions derived from the
usual application of optimal control theory, which will be expressed in the definition of
conditions {/}. The specific problem formulation for which such conditions are
equivalent will be defined as {P).
In what follows, C/ denotes the set of i-dimensional vector functions that are
continuous with respect to all arguments, vector and/or scalar, and U denotes the set of
piece-wise continuous scalar functions with one scalar argument.
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Definition: The optimal control problem {P} is of the fonn:
minimize J = y(r1 ) subject to the following constraints:

i(r)= f(x(r))+g(y(r),\'(t))u(r), x(r)e C~, \'(t)e C~;
j·(t)=cu(r), y(r)eC1°
0 ~ u(r) S

Uma.x

,u(t) e U ;

't'(x(rc))-ac = 0. 't'(x(r, ))-a/= 0, w(x(r))e c~-1;
)'(to)=yc ;

r1 is free for optimization, 1 is fixed
0

and satisfying the following assumptions:
(i} [;: ( x(r

n]r( x(r )) =0;

(ii) u(ri);eO, u(y)ri:O, and the number of arcs with u=uma..x is N

(iii) g(x(r),y(r), \'(t)) is not linear in \'(1)
(iv) the solution only contains arcs \Vith u=O or u=umax;
(v}

rank(;: (x(r)))= n-1;

(vi} (:, ! 'V(x(r)) +! 'V(x(r))! f(x(r))) =0 when X(r) = f(x(r))
(vii) fT(x(r))f(x(r)):;eO V'te[tc,rf]

Consider the usual optimal control formulation, introduction of the Lagrange
multiplier functions ~(t), the Hamiltonian H(x(r),y(t),,·(t),u(t),~(t)) function, and the
...

folloVt·ing partition of A.(t)
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Definition: For optimal control problem {P}, the conditions {/) are

H( x(1 ), y(1 ), \'(1 ),u(r ), ~(1)) =~s T(1) f( x(1))

(3.14)

+ [~ s T ( r) g(y( r), v( 1)) + c~ 1 ( t) ]u( 1) = 0
(3.15)

~ ~, (t) =-~.

w[ ~

g(y(t), v(t))}(r)

~. (t )1 [ ~. g(y(t), v(t ))J=0

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

.

A11 (ro)=-

[dw (x(ro))JT .
()x

Y0

i.,(r1 ) = 1
~~(rsJT g(y(r

61

),

,·(r~J)+ c~y(11J =0, i =1, ... 2(N -1)

(3.19)

(3.20)
(3.21)

These are the transversality condition, Eq. (3.14); the Euler·Lagrange differential
equations, Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17); the natural boundary conditions, Eqs. (3.18)-(3.20); and
that the switching function vanishes at the switching points, Eq. (3.21 ). It is also required
by conditions {J) that the control

u(1)

switch values across each switching point, in a

pattern consistent with assumption (ii).
Definition: For optimal control problem {P}, the conditions {//) are
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H. (X (t)' )' (t)' \' (t)' u(t)

J ')..' (

(3.22)

t)) =A.. (t)T f (X (t))
+ [i..a~(t)T g(y(r), ''(t))+ c,:,j(r)]u(t) = 0

[d

d·1-.,)t) =- c1x f(x(r))
dr

dr

d )~Ji
• (t) =-A• a; (t)

~ 1 ;(1 )T[

(3.23)

]T•1-. ... (r)

(3.24)

T[ dyd g(y(t ), \'(t))]u(t)

u(t) = uiM:I

{3.25)

!.

(3.26)

g(y(t ), \"(In]= 0

J:, (r.) = -[ ~(x(r.))J V••

(3.27)

i., (rfi) =[ ~ (x(rfi)) J Vfi

(3.28)

;: ,, ( t ji )

(3.29)

=1

(3.30)
(3.31)

'••I

J,,.

x(t,,.. 1 ) = x(rfi) + f( x(r ))dr
y(r) = y(r,,.. 1 ) = y(rfi)
u(r)=O, re[rJi,t,,. 1]

fi) and the following partition is

where Eqs. (3.22)-(3.26) are defined forte [ r, ,t

defined

- =[A-"; (r)J A- .(r) e C A. . .(r) e C

A.(r)
I

0

,

,.)i

(

t

)

t

'1.1
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A

0

,

11

1

All conditions in{//} are defined for i=l. ..N except Eqs. (3.30)-(3.31) which are
only defined for i=l. ..N-1. Finally, r1=t0 is assigned and the value for r1 is seen to

be rfN.
Theorem 111.1: If and only if

satisfies {/} then

{x(r).y(r). ,·(r ),u(r >J r e [vfl' ]}.

w.

1, ... N}

(r), r e [r,.rfi l).r,,rfi. V••, Vfil i =

(3.33l

satisfies {//}, assuming that the constraints and assumptions from {P} are
satisfied.
Proof·

It will be shown, for both the necessary and sufficient pans of the theorem, that if
one condition holds, then a construction may be made such that the other is satisfied.
Assume that (3.32) satisfies {/}. A solution to {//) will be constructed from
(3.32) going backwards in time. For the last u=umQ arc, wherer e [r,.,,tJN ], define
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)

These definitions allow Eqs. (3.14)-(3.18) and Eq. (3.20) to imply satisfaction of Eqs.
(3.22)-(3.26), (3.28), and (3.29) forr e [rN,tJN J and i=N. Eq. (3.21) for i=2(N-1) specifies
that the switching function is zero at the beginning of this interval, where

t=tN.

Therefore, satisfaction of Eq. (3.22) for i=N clearly implies that ~JN T (t,.,) r( x(rh' )) =0.

Considering this result, Lemma III. I with r(x(r,... )) =
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~ (x(r"' )) and assumptions (i), (v),

and (vii). implies that there exists a -v,,.. e R,._ 1 such that Eq. (3.27) is satisfied for i=N.
This completes the definitions for the final u=uma.:z. arc.
Consider the next interval, where t e [r/(h'-l)'r,.. ], the definitions wil] now be
extended into this interval. Define

tflN·l)=t,r2N.J)·

The conditions {I} specify that u(t)=O

for 1 in this interval. This implies that Eqs. (3.31) Vr'ith i=N-1 are consistent with the
switching structure of {I}. Define

\Vith this definition and that Eq. (3.27) is satisfied for i=N, Lemma III.2 with

r(x(:)) = ';: (x(:)) and assumption (vi) implies that the Lagrange multipliers satisfy

r[-

i., (1/ (N-l)) = [ ';: (X (t/(~'-!)))
The definition

v

/(N-1)

=-

1

v

of','

;.>(r,J

l ~~ (t,(2A -lJ

V'·' =

then implies that Eq. (3.30) for i=l'-·l-1 is satisfied.

The construction for the last u={) arc is complete.
Define

Note that this definition implies satisfaction of (3.29) for i=l\7 -1

i;(r,..)= i;(r1,,.._1)).

because

This also makes satisfaction of Eq. (3.30) for i=N-1 imply

satisfaction of (3.28) for i=N- l. After establishing these constructionst the arguments for
the previous u=umax and u=O arc may be repeated. \Vith each repeat, the construction is
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made with scaling by an even earlier value from l,(r) in the following sequence

l, (t, ). i =N ,... 2.

Such repetition may be continued until the beginning of the frrst burn

is reached. At this point, the definition

implies satisfaction of (3.27) with i=l and completes the proof of the "if' pan of the
theorem.
Assume that (3.33) satisfies {11}. The construction of the solution to {1} will
proceed backwards in time. Consider the last u=uma.t arc, wheret E [rN,tp..]. Define

For 1 e [rN,tp..] and i=N, this construction lets Eqs. (3.22)-(3.26) and (3.28) and (3.29)
imply satisfaction of Eqs. (3.18) and (3.20) at the final point and Eqs. (3.14)-(3.17)
during the interval. Now, it is obvious that satisfaction of Eqs. (3.14) and (3.27) with i=N
in this interval under assumption (i) implies that Eq. (3.21) is satisfied for i=2(N-1); in
other words

t12 (N-t)

is a switching point. This completes the construction for the last

u=uma:r arc.
The definitions will now be extended into the interval

[tf(N-l),tNJ.

\Vith Eqs.

(3.31), the conditions (1/} specify that u(t)=O for 1 in this interval. Define ls(2N.J;=tftN·lJ·
This implies that Eqs. (3.31) are consistent with this switching structure of {I} up to and
including this interval. Now define
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i.., (r) =[~ (x(r))T [-v,,,1
for all tin this interval. Knowing u(r)=O and that Eqs. (3.31) are satisfied in this interval,
Lemma III.2 v.·ith assumption (vi) and r(x(r)) = dvy (x(r)) implies satisfaction of Eq.
ifx

(3.15) in this interval. Define

;: ( 1)
1

= i 1N ( 1N )

for all tin this interval. Knowing u(t)=O, this immediately implies satisfaction of Eq.
(3.16) in the interval. Finally, since Eq. (3.14) was satisfied in the previous interval, Eqs.
(3.15)-(3.16) are satisfied continuously from t=t1 to any point in the current inten·al. and
since the control switched values at a switching point, then Eq. (3.14) is satisfied in this
interval. This completes the construction for the last u=O arc.
Define tsr 2N-4;=tN.J· Consider the interval

[rN.Jtlj(N-1)].

Conditions {JJ} specify

that this is a u=uma.x inten'al which, by the definitions, is consistent \vith the switching

structure of {J}. Define

~

1 (

t)

=;:,.~· (t"' )~

1 ( ,\! -1) (

i.) (t ) = f..'"' (1"' ) i )' (h'-

t)

J) ( t)

in this interval. Equations (3.22) and (3.28) with i=N-1 imply that

f[(N.J;

is a switching

point. Considering the definitions, Eq. (3.28) with i=N-1 and Eq. (3.30) with i=N-2
"'
obviously imply continuity of the Lagrange multipliers A
(t) across the switching point
1

'flN·l); continuity of

iY (r)

across this point is immediately implied by the definition.

Therefore, Eqs (3.15) and (3.16) are satisfied across the switching point.
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The previous arguments for the final u=umcu: and u=O arcs may be repeated,
implying satisfaction of the conditions in (I} for each interval. After repeating the
arguments and reaching the beginning of the trajectory, the following definitions will
have been made and are presented for the sake of clarity:

Finally, for the fl!St u=umax interval, one more definition is required. The definition

forces satisfaction of Eq. (3.27) with i=l to imply satisfaction of Eq. (3.19).

•

The theorem does not assure satisfaction of Pontryagin 's Minimum Principle.
This principle requires that
u(r) = 0 when ~s (t) g(y(r), v(r)) + c~,(r) > 0
1

•

T

(3.37)

"'

u(r) = u"'-1% when A1 (r) g(y(r), v(r)) + cX1 (t) < 0

It should be noted that in the application of the Patched Method to the optimal
orbit transfer problem, a second-order condition was taken into account. Lawden's
pointer vector theory is a second-order condition and is explicitly specified. Also, note
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that this condition was determined considering the maximization problem instead of the
equivalent minimization problem.
To apply Theorem III.l to the orbit transfer optimization problem, the
assumptions of the theorem must be satisfied. Assumptions (i), (iii), and (vii) are
obviously satisfied. There may still be debate over assumption (iv); however, based on
numerical experience, orbit transfers that violate (iv) are rare if they exist at all.
Assumption (ii) is made in anticipation of the ideal gravity assumption. In such a
case, coasting before the first burn contributes zero cost and coasting after the final burn
contributes zero cost. It therefore makes no sense to allow such arcs as pan of the
trajectory to be calculated. If an initial and/or final coast arc is desired, it may be added
to the computed trajectory without affecting optimality.
Rectilinear orbits will be explicitly excluded from candidate orbit transfer
trajectories. Such orbits intersect the center of gravitation and are, therefore, rarely of
interest for the orbit transfer problem. With this exclusion made, assumptions (v) and
(vi) may now be shown true for the orbit transfer optimization problem.

It is desired that if h = lr x "I¢ 0, then the vector function

v(x) =v([:]) =[Is.s

Os.,l(,. x(r xr,.; ~ lTr r] eC~

yields rank( ~x)) =S. Note that this fonnulation for \jl(x) calculates the angular
momentum and eccentricity vectors, then removes the third component of the eccentricity
vector. v(x) as defined above yields
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"''here the subscript "X" denotes the skew symmetric matrix representation of the cross
product. The result,

rank(av~:(t)))= 5 is desired.

The task is simplified by the

following simple manipulation

which makes use of the identity axbx = ba 1 - (a 1 b )I. This, in combination with

implies

rank

( ~{~(t)

) l [

[-\',J

=min 5 , rank [

1J
1

(r

r)

3. 2 rxrx

] [

rv

(rx) . ] ]])

1 _

\r1

It is most convenient to consider, without loss of generality. the following rotation of

vectors rand v into the X-Y plane via an onhononnal matrix \V defined such that

Wr=[~] ~d Wv=[~]
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It is easy to show that this rotation does not affect rank(

d\vk(t))} Substitution reveals

that, after rotation,

rank

[[ [-,·.]
[r.) ]]
J1
T
=rank
1
[(rTr)l2rxrx] [n -n]

where h=xv-yu andg

=(r~/' 2 •

v

0
0
-u

-gy 2

gxy

-gx

gxy

der

so that as long as h;t.Q,

0
0
v
-gy2

gxy

d\v(x(r))
()x

0
0

v

-u

-gy2

gxy

gyx

-gx2

0

0

-v 0
u

0
0
0
0

0
0

y

-.X
0
y X
0
0 -h 0
h 0 0
0 0
0

It can be shown that

0
0
der

0
0

-v

u
0
0
0

2

0
y
0 -x
x
0
-h 0
0 0

0

-v

0

u

-u
gxy

0
0

0 y
0 -.x
y 0
0 0

-g.x2

0

h 0

=-gxh 3

.

has a nonzero m.1nor of order 5. In other words, as long

as the orbitis not rectilinear, rank ( d\v

k( =
1
)))

5.

Now, for assumption (vi) it must be shown that if the vector function f(x) is
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and w(x) is as already defined, then when .!!.x(r)= f(x(r)},
dt

d a
a
a
)
( dr dx w(x(t))+ dx 'tf(x(t)) dx f{x(t)) = 0

It is easy to show that

Note that the time notation has been dropped for convenience.

Evaluating

[ ~x)][! f(x)J gives

a

a

[

dx \V(X) ax f(x) = I$xS

Osxl

][~111 1\-112]

~121 !\122 where

1\111 = _,,_
'M12 =-

.;),,2 r.

(r r

M =(v1 v)I-vv 1 + J.l.
~
(rTr)i2

(rr1 -(r1 r)I)

J.Lr {-(r1v) +2(rv1)+ 2( vr1)- 3tTT?
(rr1)}
r r

M22 = 1
(r r

Next, the time derivative of each term in ;x 'ljl(x) can be expressed as:
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\Vith these expressions it can easily be shown that
d

a

dt dx w_(x(r))+

axa w(x(r)) axa f(x(r))= 0

This is more than just satisfaction of a simple condition that proves useful to the theorem.
In fact, this shows that Eq. (2.12) is the solution of the ODEs for the Lagrange
multipliers, Eqs. (2.3a-c), when the Hamiltonian vanishes and ideal gravity is assumed.
As reviewed earlier, many previous research effons have focused on obtaining such
solutions, but the form found herein is different from those.

lll2.S. Solution using the Patched f\1ethod vdth Ele,·en Burns
The plots below represent the current capability of the Patched Method. The
eleven-bum solution represented by these plots has a larger number of burns than
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obtained

BOUI\~SCO

or l\1BCM, in this study. Few solutions, if any, with this number

of bwns have been obtained in the literature. However, the Modified Patched Method,
introduced in the next subsection, has produced solution with even larger numbers of
bwns.
Also indicative of the Patched Method, the convergence tolerance for the outer
loop was set relatively high, 10·3, to prevent prohibitively long computation times.
For this example, the thrust level is 0.09698, the product gJsp is 0.3929, the initial
mass is 10. The initial orbit is circular with a radius of 1; the final orbit has an
eccenoicity of 0.398 and a final semimajor axis of 1.708. With this information the value
of T/1V0 for this transfer is calculated to be 0.009698, placing it in the low-thrust transfer
range.
Figure 3.1 is a plot the transfer orbit elements, viz. angular momentum,
eccentricity vector x-component, and eccentricity vector y-component, versus transfer
orbit number. The shape of the angular momentum and eccentricity x-component curves
seem to indicate a second order polynomial fit could be used to reduce the number of
variables in the problem. The eccentricity y-component is always small in this transfer;
suggesting that it could be assumed zero or, more generally, the same parameterization
may be used. The zeroth orbit is the fixed initial orbit and the eleventh orbit is the ftxed
final orbit.
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Figure 3.1

Orbital Elements of Each Transfer Orbit of Eleven Bum Solution

Figure 3.2 shows the angular position of the initial orbit exit point and final orbit
entry point of each versus the index enumerating which transfer orbit the burn ends at.
The symmetry of this plot is somewhat surprising. Even though each transfer orbit has its
apse roughly aljgned with the x-axis, each pair of angular positions are not reflected
about the x-axis. The trend over time is almost exactly opposite between the two
positions, but note that the values are not quite the negatives of each other. Also, it is
clear that each burn of this transfer are perigee burns; each occuning around perigee.
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Orbit Transfer Terminal Points Indexed by Ending Orbit

Another interesting trend is found in Fig. 3.3, showing the burn length versus the
same index as before. The burn length decreases monotonically with each successive
burn, but does not decrease linearly. One can, of course, observe a relationship in the
trend of bum length and angular positions from Figure 3.2. Both plots have a sharp
change at the third burn which holds till the founh burn and then returns to follow the
trend from the first two. The irregular trend for this burn is attributed to the high
tolerance given for the convergence criteria.
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Transfer Time Indexed by Ending Orbit for the Eleven Burn Solution
DJ.3. The

~fodified

Patched

~1ethod Q\fP~f)

The Relaxed Patched 11ethod is tailored to the orbit transfer optimization problem
through known relations concerning the behavior of states and costates at different points
along the trajectory. The concept central to these relations is that each burn of a multipleburn orbit transfer qualifies as an optimal transfer between its own local terminal orbits.
This method uses an algorithm similar to shooting methods.
This method puts forth an algorithm for computing problem constraints given the
values of the problem variables. The number of variables and constraints are equal.
Also, the method can be used with any multi-dimensional root-finding algorithm. The
discussion below describes the variables and computation of the constraints for a twoburn trajectory.
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In the following description of the variables and constraints, the vector

A.= [A.,T A..rf is used instead of the more common [A.,T 'J....T A. ..

r

so that Am can be

discussed separately.
The arc between points #l and #2 is assumed to be an arc of maximum thrust.
Referring to Fig. 3.4, the variables at # l are the initial true anomaly, 81 ; the flrst burn
length, tp; and, the vector of constant Lagrange multipliers for the stan of the frrst burn,
v 1• The only constraint associated with point #lis for v 1 to have unity magnitude.

Figure 3.4

Diagram illustrating the Layout of a Two-Burn Transfer

Knowing the true anomaly, 8, and the rest of the orbital elements, a, state, x(r)
may be calculated with the function i(8;a). Therefore, the Lagrange multipliers, A.(t1),
and the state, x(r1), at the initial orbit exit point may be computed using
(3.38)
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(3.39;

\\

7

here 'tf(X) is a function that calculates the orbital elements a given the state x. The

Lagrange multipliers, A(r11 ), and final state of the frrst burn, x (l11 ), are calculated by
numerical integration of the Euler-Lagrange and state differential equations.
The vector variables a 1 and v 2 are associated with point #2. These are used to
evaluate the constraints at point #2 as
(3.40)
(3 .41)

The trajectory between points #2 and #3 is assumed to be an arc of null thrust.
The variables

e2 , the initial true anomaly for the second bum, and r12 , the second burn

length, are associated with point #3. With these values, the Lagrange multipliers and the
state may be calculated, much as before, with
(3.42)

(3.43)

Using the integration results from the frrst burn and Eq. (3.43), the following constrajnt is
evaluated at point #3

(3.44)
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The arc between points #3 and #4 is assumed to be of maximum thrust. The
variables 62 , a 1, and v 2 , specified at points #2 and #3 enable the calculation of the
Lagrange multipliers, /...(r12 ), and final state, x(r12 ), in the same manner as the previous
burn - numerically integrating from t2 to t12 with the initial conditions Eqs. (3.42) and
(3.43).

The two-bum trajectory ends at point #4. The constant Lagrange multiplier vector
v3 is associated with this point. The constraints evaluated at point #4 are

't'(x(rn)) = 0:2
t.(r12 ) = [ ~ (x(r12

})J

(3.45)

V3

(3.46)

These constraints complete the system.
With the discussion of the formulation for a two-bum trajectory concluded, the
formulation for a more general problem is clear. For anN-burn trajectory with a 0, aN,

m0 , T, g0 , and lsp specified, the variables are

{o:,Ji =1, .. .N -1},{ e.,rfi~ =1, ... N },{viii= 1, .. .N + 1}

(3.47)

By use of which, the following quantities are calculated
x(rJ=x(8,;a;_ 1 ) ; i= l. ... N

(3.48)

A(r,) = [ ~ (x(rJ)]\; i = 1, .. .N

(3.49)
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,,.

T

x(rJi)= x(r,)+ jf(x(r))+-v(r)dt
,,
m(r)

(3.50)

A(t.II)= A(t,) + ''[
!. - ~d f(x(t)) JT l..(t )dt

(3.51)

where v(r) = A..(r)
IA.,(r)!

i

=1, .•. N
(3.52)

T ( 1-111 + :L(r.IJ•
and m(r) =me--ti)) , 1e [r,,1f.]
g)lp
;•l

(3.53)

The constraints that must be then evaluated and satisfied are

lv1l= 1

(3.54)

'V(x(rJi))= o:,; i =L ... N

(3.55)

r

i. (tfi ) = [ ~ (X (tfi ) ) v,., ; i = 1, ... N

(3.56)

l1.,(rJi)l=li.• (r,~ 1 )j; i=l, ... N-1

(3.57)

This gives a total of 2N(M+ l) variables and the same number of constraints, where Af is
the number of orbital elements. For nonplanar transfers M=S but for planar transfers, it is
more efficient to rotate the coordinate system so that M=3.
In summary, the

~1odlfied

Patched Method executes the following procedure for

the ith bum, i=l .. .N, of anN-burn transfer. Given the current iterates ei,

ai.J,

and v,,

(note, however, that a 0 is not an iterate but a specified constant) calculate x(r;) and l~.(tJ
v.'ith Eqs (3.48)-(3.49). If i=l, evaluate the scaling constraint, Eq. (3.54). Given rfl, and
the calculated initial values x(ri), A.(ti), compute x(rfl), A(tfl) v.rith Eqs (3.50)-(3.53).
Evaluate the bum terminal point constraints, Eqs (3.55)-(3.56). If i<.}l, evaluate the
sv.'itching function constraint, Eq. (3.57), where Av(ti-.. 1) is calculated \vith (3.49) knowing
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\\'hen implementing MPM on a computer, the angular variable

ei

should be

replaced by the variables 11;, 121 and the constraint 11;'-+ l2?=l. This common substitution
removes the periodic redundancy that may confuse a numerical method.
Completion of the iterative process updating the variables in (3.47) to satisfy the
conditions in Eqs. (3.54)-(3.56) allows the final condition of the Modified Patched
l\1ethod to be checked. Briefly, this checks the switching law:

(3.58)

This condition is, in fact, borrowed directly from the application of Pontryagin 's
}.1aximum Principle. \\'hen all conditions are satisfied, it may be claimed that an
extremal solution has been obtained.
The relationship between the Patched Method and :MPM is primari1y in the use of
Eqs. (3.49) and (3.56), which perfonn basically the same function as Eqs. (3.27), (3.28),
and (3.30) from the Patched Method. However, MPM also includes a technique
apparently f1rst employed by Brown, et. ai.21 which removes one Lagrange multiplier
(Am) and significantly affects the way the switching conditions are handled.

This

technique is present here as the use of Equation (3.57).
llL3.1. Equivalency of MPl\1 Conditions and Necessary Conditions
This subsection is concerned with proving the equivalency between necessary
conditions and the Modified Patch~ Method conditions. From the standpoint of showing
mathematical equivalence, some combinations of variables and constraints in
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:MP~1

are

unnecessary. Essentially, guessing intermediate orbital elements can be replaced by

requiring the state to be continuous between bums.

Definition: For optimal control problem (P}, the conditions (///}are

lv~l > 0

(3.59)

i..(r.r.) = [ ~ (x(r11 ))]\.,; i = 1, .. .N

(3.60)

).(r,)=[~(x(r,))]\: i=l, ... N

(3.61)

i.( t Ji g(y(rJi ), ,·(rfi)) = A( r,. 1 f g(y(r.• 1), ,·(r;. 1 )) ; i = 1, ... N -1

(3.62)

r

i = l, ... N

,..,,

(3.63)

.

x(r•• 1)=x(rr.)+ Jr(x(r))dr
'ft

y(r) = y(r;.]) = y(rfi)

i=l, ... N-1

(3.64)

u(r)=O, te[rfi,t,. 1]

(3.65)

where r1=t0 is assigned and the value for r1 is seen to be lp.r·

Theorem 111.2: If and on1y if
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{x(r ), y(r), \'( t), u(r), ~(1 )jr e [to ,t1 ]}, vo, v1 , t1 , {r,~li =1, ... 2(N -1)}

(3.66)

satisfies {I) then
{ x(r),y(r), Y(t),u(r),A.(r)!r

e [rPrJN J}.{r,,r1J =1, ... N },{v.li =l, ... N + 1}

(3.67)

satisfies {///}, assuming that the constraints and assumptions from {P} are
satisfied.
Proof:

Both sufficiency and necessity will be proven by assuming satisfaction of one set
of conditions and then constructing the solution to the other. From here on, assume that
the constraints and assumptions from {P} are satisfied. The "ir' pan will be proven after
the "only ir' pan. To prove the "only ir' pan, it will be useful to follow time in reverse
from t=r1 to the initial time, t=t0.
Assume that (3.67) satisfies (//1}. Define a scaling factor yeR,

(3.68)

Equation (3.65) ensures that the

r exists as a finite real number.

Define

v1 = yv

N"'l,

~.(r1 )= r"-(rp..), and recall that trlj'N· Note that this construction makes satisfaction of
(3.60) with i=N imply satisfaction of (3.18). Now, d~fine i, (r1 ) = 1 which satisfies
(3.20)~

this makes the switching function in the form of Eq. (3.21) vanish for t=ft·
It is obvious that when assumption (i) holds, Eq. (3.18) is satisfied, and Eq. (3.21)

vanishes for t=r1 then Eq. (3.14) is satisfied at t=ft. Now, extend the construction so that
~- (r) = yA.(r), t e [rN ,tJN J and Eq. (3.16) is satisfied. Note that this and Eqs. (3.63) imply
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that all Euler-Lagrange differential equations, Eqs. (3.15)-(3.17), are satisfied in this
interval. Therefore, the Hamiltonian is constant in the interval and is hence equal to zero
at

Now, \\'ith the Hamiltonian zero, assumption (i) and Eq. (3.61) with i=N implies

t=rN.

that the switching function vanishes again at

t=rN.

Define ts2(N·l)=tN· Since by (3.64) and

(3.63), the bang-bang control, u(r), switches from Uma.x to zero at t=tN, the Hamiltonian
will be continuous across this switching point and, therefore, zero.
Lemma

m.2 with r(x(t) )= ~ ( x (t)) for t e [ tP'-" tA'), Eq. (3 .64 ), and assumption

(vi) implies satisfaction of Eqs. (3.15) and (3.17) in this interval. Extend the construction

so that i/t)=i,(t}l·)=i,(r~·- 1 ) in the interval, thereby satisfying Eq. (3.16). Having
this construction, knowing that the switching function vanishes at

t=rN,

that u(r)=O is

assigned in this interval by (3.64), satisfaction of Eq. (3.62) implies that the switching
function vanishes at t=tfN.J· In order to imply satisfaction of Eq. (3.14) at the end of this
interval, it must be recognized that again, the bang-bang control switches values at t=lp.·. 1 .
Define tsrw. 1J=rfl\'·1·
The arguments in the preceding two paragraphs may be repeated until the initial
time,

10

is reached. Recall that

t 1=t 0 •

Define v0 = -,.V1 and recall that previous

definitions require ~ 1 (to)= yl. (rl); these definitions imply satisfaction of (3.19). The
proof of the "only if' pan is complete.
For the "if' pan of the theorem, assume that (3.66) satisfies {/}. Define

A.(t) = i, (r ), t e [ro, t1 ] and recall that

'r'JN and t1=t

0 •

Define v1 = -v0 and

V 1 = \, 1 .

Given assumption (i), it is immediately obvious that all conditions in {///} except Eqs.
(3.59), (3.62), (3.65), (3.61) with i;tl, and (3.60) with i;tN. Note that (3.61) and (3.60)
each apply at a switching point and when u=uma.x. Funhermore, Eq. (3.14) specifies that
the Hamiltonian is zero throughout the trajectory.
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Therefo~e,

by Lemma Ill.l, Eqs (3.14),

(3.21), and assumptions (v) and (vii) there exists a different value v for each switching
point such that Eqs. (3.60) and (3.61) hold; however, Lemma Ill.l does not guarantee that
the value of v at one end of the kth u=O arc (i=k-1 in (3.60)) equals the value of v at the
other end (i=k in (3.61)). But, Lemma IIJ.2 witlll(x(r)) =
implies that

J

i, (t) = [ ~ (x( t))

~ (x(r)) and assumption (vi)

v solves (3 .15) when u=O. The refore, the value of v at

one end of a u=O arc must equal the value of vat the other end of the u=O arc.
Eq. (3.65) is implied by the switching function vanishing at t=t/' Finally, it is

obvious that the boundary value problem cannot be solved if~~ (r) = 0; therefore
by assumption (v). That implies satisfaction of Eq (3.59).

lvol > 0,

•

ll1.3.2. MPl\1 Example Solutions

The following examples satisfy all the conditions implied by the Euler-Lagrange
equations and the Pontryagin Maximum Principle.

All quantities have been

nondimensionalized.
The frrst example solution is a 5-burn transfer reproducing a solution presented in

a paper by Redding. Both the initial orbit and the final orbit are circular. However, there
is an inclination of 28.5° between them. In this presentation of the solution, the initial
orbit is equatorial and the final orbit is inclined 28.5°. The initial orbit radius is 1, the
final orbit radius is 6.4. The initial nondimensional acceleration is 0.0517 and the
nondimensional characteristic velocity is 0.567. Both the transfer computed by Redding
and this solution calculated with the Modified Patched Method have final transfer orbits
with e=0.723 and an inclination 26.5° away from that of the final orbit. Perigee burn
durations for both range from 1.26 to 1.13. Both have a total transfer time of 60. Finally,
it is wonh noting that the solution presented here was computed without knowing the
paniculars of Redding's solution.
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The second example is a 19·burn transfer.

The initial nondimensional

acceleration produced by the rocket motor (T /m 0 ) is 0.09698 and the initial
nondimensional characteristic velocity (gofsp) is 0.3929. The initial orbit is circular with
a radius of 1, the final orbit has eccentricity of 0.73315 and a semimajor axis of 9.26.
The total burn time for this trajectory is 26.84. Figures 3.8 - 3.9 show data in similar
form for this transfer as Figures 3.5-3.7 for the previous transfer.
This 19-burn trajectory was extended to a 27-burn trajectory. This process
involved the determination of transfers with 20, 22, 23, 24 burns, etc. It was found that
adding bums one at a time was usually successful, two at a time slightly less successful,
and so on. It was also interesting to see the decreasing improvement of the transfer's
performance as plotted in Figure 3.10.
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Orbital Elements for each Transfer Orbit Vs Orbit Number of a 19-Burn
Transfer
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Performance Index, Finall\1ass, of the Extremal Trajectory vs Number
of Burns Executed during the Trajectory

The third example is the aforementioned 27-burn trajectory. All parameters are
identical between this transfer and the previous except the number of burns. The total
burn time for this trajectory is 26.64. This is only a 0.7% decrease in transfer time for
42% more bums.
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Orbital Elements for each Transfer Orbit Vs Orbit Number of a 27
Burn-Transfer
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Figure 3.12

Transfer Time vs Orbit Number for each Burn of a 27-Burn Transfer

The founh transfer is identical to the third except that the final orbit has an
inclination of 63.4 ° This inclination angle was chosen because it is large and represents
the inclination of the useful

~1olniya

class of orbits. To obtain the solution, the planar

transfer was used as the initial guess and the Modified Patched Method obtained the
solution in 6 iterations. The follov.ing figures represent the transfer.
Each of these transfers show similar trends. An almost linear variation in the
largest components of the angular momentum and eccentricity vectors and for the transfer
time v.·hen plotted against the orbit or burn number. However, this trend is broken for the
last burn. In each transfer, the last burn is an apogee burn and all previous burns are
perigee burns.

Each perigee burn steadily changes the angular momentum and

eccentricity. The apogee bum then makes a last large change that brings the spacecraft to
the final orbit. This last burn is also considerably longer than the burn before it. In the 5burn case, Fig. {3.7) shows that the last bum is much longer than the frrst bum. In the 19burn case, Fig. {3.9) shows the last burn almost just as long as the previous burn; in the
27-burn case, Fig. (3.15) indicates that it is considerably longer.
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Components of the Eccentricity Vector vs Orbit Number for each
Transfer Orbit of a 27-Burn Transfer with a 63.4° Plane Change
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Transfer Time vs Orbit Number for each Burn of a 27-Burn Transfer
\vith a 63.4° Plane Change

One feature that seems common to the large number of burns case and the small
number of burns case is the use of the distant burn for inclination changes. Referring
back to the nonplanar 3-burn transfer shown in Figs. 2.2-2.3, it is clear that the frrst burn
is making most of the inclination change. Also, it is clear from the 27-burn transfer
represented in Fig. (3.13) that the hy component of the angular momentum ve:-tor, which
indicates the inclination, has very little variation until the final burn takes its value from
almost zero to almost ·2. This same trend can be seen for the 5-bum transfer represented
by Fig. 3.5; where the hx component indicates inclination for this transfer.
UJ.4. Inclusion of Perturbation Terms
Neither the Patched Method nor :MPM are equipped to produce exact solutions to
fuel-optimal orbit transfer

probl~ms

in the presence of orbit penurbations. Note that

including orbit penurbations will cause assumption (i) from {P} to be violated.
The tradeoff between making the ideal gravity assumption and obtaining solutions
·with much larger numbers of burns was deemed acceptable. It is hoped that the
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techniques used in this tradeoff will find application in future research into the orbit
transfer problem inclu~ng perturbations.
However, BOU~"DSCO was able to obtain a solution including orbit penurbations
for the 5-bum transfer presented above in Figure 3.5. Perturbations are considered for
this trajectory as opposed to the others. because BOU~'DSCO iterations did not converge
for the others. even after several trials including initial guesses that were slightly
perturbed from the exact solution.
Figures 3.16-3.18 shows the changes in orbital elements and transfer time induced
by the inclusion of atmospheric drag and oblateness effects. It is clear that the extremal

trajectory includes a lengthened second bum which raises the energy of the second
transfer orbit, thereby raising its altitude and decreasing the effect of drag. It is not so
clear what decides that the longer bum will be the second and not the flist. The nodal
regression seems to manifest itself as a decreasing H-, component; it is interesting to note
that, like inclination changes, the extremal transfer doesn't make the correction until the
last bum. Turning attention to the bum lengths, note that the amount by which the frrst
burn is shortened almost exactly counters the amount by which the next burn is
lengthened. A similar trend shows itself for the third and founh bums. The last burn is
only slightly shorter, but not enough to indicate whether the total burn time is longer or
shorter. In fact the final mass of the ideal gravity transfer was 3.762; for the transfer with
perturbations it was 3.760. This is a performance loss of only 0.07%, a surprising result
considering that the individual burn times change by as much as 1.6o/o.
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Decrease in the Burn Times for the 5-Burn Transfer of Figure 3.5
Considering Orbit Penurbations
DJ.S Condusjons

In this section, two new methods for computing multiple-bum orbit transfers are
presented. These methods, the Patched ~1ethod and the

~1odified

Patched

~1ethod,

have

been developed specifically to fill an apparent gap in computational ability for fueloptimal transfers with large numbers of bums. For this type of problem, both methods
have out-performed BOU~'DSCO and !\1BCM from the previous section.
The conditions upon which each of these methods are based on have been proven
equivalent to necessary conditions. However, for both methods it is required that
Pontryagin's Maximum Principle be checked after iterations have stopped.
The Patched Method, though slow, was very robust in obtaining solutions.
Because of its use of a direct method, it was usually able to obtain the one-bum solutions
between each pair of orbits. Alsot the optimization of the transfer orbits usually
proceeded well in the sense that each iteration would produce a better choice of orbital
elements. However, the overall method tended to be quite slow because the cumulative
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time required to compute the one-burn transfers in succession was quite long and
increased with number of burns.
~1.P~1

computed solutions beyond the capability of any of the other methods

investigated in this repon.

~iPJ\1

was much quicker and slightly less robust, as would be

expected of a method more akin to multiple-point shooting. Therefore, it is suggested
that the Patched l\1ethod be used with a very low tolerance to obtain initial guesses for
~1P11.

Neither the Patched

~1ethod

nor l\1.Pl\1 is designed to handle orbit perturbations.

However, the marked improvement in perfonnance found with these configurations
should be motivation enough for a future research effort to produce similar configurations
that can handle orbit perturbations efficiently.
Also in this section, a new formulation for the solution of the Lagrange
multipliers is presented. This fonnulation is valid over coast arcs where the Hamiltonian
vanishes.
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SECTIO}';

IV

GUIDANCE FOR 0PTI~1AL ORBIT TRANSFERS

JV.J. Introductjon

The guidance scheme examined here is an implicit one which implements
neighboring optimal feedback guidance. An implicit guidance system was chosen due to
the fact that that type of guidance system often handles disturbances well 42. Neighboring
optimal feedback guidance was chosen because it has the advantage of being a feedback
system, as opposed to open-loop guidance and it can be implemented very easily as with
a gain-scheduling scheme. There also appears to be a lack of studies in the literature
which examine this type of guidance scheme for this problem.
In this fonnulation, the initial orbit exit point is assumed to be perturbed from the
nominal point but the other boundary condition, specifying the final orbit, is assumed
unchanged. The goal is to use the controller to bring the trajectory to the final orbit at
some point "-rith minimal fuel.
In order for this guidance scheme to be implementable, the neighboring trajectory
must exist; the sufficient conditions for a local extremal must be satisfied. The
satisfaction of these conditions for the nominal solution will be shown. Following that,
the guidance scheme will be investigated, including the use of a time-to-go indexing
scheme.

4 2Naidu,

D. Subbaram. Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer: Guidance and Control Strategies.
New York: Springer-Verlag, 1994.
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I\'.2. Literatyre Re\'jew
~1any

researchers have used the frrst variation to compute extremal solutions to

the fuel-optimal orbit transfer problem. However, few, if any, have made use of the
conditions related to the second variation of the cost functional in computation. These
provide sufficient conditions which, when met, declare an extremal solution as a locally
\\.'eak optimal solution.
Once the second variation of the cost functional is verified so that it is known
whether the sufficient conditions are met, the infonnation obtained can then be used to
implement a guidance scheme. Guidance schemes can typically be divided into two
categories: implicit and explicit. Implicit guidance systems are characterized by the fact
that the vehicle's motion must be precomputed on the ground and then compared to the
actual motion. The equations \\'hich need to be solved are based upon the difference
between these measured and precomputed values. The solutions to these equations are
used in the vehicle's steering and velocity control. Explicit guidance systems are
generalized by the fact that the vehicle's equations of motion are modeled and solved for
by on-board computers during its motion. The solutions for the equations are solved
continuously and are used to determine the difference between the vehicle's current
motion and its destination. Commands are then generated to alleviate the anticipated
error.
Guidance schemes have been presented in various papers.43 A guidance scheme
which is implemented using a linear tangent law is presented by Sinha, Shrivastave, Bhat,

43Chuang, C.-H., Goodson, T.D., Ledsinger, L.A., "The Second Variation and
Neighboring Optimal Feedback Guidance for Mu~tiple Burn Orbit Transfers,"
Proceedings of the 1995 AJAA Conference on Guidance. Navigation. and Control,
Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
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and Prabhu. 44 In a paper by Lu 4 S, a nonlinear guidance law is developed using two
different strategies. One strategy uses optimal control theory to generate a new optimal
trajectory onboard from the stan, while the other uses flight-path-restoring-guidance to
bring the trajectory back to the nominal. A guidance scheme that is developed using
inverse methods for unthrusted, lift-modulated vehicles along an optimal space curve is
presented by Hough. 4 6 Linearized guidance laws applicable to many different types of
space missions are presented by Tempelman.4 7 These guidance laws are based on fixed
and free final time arrivals. Naidu4 2 presents a neighboring optimal guidance scheme
applicable to aeroassisted orbital transfers.
IV.3. Preliminary Considerations
Earlier, the optimal orbit transfer problem was given as a maximization problem.
To conform to the convention used for the second variation36 it is transformed to a
minimization problem. For the minimization problem, the performance index can be
made negative and considered a cost functional
(4.1)

As the necessary conditions are frrst-order conditions, they remain unchanged. However,
Lawden 's pointer vector theory is second-order and requires that the control be such that

(4.2)
44 Sinha,

S. K., S. K. Shrivastava, M. S. Bhat, and K. S. Prabhu. "Optimal Explicit
Guidance for Three-Dimensional Launch Trajectory," Acta Asrronautica. Vol. 9,
1989, pp. 115-125.
45Lu, P., ''A General Nonlinear Guidance Law," Proceedings of the the AJAA Guidance,
Navigation, and Control Conference, Scottsdale, Arizona, 1994.
46Hough, M. E., "Explicit Guidance Along an Optimal Space Curve," Journal of
Guidance, Control, and Dynamics. Vol. 12, 1989, pp. 495-504.
4 7Tempelman, W., "Linear Guidance Laws for Space Missions," Journal of Guidance,
Control, and Dynamics. Vol. 9, 1986, pp. 495-502.
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Funhennore, Pontryag1n's ~1inimum Principle requires that an extremal solution satisfy
H 5 <0, T=TM/D.
H 5 >0, T=O

(4.3)

where

(4.4)

If an extremal solution to the maximization problem is given as state time history

:x(t), Lagrange-multiplier time history A(t), and Lagrange multipliers v, (associated \\ith
boundary conditions) then an extremal solution for the minimization problem with the
cost function in Eq. (4.1) can be constrUcted as x(r), (·l)•i.. (r), and (-l)•v.
Additionally, it makes more sense in the planar guidance problem to consider the
control as an angle

e, rather than individual components of a unit vector.

This simplifies

analysis because the control is now a scalar. Equation (4.2) now gives

tan(8) = -~

(4.5)

) .. II

A practical approach to guidance is suggested by previous results in this repon. If
a multiple-burn transfer can be thought of as consisting of multiple optimal one-burn
transfers, then it should be reasonable to examine a guidance scheme that attempts to
match each of the intermediate transfer orbits of the multiple-burn transfer. ln other
words, use neighboring optimal feedback guidance for one burn at a time.
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This is not suggested to be an optimal guidance scheme. By focusing on each
burn with neighboring optimal feedback, but not considering the trajectory as a whole,
this guidance scheme becomes a sub-optimal guidance scheme.
Each burn can be considered an extremal solution. These extremal solutions are
considered to have a fixed initial point and free transfer time but the final point is only
constrained in that it must lie on the final orbit. Recall, however, that in computing the
multiple-bum transfer the initial point was not fixed; this condition is imposed for
practical considerations. lf the spacecraft is delivered to the correct orbit, and coasting to
the nominal burn-on point has zero cost, then there is no reason to attempt to compute a
new burn-on point. This reasoning holds for the beginning of each burn.
D'.4. The Second Varjation for One-Byrn Problems

Considering the second variation of the augmented cost functional, J, a new
optimal control problem can be stated.36 In this new problem, the state is c5x, the control

8u, and the Lagrange-multipliers are CA. and dv. The new problem is linear and can be
solved using a sweepback method. For the problem considered here, x=[rT ,.T m]T and
u=8.

When the final time is free for optimization, the transversality condition must be
satisfied by the nominal solution. The notation for this condition is

(4.6a)

where

=

G(x, v) q>(x) + v1 'tf(x)
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(4.6b)

In general. neighboring optimal feedback guidance allows consideration of
changes in boundary conditions. No such changes ere considered. assuming that the
destination orbit is fixed. Fonnulation will be made below for the free final time case.

The change in state and costate can be estimated vlith a linear time-varying
dynam,jc system. This dynam,jc system is given below, where it is understood that matrix
functions are evaluated \\ith the nominal trajectory.
d

-ox= A(r)ox -B(r)oA
dr

(4.7)

!!:._G). =-C(t )8x- AT (r )OJ..

(4.8)

dt

where
A(t)= f 1

(4.9)

f,.H~H14

-

B(r) = f H-lrT

(4.10)

C(t) = HD- H&MH~HIIl

(4.11)

"'

-"

Evaluating Eqs. (4.7)-(4.11) the recurring terms in the differential equations are:

0 0
0 0

fI

=1

0

0 1
0 0

f,

=[

-(.H_)3p.x2
r3

-( .H_ )- 3pl

0

0
0

0
0
0

,3

T

0
0
T
--cos( B)
m

7'5

- T sin( B)
m

T
0 0 - T sin(8) -cos( e)

m

m

90

0

T

,~

3j.JX)'

T

3JJXY

oJ

(4.12)

(4.13)

Hu=[~ 2!,11..1]

(4.14)

3JJ. [{ (31•• x + ).w y)r 2 - S(A; r)x 2 } { (A Y+ A"X )r 2 - 5(A!r ).l)'}]
7
- r {(t1 ..y+A 1 x)r 2 -5(A!r)zy} {(3,1"y+t1ux)r 2 -5(A!r).l)'}

Q_

11

HWM = T

m

IA-111

(4.16)

H.= 0

note that r = [x

yf, v =[u vf,

and A."

(4 .lS)

(4.17)

=[).~

,1

11

f

are taken as the nominal

trajectory. Using the sweepback method for nonlinear terminal constraints the fonn for
OA and O'if can be \\Titten as

=P(t)8x(r) + S(r)dv
O'if = sr (r )8x(t) + V(r )dv

8A(r)

(4.18)
(4.19)

which allows the solution for dv to be written as
(4.20)

As mentioned above, O'tf=O will be considered here. The matrices P(r), S(r), and V(t),
are computed using the following relations:

P(t) = P(r)- m(r)m T (r)
a(r)

(4.21)

S(t)=S(r)- m(r)nT(r)
a(r)

(4.22)

=V(r)- n(r)nr (r)

(4.23)

V{r)
.

a(t)
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Now the matrices

P(r), S(t), V(r), m(t), n(t), and the scalar function CI(t) are computed

from a dynamic system. The boundary condition equations for this system are given by:

P(r,)=[¢n +(vrw,)a),.,,

(4.24)

s(r,) =[w!l.,,

(4.25)

v(r,)=O

(4.26)

where in the development for the orbital transfer these are:
a b

d

e 0

g 0
P(r1 ) = d f h i 0
e g i j 0
0 0 0 0 0

c f

b

(4.27)

(4.28a)
(4.28b)

(4.28c)
d

=-v3v

(4.28d)

e = v1 - v2u + 2 v3v
f=-v 1 - v2v+2v3u
g = -v2u
h = 2 v3 y
i =-v3.x- v2 y
j = 2v2x
and expression for Eq. (4.25) was previously given as Eq. (2.11 ).
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(4.28e)
(4.28f)
(4.28g)

(4.28h)
(4.28i)
(4.28j)

Following from the assumptions expressed as Eqs. (4.18)-(4.19), the following
nonlinear equations for P, S, and V must be integrated backwards. The results will be
used to check the sufficient conditions governing a minimizing solution.

p = -PA- ATP + PBP- c

(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
(4.32)
(4.33)
(4.34)

with the following boundary conditions applying

(4.35)

(4.36)

(4.37)

The sufficient conditions for a minimizing solution can now be stated as follows:
convexity condition: H, 8 (t) > 0 for t0 S t S t1

s t < tl

(4.39a)

a- 1(r) exists for t" S t < r1

(4.39b)

conjugate point condition: P(t)- S(r)V- 1(r)Sr (t) finite for t0 s r < r1

(4.40)

normality condition:

v-l (r) exists for

(4.38)

to
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The convexity condition is satisfied for any transfer satisfying Equation (4.5). This can
be seen by noting that Eq. (4.16) is positive definite, irrespective of the time history for
the Lagrange multipliers.
The eigenvalues of V are plotted in Figure 4.1. Figures 4.2-4.4 plot the elements
of the conjugate point condition matrix. Figure 4.5 is a plot of a(t). Figure 4.1 shows
that

v is positive definite in the required interval.

Figure 4.5 shows that a(t) is negative

definite in the required interval. Since the nonnality condition requires that the inverse of
\' and a(t) exists in the interval, this solution is normal. Figures 4.2-4.4 show that the
conjugate point condition is satisfied. The elements are bounded in the required interval
and grow asymptotically at the final time; the curves in the figures have been truncated to
show their variations prior to this asymptotic growth. Therefore, this solution satisfies
the sufficient conditions for minimizing the cost functional Y.ith free transfer time.

It seems appropriate to first attempt the guidance scheme for a relatively

uncomplicated transfer. Such a transfer was presented in Fig. 2.1 and discussed in
subsection [ll.2.4]. The transfer is planar; no plane changes occur. The guidance scheme
considered here \\'ill be simulated for this trajectory.

IV.4.1. Neighboring Optimal Feedback Guidance

Conveniently, construction of a neighboring optimal feedback guidance law uses
the same information as that required to check the second variation of the cost functional.
As a result, much of the derivation required of guidance law has been stated already. The
remaining discussion will describe how to form the feedback control law and adjust the
characteristics of the bang-bang control in a feedback law.
The control, 09, for the fixed final time problem can be found using
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c58(r)

=-H:2((r~P)8x + r!sdv)
=-H:2[r!(-sv- 5 )]8x

(4.41)

1 7

and the change in the final time, dr1, is:
(4.42)

Evaluating dr1 determines when the thrust will be turned off to complete the transfer.
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Plot of Elements of Conjugate Point Condition 11atrix for Two Burn
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Plot of Elements of Conjugate Point Condition Matrix for Two Burn
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This continuous feedback law has been constructed by estimating dv at each instant of
time instead of solving for dv at the initial time and then using this value for all time
The feedback law depends on P, S, and V as functions of time. A panicular
advantage of neighboring optimal feedback is that the linearized TPBVP only has to be
solved once. Afterwards, sampled values of the feedback gains may be stored. The
feedback gains may then be computed for any time by interpolation between stored
values. Use of this control should keep the spacecraft on a neighboring optimal solution
and deliver it to the required orbit.
The block diagram for the feedback controller needed for neighboring optimal feedback
guidance is shown in Figure 4.6.
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where /q (t) is the feedback gain from Eq. {4.41), computing oe.
IV.4.2. Simulation of the Guidance Algorithm

Justification for a feedback algorithm lies in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8. It can be noted
that there is error in the variation of the states from the neighboring optimal trajectory
when guidance is not used, Fig. 4.7, i.e., when the control correction is not used.
However, Fig. 4.8 shows that a feedback law is needed because when implementing itl
the errors in the variation of the states becomes much less, comparatively, than that using
no guidance whatsoever.

The neighboring optimal trajectory referenced in Figs. 4.7-4.8

\\:as computed with BOUJ\TISCO.

1\'.4.3. Time.To·Go Implementation
Since this problem is a free final·time problem, the possibility exists that the finaltime ·will increase and ¢e guidance algorithm will "run out of gains''; this is a familiar
issue for neighboring optimal feedback guidance. The approach used in this study is
based on discretizing the gains by N time nodes

{t 1, .•. ,t;,... tN}

where

tN

is earlier than the

nominal r1 The gains at the nominalz1 will be infinite and impractical to store. Both the
gains for calculating dr1, via Eq. (4.42), and for 89, via Eq. (4.41), are then calculated at
any time by linear interpolation between stored values.
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To consider time-to· go, the guidance must make active use of the dr1 estimation.
Since both the nominal and the actual trajectories stan at

t 1,

dt11 can be initially calculated

using the gains at that time. The length of the frrst guidance interval is then found by
relating it to the estimated time-to-go.
(4.43)

Then, at the end of the i-lth guidance interval, the gains at t are used to calculate dtf..
1

Using this infonnation, the length of the ith guidance interval can be computed as
(4.44)

i-1

rl

!lt8j

+ drfi-

LA.ttj

=___. . .,._··-1-

(ri•J - r,)

t l - 1;

This continues until !lri is computed as zero or a negative number or until i=N. \Vhen
i=N, the Nth gain is used for the entire interval !lts. When this interval ends, the

guidance scheme is finished.
The plots below compare guidance perfonnance with and without this rime-to-go
formulation. The curves represent the time history of the boundary condition error, i.e.
Eqs. (1.12) minus the desired orbital elements, evaluated continuously. Figure 4.9 makes
continuous use of the gains but indexes these gains at the current actual time without
calculating dt1. For the penurbation simulated, the transfer time needs to increase and this
fust scheme must terminate prematurely. Figure 4.10 makes use the discretized gains and
time-to-go fonnulation. This simulation also incorporates a practical saturation limit on
the size of the gains. The improvement due to the time-to-go fonnulation is obvious
when comparing these plots.

Therefore, this is both a practical and superior
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implementation of the continuous burn guidance considering the boundary condition

error.
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1\'.S. r.lultjple Burn Gujdance
The guidance for multiple burns can also be d.iscretized. For the two burn case,
discretized guidance using time-to-go is used for the frrst burn. The guidance algorithm
·will place the spacecraft on the intennediate transfer orbit via the neighboring optimal
trajectory. Since the cost on this coast arc is zero, the spacecraft can coast on this arc
until it reaches the point at which the next burn is to stan. Once the spacecraft reaches
this point, discretized guidance using time-to--go can be used again for the second burn.
The boundary conditions for the second burn should than be satisfied by the neighboring
path. For multiple burns, this guidance scheme is extended in a straightfof":ard manner.

The guidance scheme detailed above was used to recover the two burn transfer of
Fig. 2.1 in the presence of an initial perturbation. Fig. 4.11 shows the boundary condition
errors for the first burn given an initial perturbation of 10·3 in non-dimensionalized units.
The boundary conditions are satisfied rather well for this burn. The resulting boundary
condition errors for the second burn are shown in Figure 4.12. The boundary conditions
are satisfied very well for this burn.
Figures 4.13 & 4.14 show the boundary condition errors during the second burn
for a perturbation of the same magnitude as above in only the x position and the u
velocity, respectively. Note that the error in the boundary conditions is slightly greater in
Figure 4.14. This suggests that the trajectory is more sensitive to disturbances in the u
velocity than in the x position.
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Plot of Boundary Conrution Error for Discrete Guidance During the
Second Burn for error in u

The resulting orbit transfer trajectory is shown in Figure 4.15. This plot corresponds to
the boundary condition errors as shown in Figures 4.11 and 4.12.
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IV.6. Conclusions

Extremal one burn trajectories have been shown to be weak locally optimal
solutions using sufficient conditions. This does not prove that the multiple-bum transfer
from which they were taken is itself a weak locally optimal solution, but it does allow the
use of a new suboptimal guidance scheme.
This scheme was shown to reduce the tenninal errors for small perturbations of
the initial state. To increase the size of allowable penlJ!bations, a time-to-go indexing
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scheme was simulated. This time-to-go indexing did improve the perfonnance of the
guidance scheme.
The suboptimal multiple-burn guidance with time-to-go indexing was simulated
for a planar transfer.

The perfonnance of this guidance scheme did not match

expectations. The implication is that the region in which a linear control correction is a
valid assumption was quite small. Acrua11y, this is not a surprising conclusion since
obtaining the nomina] solutions is usua11y quite a challenge for iterative algorithms that
attempt linear corrections for each iteration. If indeed this implication is correct, then a
more sophisticated approach for neighboring feedback control is required.
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SECTION V
COr\CLUSIONS AND REC0?\1MENDATIONS FOR
FURTHER STUDY

y.J. Transfers with Small Numbers of Burns
It has been found that methods already present in the literature are capable of

computing fuel·optimal orbit transfers with small numbers of bums. The methods
investigated here were multiple-point shooting and modified shooting. However, a
common way to attempt to increase the performance of a transfer is to increase the
number of burns executed and, unfonunately, these methods are not very robust in that
sense.
A new method has been introduced that is very useful for adding bums to fueloptimal orbit transfers. The method is used in conjunction with homotopy and an
iterative technique for computing transfers; the iterative technique must incorporate
knowledge of the Lagrange multipliers. The method does require that the initial point,
the final point, and the transfer time be free for optimization. It also assumes that the
transfer is performed under the influence of ideal gravity. This assumption is required to
obtain the switching function property that the method relies on.
It is recommended that this method be funher developed such that orbit
penurbations are taken into account. Since the switching function propeny in question
no longer applies for this case, the task is challenging. Obviously, a fairly different
approach must be taken. It is likely that requiring trajectories to begin and end with coast
arcs will be necessary, since cost arcs will no longer be orbits. Perhaps then some
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conditions may be identified under which the coast arcs could be extended to find optimal
locations for the bums to be added.

V.3. Transfers wjth Lart:e Numbers of Burns

The results of this research point to the Modified Patched Method as a practical
v•ay to compute fuel-optimal transfers with large numbers of burns. It does not appear
that such a method existed previously in the literature, making M..PM and theoretical
results behind it the central contributions of this repon.
An interesting spin-off of the theoretical development is a new fonnulation for the
integration of the Lagrange multipliers over a time-optimal coast arc for the nonplanar
case assuming ideal gravity. The formulation results from satisfaction of Lemma III.2.
This panicular formulation proved quite useful for
algorithms and future

theor~tical

M.P~1

and may prove useful in future

developments.

1-iPl\1 does not a11ow for orbit perturbations. This restriction was a small price to
pay for performance previously unobtained, viz. the ability to compute transfers with
upwards of 27-burns and large inclination changes. Now that this performance has been
obtained for the ideal gravity case, it is suggested that a future research effon should be
able to produce a method \Vith similar performance, or better, while taking orbit
perturbations into account.
If an attempt is made to adapt l\1.PM for orbit perturbations without recovering
any propenies lost, then MPl\1 will degenerate into multiple-point shooting. This study
has already concluded that multiple-point shooting does not perform well for large
numbers of burns; therefore, some recovery of the properties from Theorem TILl. and/or
Theorem TII.2 must be made. Since the concept central to both the Patched l\1ethod and
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11P~1

is the relationship of the optimal orbit transfer problem with the problem expressed

by (3.1 ), it seems reasonable to expect some form of (3.1) to be recovered in the presence
of orbit penurbations.
V.2. h1ultjpJe.Burn Gujdance

A suboptimal multiple-burn guidance scheme was developed through this
research and its performance investigated. The scheme may be described as "bum-by·
bum" neighboring optimal feedback guidance with a time-to--go indexing scheme for each
bum. The perfonnance of this guidance scheme did not match expectations.
Since guidance has much practical imponance. it is suggested that future research
attempt to develop an improved guidance scheme. It is likely that this would involve
techniques to improve neighboring optimal feedback or replacing this with some other
one-burn guidance scheme. On the other hand, a future research effort might attempt to
find an optimal guidance algorithm for the multiple-bum transfer as a whole. Since there
is a strong relationship between the sufficient conditions for optimality and the
computation of neighboring optimal feedback gains for the one-burn problem, a similar
relationship might be expected for the

multiple~burn

problem. If an optimal multiple-

bum guidance scheme is developed, it will likely lead to the development of sufficient
conditions for the optimality of multiple-burn transfers.
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Appendix

ORBPACK Users Manual

A Package of FORTRAN Programs to Construct
Guesses and Solve Lo\Y· and l\1edium- Thrust
Optimal Orbit Transfer Problems

Applied Control Laboratory
Georgia Institute of Technology
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ll..2. Scaling

It is very useful for numerical methods to work w"ith numbers that
are at or near the same order. This can be accomplished through
nondimensionalizations. Such nondimensionalizat1ons for thEorbit transfer problem follow:

i•r/r"'
..
m•
m1I m -e

and they require the following:

p• {3r'Cl

Note that these nondimensionalizations result in dynamics with
1-'=1. The choices of ,-cr and m -cr are completely arb-itrary. A choice
for m ~ might be one such that the initial nondimensionalized mass
is 1 or 10. A choice for r~ might be the radius of the planet or a
number such that the initial semimajor axis, radius of perigee . or
an .. average" radius is 1.
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lll. l\1aking Guesses for the Optimal Transfer
There are many different ways that one cou]d conceive of to make
guesses. The routines for making guesses, listed below, have been
provided.
The tutorials in Chapter VIII demonstrate how to make guesses with
these methods.

ID.l. GSHOOT Random
Guess <Single Bu.n1 Only)

The subroutine GSHOOT will randomly make guesses for the oneburn orbit transfer problem in two dimensions. Input for GSHOOT
is a text file. Its output consists of two text files which represent data
for direct and indirect methods.

How to use GSHOOT GSHOOT requires a file, named .. GINPUT," for input. A typical
.. G INPUT" file follows:
K'J
GC'

!SF

" l. oc
" :..oo

• C.5E"'3

':'H:]:,:.JST " 0 5lH

MO

" 10 o::;:;

£0

•

J..:

w~

1..:::
E:)

....":!
~J..X

NCS

t:::x

a

..."

.l.occ::.
c.ooo
0

~~c

l. 2 85
0.219

= c.o:c

= c.o:o
... .;.·

.3

where ~fU (!J ) is the gravitational constant, GO (g 0 ) is the
gra\'itational acceleration of the earth at sea level, ISP (/5P) is the
motor's specific impulse, and Thrust is the motor's thrust level. ~10
(m 0 ) is the initial mass for the transfer. The next parameters
specify the terminal orbits: AO (a 0 ) is the initial orbit's semimajor
axis, EO (e 0 ) the initial orbit's eccentricity, and WO (w0 ) is the
initial orbit's argument of perigee; AF (af), EF <er), and (wr) are the
corresponding parameters for the final orbit. T~1AX is the
maximum burn time; if it is set to zero, then T~1AX is assigned by
GSHOOT to the amount of time required for the mass to vanish.
NGS is how many guesses to make; half of these will be almost
tangential thrusting with random initial true anomaly and the
other half will have random initial direction and random initial
true anomaly. For a detailed description of the file format, see
Appendix A.
GSHOOT will create output files "DIRECT.DAT" and
"INDIRECT.DAT" which can be used to construct a multiple burn
guess in the PATCH2D file format. Both of these files have
identical headers:
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1 Introduction
ORBPACK is a collection of FORTR.A.."-: 77 programs for computing
optimal orbit transfers. For the most part, these are alJ indirect
methods; they are concerned v:ith so]ving the Tv.·o Point Boundary
Value Prob]em provided by optimal control theory.
None of these routines guarantee a g]obally optimum solution; only
extremal solutions are claimed by convergence of iterations. \\'1th
the exception of :MBCM, soJutions obtained with these methods must
have their sv.'"itching Jaw checked. One must be sure that, in the
computed solution, the thrust is on when the sv.'"itching function is
positive and the thrust is off when the sv.'"itching function is
negative. Furthermore, these methods assume that no intermediate
thrust arcs v.'"ill be found in the solution.
The charts below summarizes the programs in ORBPACK:

Solvers
l'ame
B.VD3D
AfBCA13D
PAT2D
A1Pltfl··f2D,
AfP Af.\f 3D

l\1ethod
:Multiple Shooting
<BNDSCO)
Shooting w/ :Minimizing
Boundary Condition Method
Patched ~1ethod
Modified Patched :Method

Libraries
BNDSCO
VF02AD
BNDSCO; I~1SL
I11SL; ODEPACK

Suggested Use
medium!low
few burns
mediumJlow
few burns
medium/low
rnedium!low
short burns

thrust;
thrust;
thrust
thrust;

Accessories
Name
GSHOOT
AfPAf2D3D
MP2B:ND
B.\"D2.\1BCM

Use
random shooting for one·burn guesses
convert 1-1Plt1:M2D files to MP11113D files
convert MP~1!\13D files to BND3D files
convert B~D3D files to ~1BCM files

Libraries
I11SL; ODEPACK
N/A
ODEPACK
N/A

All codes as supplied in ORBPACK solve multiple burn orbit
transfers with free final time and free initial and final points.
BND3D is already configured so to svdtch between free and fixed
final time problems. MBC113D can easily be reconfigured for such.
PAT2D, MP~!M2D, and MPM~13D have fixed configurations.
PAT2D, MPM~12D, and ~1P~1:M3D are also fixed to solve on]y
problems where ideal gravity is assumed. BND3D and MBC:M3D
are configured to solve problems that include drag and oblatenes~
effects. Finally, codes with the tl2D" suffix are configured to solve
planar transfers; the "3D" suffix indicates that the code is
configured for nonplanar transfers.
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n. Orbit Transfer Problem Definition
D.l. Parameters

All the programs in ORBPACK require the following orbit transfer

parameters to be determined:
For the gravitating body:
• the gravitational constant for the centra] body

(J.J )

For the rocket motor:
• maximum thrust
• specific impulse {]sp)
For the terminal orbits, BND3D and MBCl\130 require:
• sem imajor axis
• eccentricity
• right ascension (degrees)
• argument of perigee (degrees)
• inclination <degrees)
For the terminal orbits, MPl\11\120, 1\iPl\11\130, and PAT20 require:
• angular momentum vector (X, Y, Z components)
• eccentricity vector ex, y components)
Each program also requires a value for Earth's acceleration at sealevel (g0 ) in appropriate units; this number is only used in
conjunction with the specific impulse to compute the fuel
consumption.
BN03D and 1\iBCl\130 can account for oblateness and drag effects.
For oblateness: Re is the equatorial radius of the central body and J 2
is a constant describing the mass distribution of the central body;
for Earth J 2 =1082.6lxlQ·6. For drag: f3 is a constant from the
atmosphere model describing air density variation in the
prescribed altitude region, p0 is the atmosphere density at the
altitude r01 S is the cross-sectional area of the craft, and CD is the
craft's drag coefficient.

The gravitational potential, including oblateness, is modeled as:

where r is the magnitude of the position vector r. The drag force is
modeled as:

where vis the magnitude of the velocity v. Note that this form for the
density variation indicates an isothermal region of the atmosphere.
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,.
GO

lSP
A:'

EX::'

rr::-

Af

EXT
IYT

.• •••
.•• •••
... ••
•
1\

These output files contain the necessary information
If this output file represents a guess for any but the last burn, delete
the last three of these lines (AF, EXF, EYF) when constructing the
multiple-burn guess file. However, if this guess is for the last burn.
keep the last three lines and delete lines six through eight (AO, EXO,
EYO). If the guess is any but the first burn, then delete the first threE
lines <T. GO, ISP).
HowGSHOOT

works

GSHOOT makes a random guess by choosing the constant
Lagrange multipliers (v) as a random vector with unity magn1tude.
Since all the Lagrange multipliers may be scaled by an arbnrary
constant, there is no loss of generality. The state vector is co:nputed
knowing the initial orbital elements and randomly choosing the
initial true anomaly. Next, the vectors IT and i". are calculated for
the initial time, using the following equation:
(3.1

i

The initial value for ;.m is found by specifying that the switching
function is zero at the initial time:

That the switching function is zero at the initial time is known to be
true for the free transfer time and free terminal points problem.
\\~ith the initial state and costate known, the initial Yalue problem is
integrated forward in time until either the desired final semimajor
axis (AD) is reached. the current radius becomes small. the
spacecraft enters a parabolic orbit, or the mass becomes small.
For guesses that are almost tangential,

1-v is chosen to be(+/-),~

and

A,. is chosen to be(+/-) (IJ)r3)r. The positive sign usually produces
orbit raising and the negative sign orbit lowering. Note that this
initial guess for the costates zeros the Hamiltonian when the
switching function is zero. Therefore, the v;'s can be found by
solving the least-squares problem of Eq. (3.1).
GSHOOT will try as many guesses as the user requests. The guess
that best meets the required boundary conditions \\ill be output.
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II1.2. PAT2D Sub-Optimal
Transfer Guess (?,lultiple
Burn Only>

UsingPAni>to
ComputA? Guesses

PAT2D creates sub-optimal trajectories in the sense that the cho1ce
of intermediate transfer orbits bas been flXed and each burn is an
optimal one-burn orbit transfer. PAT2D iterates upon the choice of
intermediate transfer orbits until it finds a choice that gives a local
maximum in final mass The PAT2D program is described in
detail in Chapter V.
PAT2D requires two files for input. The first file,
"PATCH2D.TOLS," sets accuracy levels and limits the number of
iterations (for more information on this file, see Chapter VL The
second file, .,PATCH2D.GUESS," supplies the guess information
for both the choice of intermediate transfer orbits and the trajectories
of the burn arcs between them. This latter file must be in the PAT2D
format (for more information, see Appendix A and Chapter V).
The guess information from GSHOOT, or some other source, must
be put into the PAT2D format. Vlhen run, the first thing that PAT2D
will do is solve the one·burn problems defined by the intermediate
transfer orbits. Often, the output from this step alone is a
sufficiently good solution guess . This output is contained in the file
"PATCH2D .INITIAL."
On the other hand, it is not uncommon for that output to be an
insufficient guess. In this case, one approach is to allow PAT2D to
iterate. At some point during the iteration, the user may take the file
"PATCH2D.BEST" and use it as an initial solution guess.
Alternatively, the user may set a rather loose stopping criterion for
PAT2D and wait until this criterion is met. In this approach, the file
"PATCH2D.SOL" will be the solution guess.
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1\7• The Modified Patched Method {MP1\IM2D, MPMl\130)
The subroutine MP~12D CMPM3D) is a realization of the Modified
Patched Method in two (three) dimensions. The file tfMP!\1!\12D r
CMP~1~13D.f) contains an implementation of :MPJ\12D (MPM3D J
using I:MSL's NEQNF to solve the nonlinear equations, its
FORTR.-\.N program name is MP~1J\12D CMPJ\1M3D ).

JV.l. Using MPl\D\120 to
Compute Solutions

~1P~!~12D C~1P~1M3D)

requires only one input file, which must
follow the PAT2D <PAT3D) format (see Appendix A). This data file
must be named ~~1Pl\12D.GUESS" <~MPM3D.GUESS">
The code .. :MPM2D3D.f' will convert an •J\.1PJ\.12D.GUESS" file into
a tfMPl\13D.GUESS" file. In this code, no other input is required
except ~l\1Pl\12D.GUESS"

Data File (Input)

ln .. l\1Pl\12D.GUESS," <tfMPl\13D.GUESS"') the tolerance setting
(TOL) is the root-finding tolerance. The tolerance used in
numerical integration is one-thousandth of this number. No
information in the header is ignored.
For l\1P~1:M2D (l\1Pl\1M3D), the option SEL may only be chosen as 1
or 2. These options indicate the data for the burn is given in the
format for an indirect method. MPl\fM2D (~1Pl\i:M3D) will treat
both SEL=l and SEL=2 identically.
l\1Pl\!J\12D (J\1Pl\1:M3D) only uses specific items from the PAT2D file
fonnat. The lines below are representative ofthe data for one burn
in the PAT2D format. The underlined "fl" symbols indicate which
number items are important to l\IPJ\12D calculations.

J.!PMA12D

= !.

a

!

ex

&

ey

=!

N~!:·E

=

S!L

::

3
l

index.x,y.u.v.m.lx.ly,lu,lv.l~.~f.gl.g2.;3.gC.;5.gE

•• •• .t. ••
•• •• •• •• ••t. ••
•• •• •• •
•• • •• •• •• ••

.t . .1.

1.

:2.
3,

t,

4.

•

•

.

•• •• •• ,!. ,l . • •• •• ! . .t . !..
•• •• •• • • •• •• •• • •
•• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• • ••
•• •• •• •• •• •• •• • •• • ••
•

•

t

•

•

•

,

•

•

•

MPMM3D
hx
hy

&

.l

.. .!

hz
ex

"' !
•.!
c 1

ey

N~!'! o:

s~

3

= 1

lh;':'£X. X. Y, Z, U. \', \*.'. ~.l.X. LY, L~. Lt' .1.::. L\\. ~. 'Tr. G!. G.2. G3. GC. G5, GE. G':'. GF. ::;~. :::::
l, 1. 1. J., • . • . • • 1 . • . • . • . • . • . • . 1. 1· • . • . • ' •.•.•. ! . .! . .!

2 . •.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•.•.•.

I,

l

•••

3, I. I, I, I, I, I. t. t, t. I. t, I, I, t. I, t. I, t, t. t. I. I, 1
•
4, • . • . • . • • • . • . • . • . • . • • • • • . • . • . • . • • • . • . • . • • • . • . • •
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The important number items are .. a," .,ex," and ue-y- 'With .. x," *'y,"
•m," "tf," .. g4," "g5," and "'g6" on the first line only. All other
numbers are read by the program but not used. The "x" and u-ycoordinates are used only to compute the true anomaly angle that the
burp begins at. The only mass value remembered is the initial
mass value. The mass costate is used to scale the constant
LagTange multipliers .. g4," *'g5," and .. g6" in a manner consistent
with patching the burns together~ otherwise, it is not used.
MP1\f2D Iteration
Info to Screen

Listed below is sample screen output from .. r.fPM~12D.F"
CUr

NO rill

·----------·
0 4505::.£•00

Itt

.............
l

0.<5C~:£•00

45

0.~:552£·C2

90

c

HS':'SE-02

135

IM!st

-----•l

Norrr. C&tl

------------

0.45:::51£·00
C.45C51£•00
O.E355C'E·C2
0.4ES'?SE·C2

15

S9
:0.05

1:~-me

Br.l

Bst Wrst El

0 .ll2E9E•Ol
0' 1055:.£·01

4
4

0 3C952E•OC

'

C .~4.3H£·C2

Short

·----4 0.3095:2!•CC
----------------------O.ll289E•Cil
c .l060f£.0::)j.

0.264":':.£-C~

Ell
---..
lB

a

:0.4
J<

Tota:

~~~ T:~.me a E.Sl4C284244Sf
Mass • 4.06643463'?641
Shortest B~rr. L&,g:h = l.l288S38iS329
Shortest ~ is 14

F~nal

The first block of text is the iteration table. The column "Cur.
Nonn" shows the current 2·norm of the constraint errors in the
absolute sense. The iteration, or number of times called, at which
this value was computed is listed in column "It#." The lowest norm
of constraint errors yet computed, next to the iteration number it was
computed at is given under the "Best Norm (at) #" column. The
length ofthe shortest burn at the current iteration is under ushort
Time" and the burn with this length is indicated under the "Bn#"
column. Finally, the largest absolute value of a constraint
component for the best norm is listed under "Bst Wrst El." with
"El#" listing which constraint component this is.
MPM3D Iteration
Info to Screen

The iteration table from MP.M3D is slightly different. It has the
following header:

where ~·RsT C. EL." indicates the worst element of the current
iteration constraint error vector.
For MP1\i~f2D and MPMM3D, below the iteration table is the
number of function calls required to reach an error level indicated
by the tolerance. After this, some statistics of the solution are given.
The "Total Burn Time" is the total amount of time the motor is on.
The "Final Mass" is the mass of the spacecraft at the end of the
transfer. The "Shortest Burn Length" is length in time of the
quickest burn. Finally, the burn number for this quickest, or
shortest, burn is listed.
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Data File Output

The subroutine MP]\12D (]\fP]\130), if desired, creates an output file
that gives the status of iterations. The file is namt-d
.. MP~12DJSTAT" <"MPM3D.ISTAT"). This file is useful for
computer systems that operate under a queuing system because such
a system often does not show output to the screen until after execution
is completed However, such queuing systems usually allow filt:s
that are created and closed to appear in the users directory.
Therefore, during execution under a queuing system. the user may
list the contents of .,MP~i2D.ISTAT" (.,MP~13D.ISTAT"') and see
current iteration information. The content of "']\fP~12D.lST ATr
(":MP~13D.ISTAT") is three lines long: the first two lines are the
table headings from the iteration table, the third line is the current
entry in the iteration table.
Both the main routine MP~tM2D <MPM~13D) and :MP~12D
(]\fP~13D) contribute to a file named "~1P~12D.REPORT''
("~fP]\13D.REPORT"). The first lines in this fi)e gives feedback
from ~1P~fM2D C~fP~1~13D) while reading "~1P~12D.Gt"ESs··
( ~1Pl\13D.GUESS") so that any errors in that file may be easily
identif1ed.
61

The first eleven lines give the header parameters. At the beginning
of each line, the text from ~'MP~12D.GUESS .. ("~iP~13D.GUESS~ 1 is
given, then the number read from that line, and finally, in
parentheses, the name of the variable which MP~11\12D (~1P~!!\!3D J
has assigned this number to. This same pattern is continued as
~1P~1~12D (1\1PM~13D) reads the orbital elements of the transfer
orbits.
The twelfth line and lines below are printed as each line of tht input
are read. Following this is a listing of the values of each van able
used by ~1P~12D (~1Pl\13D) for the first iteration; then a listing of the
constraint values when given these variables.
Next is the iteration table as printed to the screen. Following th1s. a
total number of calls to ~1P~12D (~fP~1'3D). Then a listing of
variable~ and constraint e\·a1uations for the solution. Finally. at
the bottom of the file is the solution summary statistics just as
printed to the screen.
The other file created by MP~1~12D CMP~1~13D) is "~1P~12D.SOL"
("~1Pl\13D.SOL"), the solution file. This file contains the solution to
the orbit transfer problem in the PAT2D <PAT3D) format.
IV.2. The Structure ofthe
The structure of the MP11~12D CMP11~13D) program is generalized
MP!tD\12.D <MPM:M3D) Code in the following diagram, not intended as a formal flow chart:
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MPMM2D!MPMM3D Di&J1"&l'D

OOEPACKINTEGRATOR
(LSOOE)

The main routine, calls the multidimensional nonlinear equation
solver, 1~1SL's NEQNF, with the guess from .. l\1Pl\12D.GUESS"
("~1PM3D.GUESS") The solver calls MP~12D (l\1Ph13D) iteratively
to solve the problem and to numerically compute partial derivatives.
This recurrent use of ~1Pl\12D (l\1Pl\13D) is illustrated in the
diagram by a loop with an arrow on it, connecting the two blocks.
]\1Ph12D (]\fP!\13D) evaluates the h1PM conditions given the
variables. For each burn in the orbit transfer problem, variables
are sent to BURN. This subroutine integrates each burn arc by
calling LSODE and evaluates boundary conditions for that burn by
calling BCC <BCC). The derivatives for integration, required for
LSODE, are supplied by FBURN. FBURN is called repeatedly by
LSODE during solution of each burn's initial value problem.
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V. The Patched Method in Two Dimensions (PA12D)
The subroutine FUNC is a realization of the Patched :Method m two
dimensions. The file "PAT2D.f' contains an implementation of
FUNC vdth the conjugate gradient method. The conjugate grad1ent
algorithm was taken from ''Numerical Recipes" and is only
slightly modified from what is presented there.
V.l. Using PAT2D to
PAT2D requires two input files for execution. These files specify
iteration parameters ("PATCH2D.TOLS") and the initial solution
Compute SubOptimaliE.rtremal Solutions guess ("PATCH2D.GUESS"). The "PATCH2D.GUESS" file must
be in the PAT2D format (see Appendix A). The format for
"PATCH2D.TOLS" is much simpler and demonstrated in the
example below:
FTOL: l.OCOOOOOOOODOCCODDOOOE-OS
LTOL • l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOE-Ci
GTOL = l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOODOE-03
TOL2 = l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-0~
ln'..X = 200
!'.F".,.."!'; = 2 cc
~:n:

=

ln'...E

= 15

1000

The FORJ\1AT edit descriptors for the first four lines, containing
REAL values, are (lX,A6,D27.20) and likevdse for the last four
lines, containing INTEGER values, (1X,A6,16). The value for
FTOL specifies the function value stopping criterion, when the
change in total burn time after a line search is less than FTOL the
iteration stops. The value for LTOL is the line search tolerance.
GTOL specifies how small the 2-norm of the gradient should be fore
stopping. TOL2 is the tolerance for DCl\LP one-burn solutions.
ITJ\1X is the maximum number of allowed conjugate gradient
jterations. MFUN limits function calls and :MITN limits the
overall iteration count for DCNLP. ITNB limits the number of
multiple-shooting iterations performed by BOUNDSCO.

V.2. How PAT2D '\\·orks

The diagram below shows the general structure of the code in the file
"PAT2D.f."

PAT2D Diagn..m
L(X)PS
Tf'FIOUGH

EACH
au~

GRACIENT

LOOP
I
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The subroutine FUNC is the heart of PAT2D. This is the function
that, given the choice of intermediate orbital elements, calculates
the total burn time for the transfer. FRPR!\1N is the conjugate
gradient routine, from .. Numerical Recipes," that iteratively calls
FUNC and DFUNC (gradient routine) to find the optimal choice of
intermediate transfer orbits.
PAT2D has a two·loop structure; there is an inner loop
<FUNC/ONEBRN) and an outer loop <FRPRMN>. The outer loop
successively changes the transfer orbits until a minimum is found
in the total burn time (maximum of final mass). The inner loop
solves the one burn trajectories between each transfer orbit. Solving
this trajectories yields the bum time s for each intermediate
transfer. These bum times are summed, giving the output of
FUNC.
Note that each successful outer loop iteration produces a suboptimal
transfer. This transfer satisfies all the conditions on the state but is
not an extremal transfer.
The main routine loads the solution guess and calls FCNC once,
before FRPR!\1N does. This is done because there is no assurance
that the trajectory guesses in the PATCH2D.GUESS file ·will
successfully produce a suboptimal solution. The output from this
first call is named ~~PATCH2D .INITIAL" and is often a good guess
for :MP?\1~12D. However, if this is a poor guess, then a good strategy
is to allow PAT2D several iterations to produce a transfer closer to
the solution.
The inner loop iterations are a little complicated. This is the result
of an attempt to make them robust. It is a1so designed so that each
successful inner loop iteration produces a solution to the Tv.·o Point
Boundary Value Problem (TPBVP) \\'ith BOUNDSCO, a multiple·
point shooting algorithm CMS). However, it is widely known that
direct methods often have a large region of convergence than
indirect methods. Therefore, Direct Collocation with Nonlinear
Programming <DCNLP) has also been implemented.
The following diagram shows how the ONEBRN subroutine
interprets the user's selection as to what is the appropriate first
action, use MS or DCNLP first?
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O?I.'EBR." Flow Chart part 1
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Note that a :MS guess can be given for DCNLP in this structure. A
DCNLP guess cannot be given for ~1S because a DCNLP solution is
required in the conversion process from DCNLP information to MS
information.
The next diagrams shows how
DNOOI\F) are incorporated:

~1S

<BNDSCO) and DCI\LP

(J~1SL's

01\'l:B.R.~ Flow Chart

part 2
(abridged>

Attempts vdth either method have a similar structure. If a failure in
iterations occurs, the guess is perturbed and the method attempted
again. After each failure, the perturbation size is increased. If MS
fails too many times, control is handed over to DCl\"'LP. HoweYer, if
DCNLP fails too many times there is no backup and an error exit
occurs.
After ONEBRN succeeds in computing a I\1S solution, the SEL
parameter is set to 2 for that burn.
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"PATCH2D.HIST" <iteration data)
"PATCH2D.INITIAL" (first suboptimal so}) first optimal
solution obtained, in patch2d format
• "PATCH2D.SOL" contains the extremal solution obtained to
tolerance
• "PATCH2D.BURN" (iteration status) prints iteration status;
file is useful when program is being run under a queuing
system and screen output is withheld. Printed after a burn is
solved.
• "PATCH2D.COST" (iteration status)~ file is useful when
program is being run under a queuing sys and screen output is
v.;thheld. Printed after a complete transfer is solved.
• "PATCH2D.CURRENT" contains current suboptimal
trajectory. unless it is the best.
• "PATCH2D.BEST" contains best suboptimal trajectory to date
• .. PATCH2D.PERT" gives information as to the progress of
solving the current burn.
• "FRPR!\1N.OUT" output from conjugate gradient routine •
. FRPR~fN
• ''FRPR~1N.ITERATES" current output from FRPR~1!\, for info
when using a queuing system

Applied Control Laboratory

\'1. The l\1ultiple Shooting Approach (Bl'ID3D)
The BND3D progTam implements the modified multiple-point CMS;
algorithm of BOUNDSCO (Boundary value problem solver v.ith
Sv.itching Conditions). BOUNDSCO makes use of Nev.'ton's
method, a Broyden update, and Deufl.hard's relaxation strategy.
One should refer to the BOUNDSCO manuall for detailed
information on BOUNDSCO. Note that BOUNDSCO does not make
use of an analytical gradient.
BND3D also has a homotopy loop around BNDSCO. A homotopy
variable U is defined such that, as the loop repeats, U v.ill change
from 1 to UMIN (The choice of U~fiN is set by the user. but usually is
chosen as 0). Certain parameters for the orbit transfer problem
definition are included in the homotopy loop and vary as the value of
U changes. A tutorial using homotnpy is included in the Tutorials
section.
The code MP2BND will convert
input files.

~1Pl\1:M3D

input files into BXD3D

VI.l. Using B!\"D3D to
Compute Solutions
BND3D requires two input files: ..B!\D3D.SCRIPT" which contains
instructions and parameters, and another file (named by user J
which contains the solution guess.
The format of the file "BND3D.SCRIPI"' depends on how B!\D3D is
to be used. This format is best described line-by-line. The
character in the first column of each line is ignored.
The four different layouts of the "BND3D .SCRIPT" file are
described below:

Normal Execution:

• Line 1: (1X.,A28) On this line, the name of the file containing the

Free Final Time, No
Homotopy

• Line 2:

• Line 3:
• Line 4:
• Line 5:

solution guess is specified. No more than 2& characters
are allowed.
(1X,l6) Here, a .. 1" indicates that boundary condition
errors should be displayed to the screen, in addition to the
normal BNDSCO iteration output; a "0.. indicates
otherwise. Usually, one would place a "0"' here; this
output is usually only useful in finding errors in the input
file.
(l.X,l6) A "1" on this lines chooses the free final time
option.
(1X,I6) A "0" deselects the homotopy option.
(1X.,l6) A "1" on this line tells BNDSCO to insert nodes
for the switching times in the output; a "0" says not to.

lOberle, H.J, Grimm, \\7., "BNDSCO: A ProgTam for the Numerical Solution of Optimal Control
Problems/' English Translation of DFVLR-:Mitt. 85-05.
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•
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•

Fixed Final Time;
No Homotopy

Free Final Time,
Homotopy Activated

August 1995

Li~

6: (A,Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
parameter FCMIN. FCMIN is the lower limit of the
relaxation factor.
Li~ 7: (A,Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
iteration tolerance.
Line 8: ( 1X,l4) The maximum number of iterations.
Line 9: (1X,.A28) The name for the fi)e containing the solution
Line 10: (1X,l6) A .. 1" on this line requests detailed soJution
information e'BND3D.EXTRA" and the file named on
the next line). A .. 0" indicates otherwise.
Line 11: <1X,.A28) The fue name for additionaJ information (if a
"1" on the previous line).

• Line 1: (1X.,.A28) On this line, the name of the file containing the
&elution guess is &pecified. No more than 28 characters
are allowed.
• Line 2: (lX,l6) Here, a "1" indicates that boundary condition
errors should be displayed to the screen, in addition to the
normal BNDSCO iteration output; a "0" indicates
othel"\\'ise. Usually, one would place a "0" here; this
output is usually only useful in finding errors in the input
file.
• Line 3: (lX,l6) A "0" on this lines chooses the fixed final time
option.
• Line 4: (A,Dl2.5) The value for the final time.
• Line 5: (1X.,l6) A "0" deselects the homotopy option.
• Line 6: (1X.,l6) A "1" on this line tells BNDSCO to insert nodes
for the s·witching times in the output; a "0" says not to.
• Line 7: (A,Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
parameter FCMIN. FC~HN is the lower limit of the
relaxation factor.
• Line 8: (A,Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
iteration tolerance.
• Line 9: (lX,l4) The max.i.mulfl number of iterations.
• Line 10: (1X,.A28) The name for the file containing the solution
• Line 11: (lX,l6) A "1" on this line requests detailed solution
information ("BND3D.EXTRA" and the file named on
the next line). A "0" indicates othel"\\·ise.
• Line 12: {1X,.A28) The file name for additional infonnation (if a
*1" on the previous line).
• Line I: (1X,A28) On this line, the name of the file containing the
solution guess is specified. No more than 28 characters
are allowed.
• Line 2: (1X,l6) Here, a "1" indicates that boundary condition
errors should be displayed to the screen, in addition to the
normal BNDSCO iteration output; a "0" indicates
otherwise. Usually, one would place a "0" here; this
output is usually only useful in finding errors in the input
file.
• Line 3: (1X,l6) A "1" on this lines chooses the free final time
option.

Applied Control Laboratory
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• Line 4: <1X,l6) A "1" selects the homotopy option.
• Line 5: UX,l6) the suggested number of homotopy loops to
perform
• Line 6: (•) Enter U~HN, the value of the homotopy variable to stop
at. The homotopy variable, U, starts at 1 and ends at
UM:IN. Enter "0.0" here to attempt to achieve the values
below.
• Line 7: (•) Enter the desired maximum thrust level
• Line 8: c•) Enter the desired specific impulse
• Line 9: (•) Enter the desired final orbit semimajor axis
• Line 10: (*) Enter the desired final orbit eccentricity
• Line 11: (•) Enter the desired final orbit argument of perigee
• Line 12: (*) Enter the desired initial orbit semimajor axis
• Line 13: (*) Enter the desired initial orbit eccentricity
• Line 14: (*) Enter the desired initial orbit argument of perigee
• Line 15. ('•) Enter the desired initial orbjt argument inclination
• Line 16: <1X,l6) A "1" on this line tells BNDSCO to insert nodes
for the sv.-itching times in the output; a "0" says not to.
• Line 17: <A,D12.5) The value on this line sets the B:-;nsco
parameter FCl\HN. FC~1IN is the lower limit of the
relaxation factor.
• Line 18: (A,Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
iteration tolerance.
• Line 19: (1X,l4) The maximum number of iterations.
• Line 20: {1X.,A28) The name for the file containing the solution
• Liru 21: (1X,l6) A "1" on this line requests detailed solution
information ("BND3D.EXTRA" and the file named on
the next line). A "0" indicates otherwise.
• Line 22: <1X,A28) The file name for additional information (if a
"1" on the previous line).
• Line 1: (1X,A28) On this line, the name of the file containing the
solution guess is specified. No more than 28 characters
(in this case, the
are allowed.
• Line 2: (1X,l6) Here, a "1" indicates that boundary condition
flXed final time is
errors should be displayed to the screen, in addition to the
also achieved
through the homotopy
normal BNDSCO iteration output~ a "0" indicates
loop)
othel"\\ise. Usually, one would place a "0" here: this
_.output is usually only useful in finding errors in the input
file.
• Line 3: (1X,l6) A "0" on this lines chooses the fixed final time
option.
• Line 4: (A.D12.5) The value for the final time.
• Line 5: UX,I6) A "1" selects the homotopy option.
• Liru 6: (1X.,l6) the suggested number of homotopy loops to
perform
• Line 7: (*) Enter UMIN, the value of the homotopy variable to stop
at. The homotopy variable, U, starts at 1 and ends at
U~!IN. Enter "0.0" here to attempt to achieve the values
below.
• Line 8: (*) Enter the desired maximum thrust level
• Line 9: (*) Enter the desired specific impulse
• Line 10: (*) Enter the desired final orbit semimajor axis

Fixed Final Time,
Homotopy Activated
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•
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•

•

11: (*) Enter the desired final orbit eccentricity
12: (•) Enter the desired final orbit argument of perigee
13: ( •) Enter the desired initial orbit semimajor axis
14: (•) Enter the desired initial orbit eccentricity
15: (*) Enter the desired initial orbit argument of perigee
16: (*) Enter the desired initial orbit argument inclination
17: UX,l6) A •1" on this line tells BNDSCO to insert nodes
for the switching times in the output; a ..0" says not to.
Line 18: (A,Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
parameter FCMIN. FCMIN is the lower limit of the
relaxation factor.
Line 19: <A.Dl2.5) The value on this line sets the BNDSCO
iteration tolerance.
Line 20: (1X,I4) The maximum number of iterations.
Line 21: <lX,A28) The name for the file containing the solution
Line 22: {1X,I6) A •1" on this line requests detailed solution
information ("BND3D.EXTRA" and the file named on
the next line). A "0" indicates otheN·ise.
Line 23: <1X,A28) The file name for additional information (if a
"1" on the previous line).

LiM
Line
LiM
LiM
Line
LiM
Line

VI..2. The B1\'D3D Guess File
Format
The BND3D Guess file (named in "BND3D.SCRIPT") has a specific
format. The first twenty lines specify orbit transfer parameters of
type DOUBLE PRECISION and have FOR!\1AT edit descriptors
(l.X,A9,F30.15). These parameters are as follows and in this order:

MU
REQ
J2

GO
BETA
RO
ROU

s
CD
ISP
THRUST
AI
EI
Ol\fEGAI

RAJ
I-I

AF
EF

OMEGAF

RAF
I-F

August 1995

gravitational constant of the central body (1.0 for no
dimensions)
equatorial radius of the central body
constant describing the mass distribution of the
central body; for Earth J 2=1082.6lxl0·6
acceleration at sea-level
constant from the atmosphere model describing air
density variation in the prescribed altitude region
r()J

+REQ

atmosphere density at the altitude r OJ
cross-sectional area of the craft
drag coefficient
specific impulse
maximum thrust
initial semimajor axis
initial eccentricity
initial argument of perigee (degrees)
initial right ascension (degrees)
initial inclination (degrees)
final semimajor axis
final eccentricity
final argument of perigee (degrees)
final right ascension (degrees)
final inclination {degrees)

Applied Control Laboratory
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The 21st line ( lX,I5) gives the number of inten.. als (# nodes · 1)
The next line is a dummy string line Cl.X,A) that, on output. is used
to provide a header for the data in the following lines (useful in
plotting results).
The next (fl nodes) lines gives the B:!\"D3D state at each node with
edit descriptors <1X.F30.15,25(A2,F30.15)). The BND3D state is as
follows:
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
B
9
10
11
l2
13
l'
:~
(T, X. Y. Z. U, V, W M, L-X, L-Y, L-Z. L-U. L-V. L-~. L-~. 7F

{ FINAL ORBIT
) { INITIAL OP.BIT }
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25
Cl, C2, C3. C4. C5. C6. Gi, CS. G9, GlCJ
<X.Y.Z> IS POS!TlON
<U.\'.W> lS VELOCITY
M IS !".ASS
L-M IS LAME:JJ\-M
TIS THE NCFY~!~E~ TlXE [C.l)

<L-X.L-Y.L-Z> lS Lk~~A-F
<L-t:. L-\'. L-v:> !S LkXE:A-'.'

\\nere TF is the final time and G# are components of the constant
Lagrange multipliers (v); Gl-GS being,, for the final boundary
conditions and G6-G 10 being ,, for the initial boundary conditions.
The nodes are entered in the reverse order, starting with the final
node and ending with the initial node.
Follo\\ing the node information is a line (l.X,l5) for the number of
switching points. It is suggested to use an even number of switching
points ·this indicates to BNDSCO that the first and last inten·als are
burn arcs.
The next lines (l.X.F30.15), one for each &\\itching point, give the
switching times in normalized time [0,1]. No lines after these are
read.

\"1.3. How B1'.!)3D \\·arks

Applied Control
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BND3D supplies the necessary routines (f and COX) to BXDSC'O
"F" supplies the derivatives of the state and .. CON" evaluates the
boundary conditions. The routine "'BCC" computes repeated
formulas, "LSG" loads the solution guess, "SAVSOL" saves solution
data in the same format as the guess data. The routine "DIFSYBM
performs numerical integration.
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The flow diagram be1ow indicates the interdependence of the
BND3D subroutines.
B!\'D3D FJow Di..,.-am

ITER AT DN and
GRADIENTLOOPS

August ,995
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Vll. The l\finimizing Boundary Condition Method (MBCM3D)
The Minimizing Boundary Condition ~fethod <MBCM) is a relaxed
simple shooting algorithm. Instead of using a multidimensional
nonlinear equation solver for the two point boundary value problem
<TPB\rp), it transforms the TPBVP into a nonlinear programming
CNLP) problem.
As included in ORBPACK, MBC1\13D uses the square of the

Hamiltonian as the NLP cost function. All other boundary
conditions are taken as NLP constraints.
VII.l. Using 1\IBCI\130 to
Com.pute Solutions
MBC~13D requires one input filet MBC1\13D.GUESS. This file ha5 a
very specific format. The first 4 7 lines of this file have the
FOR1\1.AT edit descriptors (1X.,A9,E30.15). They describe, in the
following order:

:MU

gravitational constant of the central body <1.0 for no
dimensions)
REQ
equatorial radius of the central body
J2
constant describing the mass distribution of the
central body; for Earth J 2=1082.6lxl0-6
GO
acceleration at sea·level
BETA
constant from the atmosphere model describing air
density variation in the prescribed altitude region
RO
rfY +REQ
atmosphere density at the altitude r o-·
ROU
S
cross-sectional area of the craft
CD
drag coefficient
ISP
specific impulse
THRUST
maximum thrust
AI
initial semimajor axis
EI
initial eccentricity
O:MEGAI
initial argument of perigee (degrees)
RAI
initial right ascension <degrees)
I-1
initial inclination (degrees)
AF
final semimajor axis
EF
final eccentricity
01\1EGAF final argument of perigee (degrees)
RAF
final right ascension (degrees)
l·F
final inclination (degrees)
lthe next 14 lines give the initial state]
TF
transfer time
!the next 10 lines give Gl-GlO]
solution tolerance
ACC
\\tnere G# are components of the constant Lagrange multipliers
(v); Gl-G5 being,, for the final boundary conditions and G6-G10
being v for the initial boundary conditions.
The 1ast line of "1\iBC:M3D.GUESS" <1X,A9,Il0) gives the maximum
number of iterations.
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The code •BND2MBCM.r' will convert a BND3D guess file named
•BND3D.GUESS" into a MBCM3D guess file <.. MBCM3D.GUESS .. >.
VD.2. How :MBCM3D \\'orks
~1BCM3D uses VF02AD to solve the NLP problem. VF02AD uses
reverse communication: the main routine calls OF to compute NLP
cost and constraints given input; then GRD to compute gradients;
then calls VF02AD to compute the new iterates. The main routine
then uses these new iterates as input for OF and repeats the loop until
VF02AD signals convergence.

OF evaluates the TPBVP as a NLP. The shooting problem is
integrated with RK., a Runge-Kutta integration routine. Integration
of the shooting problem is interrupted often to check the sign of the
switching function. If a sign change is detected, the integration
interval is adjusted until the exact switching point is located.
During this process, OF keeps track of the sign of the S\l.'itching
function and appropriately adheres to the optimal switching law.
This should ensure that the switching law is followed. however, it is
always prudent to check the sv.'itching law after a solution is
claimed.
The flow diagram below indicates the interdependence of the
MBC!\.l3D subroutines.
MBCM3D Flow Diagram

August 1995
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vm.

TUtorials
The foB owing tutorials demonstrate some aspects of using
ORBPACK that the user may commonly encounter.

VII.l. Planar Five Burn
Transfer

This tutorial demonstrates the use of the supplied code in solvmg a
p1anar transfer from a circular LEO to circular GEO. The in1tia]
radius is 6600 km, the final radius is 42241 krn. The initial rocket
motor thrust is 9.918 k.N; its l 1 P is 450 seconds. The initial mass 1s
20980 kg. A five burn solution is desired.
After nondimensionalization, these parameters are: initial
mass=lO, thrust=0.5166, go=l, lsp=0.5673, initial radius=l, fina1
radius=6.4.
Based on the characteristics of these types of transfers, the following
guess for the transfer orbits may seem reasonable:

a

e
, .285
1.570
, .856
3.707

0.2,89
0.3584
0.4550
0.7262

All their apses are aligned and the final transfer orbit is similar to
the Hohmann transfer orbit.
Use GSHOOT to
Construct a Guess

The trajectory for each burn will now be guessed using GSH OOT.
The .,INDIRECT.DAT" files produced by GSHOOT will then be
concatenated together to form an "MP!\12D.guess" file. The first
burn input file for GSHOOT ("GINPUT") is supplied as
.,Tutorials/2D 5burn!GSHOOT!burn lJGINPl;T.. and listed below:
M"

a

Gc

,. l. OC·

ls;:

l. OC

: C 5€.,::

':'l".::-.1s~

a

C. 5: H

M:-

a

lO.O:::JC

a:::

,. :

e:

t

~o.·:::

c

--=

a

eo
e::

,.
a

'n'.J..X

..

N::>S

.cc:.::c

c. C·c.:C CCC

:..2E5

c .=19
c:.c::·
c.ooc

" lOC

x:x

"

3

GSHOOT reports:
constant

La;rL~9e m~ltipliers lir.itiall
l~2C5E·CC
0.9SE~OE·OC
C.lCSE:E-Cl
Bes~ lnita~ tn.le a::orr.a:y
&es~

C ... 0

vc= C·. 530C'7£•Cl

Best

trL~sfer time
C.l93:2E·O~

t!'=

&est relative errors O·.,ex.ey.Hsl
G .. C.lBS~iE-0~ -C.49E=~t-Cl O.l5~~~E-C2

0.275~~E·02

The resu1ting file has been supplied as "Tutorials/2D
5burn1GSHOOT/burn 1/INDIRECT.DAT" The second burn
"GINPUT" is ("Tutorials/2D 5burn!GSHOOT!burn 21"):
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Hu

Go

hp

Thrust
l'lo

...
.

0. ~lH
lO O:lC'O

.
."
... c coc
II:

ao

1 00
1 OC'
0 !IE":'J
1.28~

r:.:a

""

we:

ad

0 0""'
1 s~o
0. 3 ~84

II:

ed
wd
n'.AX

N:;s

N!X

0.000

.

.. .. .., ....
3

GSHOOT reports:
a.st
C.

constL~t La;rL~Qe m~ltlplle~s l!nitl&1)
0 iC~S9E•OO C.li9ClE•OO -0.244C2E-14

a.s t ini t .1al true anom.a l :r·
vo• C.S64Sl'£•01
&est transfer t!me
t fa 0 .ll4SBE•01
aest relat•v• errors lh ex,ey.Hsl
G... 0.10846E-C7 •O.S264SE·C2 ·0.1630iE·02

O.j2135E·03

The resulting file has been supplied as "Tutorials/20
5burn!GSHOOT/burn 211NDIRECT.DAT" The third burn"" is
f"Tutorials/20 5burn/GSHOOT/burn 3/"]:
•1.00
• l.OO
Isp
• 0.5~"13
':'hrust • C. 5166
He
• lO.Q:oo

l'!·..l
Go

ao

• l.~ .. o
• 0.3584

eO

wO

'~'

Jd
ed

0.0:0
l.S5t

wd
n'J..X
NGS

• 0.4550
.. o.coo
.. 0. 000
,. :.QO

NIX

"' ;

GSHOOT reports:
&est

constL~t ~;rar.ge rn~lt1~liers !initial)
o.~e:9:r-co -0.10330E-l4

c ... o 5445lE·O~

&est init1al true anomaly
vc: 0. 6COHE• ~:
Best trar.sfer time
tf• 0.794:29£•00
Bes~ relatlve errcrs ~~.ex.ey.HsJ
G.
0 9~;~4£-C~ C 4e,54E-O; O.l3~ESE·C:

·0.3~4:££-02

The resulting fi]e has been supplied as "Tutorials/20
5burn/GSHOOT/burn3/" The fourth burn"" l"Tutorials12D
5burn/GSHOOT/burn 4/"]:
m\J
Gc

• 1.00
• 1.00

• O.Sf73
lsp
Tl':.:-ust • 0.5lH
• 1C.OCOO
Ho
• l 8~6
ao

eo
wo
ad
eC
wd

'IW.X

NGS
N!X

.. 0.4550

• o.ooc

.
II:

3. i07

c. 726:2

II: 0 ooc
• 0.000
lOO

..

=3

GSHOOT reports:
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&est ccnstL"it wgr&..,Qt' rr.ult:.~~ltrs o.n:taJ 1

C
0 ''':2£•0C 0 3C9l~I•OC
&est ln)tlal true •noma:y

C.J~92Et-:4

VO" 0.~3"~8a•Ol

aest tra..,sfer t1~•
tta C.l82t!>I•Ol
&est r•lat:ve errors lh.ex.t'y,Hsl
C
0 ~Se2SI·OE -0.39~04E·Cl 0 l798SE·Ol •D 36S:Jt·C=

The resulting file has been supplied as "Tutoria1si2D
5burn!GSHOOT/burn 4r The fifth burn "" ["Tutorials12D
5burn!GSHOOT!burn 51"]:
1\'l;.;

Go

.
..
.
&

Is~

c

'fh.nlst
M~

ac

a

e::

.

we

&

·=
td

1.0:

l.CC
0

~~";:!

o.~lH

10

..

C""'·~
"",..."

3.iCi

0 i2f2

o.oc:-

f 40:

oc::

. cc.ooc.
&

w:

0

J::x

,.

0"~

a

'3:WV:
N::>S

c

lCC'

0:

3

GSHOOT reports:
cons~L~t Le;ra..,Qe ~w~t1~:1ers
C.
C.2SCl~E·OC -O.ilEC2E•OC -C
&est irlltla: true a.nor.-.a:y

&est

ti~ltia:l
fJ'7l~E·O:

voo: 0 3009H:..:'.l

&es: tra..,ste: t1me
tf=

o J:.;;ar-::

&est rel•t1ve errors lh.ax,ey.Hsl
G... C.26C7iE-ll -0.93204I·C~ -0.259Eli-Cl

C.53EOEt-C:

The GSH OOT output has been supplied as .wTutorials/2D
5burn!GSHOOT/burn 5/..
The files easily concatenate. The resulting file has been supplied
as "Tutorials/2D 5burn!GSHOOT/.MP112D.guess"
Attempt Computation At this point, we have a solution guess for the entire trajectory in the
PATCH2D format. One option for obtaining the solution is to run
of Solution with
MPM~12D v.;th this input. However, one may get a iteration history
MPMM2D
like this:
:MP~1?\l2D

Output
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CUr.

Nom

0 6B'35E•Cl
0 6P~35£•Cl
0 6Bi35£•01
&~C·

Itt
l
45

Best Norm latl 1
0 6Sil5£•01
0.68735£•01

l
45

Short T1m.

&r.t

Bst wr

t

c

34:4 £•
H~4 £·
0 34::4 £·

0.79429£·~~
0.79429E·~C

C..

90 0 68735£•01
45 0.79429£•0C
Possible eor.flict 1n orbit cho1ce
A•-2 6liil2643l5:
£•2.335666952254
w•2 ssu5o:;:Jsol,

IJ...OC.AT:ON •: i
&CC: Possibl• con!l1ct in orb1t choice
A•-2 6l~il264!!52
.
E•£.33566695:;:254
W•2 556~5C2380!i
!LOCA':':Or> 1:1
!.1\JFi.N

~JV~:;:N::>.

ace

C:..A!t'.S TtJ:. o:F:)JI

IN THE m:':':AL PC:'0 Ck:..:"..."'....t.':'::.r-;
Wl•5.68434l886~B~BE·l4

W2•l.B58Si69i9153
Wl•O i)Bi094236308
IJ...OC.A':'ION t;J
BCC: Poss1ble cor.fl1ct in orbit eho1ce
A•4.ll749i825609

£a:l.45S9l54l99S9
W•-0.5Ci5Bl4l76646

l:..oc:A':'ION ll)
IN:ONSISTEN'r·

A•lle0·£••21 .LT.OEC
S':'CJ> teall.O kri ~c 1
CF. 20 l55s. wa:lc:ock 29 S35s. 33.7\ of 2-CP~ Mac~:r.e
~ mf!r.'.. 2l36li. ;n..'M stack: 266.:.0. Stack overf!c~o·s
0

Note that the current norm error started at 6.3735: though such a
large error does not always induce failure of ~1P~1~12D, it may.

lf JrfPJ.f.\f2D

Fails,
Vse PATCH2D

In such a situation, the more robust PATCH2D is useful. Since the
file format is identical, this is very convenient. PATCH2D does
require one additional input file, for its inner loop tolerances. The
file is called "PATCH2D.tols" and for this tutorial, it has been
supplied as "Tutorials/2D 5burn!PATCH2D/PATCH2D.tols.. and
listed below:
FTOL "' 1 occ~c~co~::oooco~o:~E-cs
L:C~ z l.OCCOOCCOCC~COC~~0000£-07
G':'C:.. .. 1. c:~::::o:::::::o::::c:·:or-:3

I TOL2 • l.OOCOOOCCOOOOOOCOOOOOE-05

We have chosen a rather strict tolerance for "function
improvement" convergence, a slightly less strict tolerance for "line
search" convergence, a very loose tolerance for "gradient norm"
convergence, and a rather loose convergence tolerance for DCNLP
iterations.
It needs to be said that the drawback to PATCH2D is its speed. For
this tutorial, PATCH2D was run. After renaming
"l\1P~12D.GUESS" to "PATCH2D.GUESS" and running PATCH2D,
we see the following iterations:
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J'u.nctlc~.

~:..

tr:::.)

Gradle:-:t TC:.. cc-:-:::.·
l.HHP Sear cr. TO:. n. . T-::.. i
Ha.x
il"J'W...X l
~te.rates

•

l'tt

............
0
l
2

3

rune..............

Ccst
______

0

664~5£· c~

~51!B5I•C•:i.

·O.!>BI!H·Ol

0 ES~SH•Ol
0 f5H.,E•Cl
0. E54;:5E•C•.i.
0 654HI•O:i.
0 ES:i2E•01
C.E5:!29t•C1
0 ES:!H!E•C:
0.65312£•01

1~

lJ
l4
B

H
l":
H
l~

2C
2:.

0 E~e.::.r-o:

c
0

E~:!l:E•Cl
f!;:!llE·C~

E~3 llE<l1
O.E!3lOE•Cl
c f!3 ~,~[· C<J.
c E530EE•C:

C'

0

E~3oer-c:

('
('

H3:::sr- c:
f.!:H"i!·Cl

2!

c. E~3=.i£·0~

~'

c

H:~C>6I•Ol

~;

25
26
~-

;E

2S
3:

31

Cr~te!';or.
___________

Grada~.t

-·-·-----··--·-·-·----I').OOOOC.E•OC' 0 4':'2llE·C2
0.00000£•00
434aE- Ol

6

10
ll

n:

~rove"'\e.--:t

o. Hc;:u-r·• -o
0 65!nn-::l -o

0.

i
8

a
&

l I·F
E-3
1 E·""
l

0.66455£-0l

4
5

,

...

-c
-o

sc~::.:r-

01

E~.:5er-::

0. Ci:2ll'E<~
0.1409£•:2
0. Sf9&H• :1
0.12130'£•0;:
o. s;::scE..::
O.leSECE•C:I

,..

c
0

5~5£-:a-c:

4

~~

5

E::
-;;

5

e;

c

o. i~20i£· c~

·O.lOE:33E•OC
-0.11259£•00
·0 .l::.lHE•OC
-O.ll432I•OO
-C .ll4:!S:E•CO
-C.ll436E•OC
·O.lH3iE•OC
-0 .llU6:E•OO
·0 ll4SI!E•OC
·C.lHH!•OC•
-C.1HilE•OC
-C· .1:.4-:l£-OC'
-c lH"'SE•OC'
-C.ll4E::.£•CC
·C.ll<lf";£•0:
·C.ll4!!ili•OC
-o lH90E•OO

O.il069£•01
O.SOHBE•O:
0. 32664£• Cl
O.l3USE•Ol

C. :OD4.:.£- ::
0 !:!2!9E·C~
c.s:c:cr-o4

-c

c E53 OEE•C1
0 6!:306E•::ll
C' f53l5r- c~ -c.:.~5C.li·:O
0 E53C·:!t•:·! -c ll5l4t-:c
0. E5:1504•C!
.l20H£·o:
O.E52C9!•01 -0 .12H3£•0C
C. E!~CiE•C•1 -O.l:tHa-cc

-c

c.1l9~a-c:

0.39034£•01

o.~ss:n-:c

0.33032£•00

l;

i
6
4
5

H:·HEE·OC

·C.lC:I~9E•OO

tt''!ii>:

e£>1!3'?£· Cl
0. 2l9Ce!· C:
C· 523CiE·C2
c l0i40£·Cl
13395E·C1
C. l22S'9E· Ol
O.li8HE·C2
0 .I!P9!H· c;:

9C'l39E· Cl
·0.9H::tr-Cl

L.::"'E:

(; !~2HE·

c

•

~~

3.=:

4:

s~

c;:

1C
E
f
!

:;:.c:H-~4

C.l6HU-04

......
l:?l

H~
H~

0. i6E~i£•0C·

O.lH;a-:::;

3

l!~

O.ll3'l4E•Cl
O.UH5E•C:

0 242HE- :::

:!

~H

~-14:.:~£-::

0.8~243E·CC

t.lC:·:let-C

''

1H

c 1:2!>6£-04
c.. 'l€"7;>4£-~,
0.4~!>"'3I·::C
c.s:.,ar-c: o lOt..;,r-::::
o.:.s·sesr-:1 c .lJ,";U:- c::
0.43370£•:: c.3~:::a-:'
O.i04:i'U•:'C o.;n.::r-c'
O.!>E3C.SE•O:' (.. 2:>::-:£- c.:
C. HH':'E<: c ;:-:-::sr-:::

0. 5444 OE• 00

C. 3C•S:!3!• c:
C.75!i-lE•Cl
0.21314£•01
O.l&:IU£•01

'
'3
''

'--

H~
~~€

":~
.......
~::::
.......
-. #

:2. ·•

~!:

..
., ~e;

C .:.OHH-::

c.e3::u-c~

t·. 34iE'7£·C3

!>
E

C.~35l5E·C·3

2:~

3 c:

The PATCH2D code had been left to run overnight, about 12 hrs. It
did not satisfy any convergence criterion by the 31st iteration.
execution was terminated. The output file "PATCH2D.BEST" has
been put into in the .,Tutorial" folder as "Tutorials12D
5burn/PATCH2D/PATCH2D .BEST"

Use PATCH2D
Now, this file was renamed to .,J\1P~12D.GUESS"' and
Output for MPM,j\12D to .,J\1P~1!-.12D." The iterations are listed below:
O.,C;4:E•CO

o. .co;H·r·oo
c .2H::r-oe

c.Js:ea-o

C.f5C4E-Ci
c .29:'68!-:~
C.i2452£-Ci

c .us;n-o6
C ''?OSEE-C.'?

o.2E~3a-os

0 .2:7E:E·06
O.HHl£·lO
C.1l7S5E-06
C.40Sl3I·06
0.4i06lE·Oi
c. iEi.23E-07

l
45
90
135
a~

~25

;J';C'

315
:H:
405
450
49!>
S4C
ses
630
6~5

0.4C~4DE•CC

0.40240£•CO

0.35HlE·C2
0.3S~ECE·l0

C .3C~!JU-~C
C· .29066£-lC
C .29061!£-H
0.2696EE-l0
er.;~;"r-lO

0.20320£-10
O.lS3lSE-l0
O.l36l!>E·l0
O.l3E:!.St·~C

o.l3339E-10
0.11624£-10
c.ss5:a-11

1
41

0 f'?EE5E•::
0.6i6E5E-CD

0 .10~59£<:

c .1:an:·:1
::-.llaer-::
C .ll2Ht<:
C· .1!2S6i<:
C .ll2£E£·C:
C l~2BE£<::.
C.ll2SS£•C:
C.ll2BSE•:.:
C.ll2SBE•Cl
O.ll26SE•C:l

o.u2ss£ .. c~

0 .ll2SSE•Cl
0 .ll2ESE• :·.:.

used

?:~::£:-:

;!.

..

~::.5'-5£-::

3
3

c.u;:,:r-::-

'

C ::~HE-:~

'

'

c.:.::::tr.::
c ::::·t.::-::

'
'

c :Hs:r-::
c- :.s:;:r-::

4

C 99itC!· :~

'

'
4

c

for input

c.;.:-::::: . . ::

c.:::::s:r-::
c.:~E::r-::

4 c 9::-E:r-:.:
4 c sa:er- :.::.
' c iE525r-::
.c c e:.,s.:.r-:::.

EF-'1\:-:F 3 fro:r. t-."1:~
'l'he itenticr. has net made ;o:-c p:-o;:-e.H
'l'ne use:r m.a:,· t.ry a ne;..· lr.:.. tia: gveH .

Obviously, the solution was found; however, a shortcoming in the
NEQNF solver did not allow it to claim convergence. This seem~ to
be common among nonlinear equation solvers. An easy fix is to
perturb the guess slightly. In this case, the eccentricity of the first
transfer orbit was perturbed from
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to
I ex

• C

l6433~~l6S06~2836260E•OO

For this new guess, in the "Tutorial" folder as "Tutorials/2D
5burn!M:P.M2D.GUESS," the MPM.M2D iterations are:
C'tl1\

NOR."!

...................
0.40•UB£•00
0 4:JC:8i:·~O
0 JOf:ll'iE-Cl

0.46f30£-0'i
O.EOS:.'E£-0"1
0. 30214£-06

F..t:;>:..mu::o

ITI
...........
l

·~
90

13~

180
22~

----•l . 0----------·6'?HSE•OO

______
.. _____lATJ
BtST NOP.H
0.404lEE•OO

o. «Cclu::-oo

O.lC68iE-Ol
C.2:.C9:t-l0
0 .l@042E-l0
0 .l '?836£-10

t F"t.r.:::TION E\'A.LS

a

SH:>RT "!':HI

41

!16
122

17;

;20

~

C.JlS=~£·00

0 6'iH~£·CC
0 .l06e8E•Ol

3

C.Jl:2SE·:;::,

J

O.l4i~it-Cl

O.ll2!!8t•:l

•
4
4

c.l3c3s£-lO

0

.11288£·0~

O.ll28BE•Cl

C.lC4~it-lC

O.l4:;ESE-lC

34
34
26

;s

;2
22

268

TC"!'~ -~~
FI~

TIME • 6.Sl~'?S06"140Sl
MASS • 4.06838"18CSOlS
l.l288Jl6lSB!l8

SHC'R"!'tST -~~ l..I:NGTH a
SH?fi."!'ES':' B':.JJU; IS t 4

The solution file is given in the "Tutorial" folder as "Tutorials/2D
5burnJMP112D.SOL".
VU.2. Convert 1\IP1\~13D
File to B:!\"D3D File, Run

This tutorial demonstrates how to use MP2BN'D to convert a
~1PMM3D file to a BND3D file.

B~"D3D

The file "Tutorials~1PM to BND3D~iP1!3D.GUESS"' is a solution
to an orbit transfer problem, as claimed by :MP!\1:M3D. The
particular problem it solves is not relevant, but it will be clarified
anyway. The header of this file follows:
TOL
MU
T

Go

O.lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-08

= O.lOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•Ol
= O.S165830000000006B053E•OO
= O.lCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•Ol

Isp

= 0.56730999999999909278£•00

hxo

= 0.4iil5876030000003993E•00
= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO

hyo
hzo
exo
eyo
hxf

hyf
hzf
exf
eyf
NORB

= 0.8788l7ll269999840397E•OO
= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO
= O.OOOOOCOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO
= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO
= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO
0.25298517739999937248E•Ol
= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO
= O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE•OO
= 5

The orbit transfer is, therefore, from LEO to GEO and circle to circle
in 6 burns. Now, suppose we want to further investigate this problem
with the more general BND3D code, so that oblateness and drag
effects can be modeled.

Run MP2BND

August ,995

The main task here is to simply run MP2BND. This code ·will
create the file "BND3D.GUESS" which has been supplied as
"Tutorials~!P11 to BND3D/BND3D.GUESS."
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Run B.VD3D to check It is prudent at this point to use BND3D to check MP~1M3D's results
In this tutorial. the follo\o\'ing .. BND3D.SCR1PT .. file was used
m;:::3D. GUESS

0
l
0
0

ld-4
ld-10
100
81;:)30. SOL
l
BND3 D • RE:!l\'T

which is supplied as "Tutorials&iPM to BND3D/B~D3D.SCR!PT."
This says the input file is "BND3D.GUESS," don't show B.C. errors
to the screen, so]ve with free fina] time. don't include switching
points as nodes in the output, FC:MI~=lD-4, TOL=lD-10, use no more
than 100 iterations, save solution as "BND3D.SOL." provide
additional info and save this info in "B~D3D.REI~T." The output
BND3D produces to the screen is listed be]ow:
!.C.S., C
F":F.t! T:NA!. TIME
H:;~:";CPY: 0

:

l.ooc:c:~o~cc:o:cc:
o.occ:c:~ooooo~c::coE·Co
o.occ:oocooooooccc:~I·Co
l.OOOOOC~OOCOOO~CCO

r.t;·=

J2=

GO,.
BE":' A"

o.ooooc:::oococococcE·DC

~:.=

;::::
S=
C:>=
lSF:
THR:JS':'•

A:=

c.occ:oc:~cc:c::c:coE•:c
~ ~::::~::::~::::::er-e:
o.oocoocooo~ooc:~ccoE·O:
o.co::cco:c~:oooooccE·CC
C.~E7~~S~SS9~9S9ESE:
C.!lE~El~O~OOCO:JOl4

:.c~=====~~l~!3E~9~

c.oo:::c:cccoc:ooccot-c:

£1=
O~;::;}.:o:

FJ..l:

2E

l·l=
AF=
EF=
Otoa:'"'.a.U'c

FJ..F:

l-F=
N:-':"E

''

o.o~c~c=~:o:o::::::cE•o:
ES 9SS9~99!9'06!E&:
sco:c~ooos:Joe~9
E.4CC:'9~?E,:OSlC2E
c.occ:~:~::::c:::oco£-c:
o.ooc:cc~:coccoocc:cE·~:

c.c~::~:~:~=~~===~~OE·::

c.oocooocooooo:::cooE·C2
~~:;:;;,.IS

tr.:S'l' E!E It\

DE~F.I:tS

~"
•N= 25

.••.••.••.............•.•••.•••••...•..•..•...•..••••.................•........
··•··•··•······••··•·········•·•••·······

N=25
~&''
~S=:~
fRES:R!££: ~7!\~ Pl'X::s:ON
MAX:M"..W.

PEP~!T!C N'~UO:.

.10~·09

O'F' lTD\;,':"! Ol>S:: 0

·········••·•••··•····••••••··•••••····••·•·•··•··••··•··•··•••·••··•··········
!7
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.lt!)-0'7
.U0-0'7
.140·0":

0

140-~"1

.11 0· 0'7
.1l!l·0'7
.6':'0-0'7
.6"'0-0'7
. 6'70-0"'1
.HO·O'?

2

.Ui.>Oi

3

HO·C'?
l:D·O"'
.ll::'-0'7

~:0-0"l
~:0-0i

.H:·-l~
.34:0·1~

u:-1!>

~4:>·0'7

4

.

.26::>-l!:>

.,

.26:·-lS
.'73:>·1~

,":)t-15
.43D·15
.43:·-l~

9
10
ll
12
13
l4

.4"0·H
.4"'0·16

.::;::r:-18

. 220·18
."'50·20
. 750·20
. 320·21
.320·21
.160·21
.160·21
. U0-22
.46:·22
.3E~·25

lS
H

36:--25
.3E::.·25
. 3~0-25
.li!0-25
. 290·25
.:::-:~

li

::.e
::.9

. H:- 25
. 28:·-25
.2e:-25
.3tt·2~

.Je:-25
. n:-2s
.2E:>·2!>

6e:-c.,

U:·-l~

3.1.0·15
3lO·l5

.. .:2~t-l4
l='- ~·
.120·14
12:·14
.1BD·l6
.180-16

.e:o-a
.e:.o-a

. 380·19
.3!0·19
.660·21
.660·21
.550·21
.550·21
. ~":0·21
.l'7D·21
.!>B:;l·2C
.se::>-24
.1C0-~4

.1Ct··24
. 2Ct·-:4
2SD·24
. :t':':·-24
.::E:-24
. ~ :o-2 s
. sc::.-25
. '700·24
. "'C'0-44
.950·2!>
. 950·25

.llO·Oi
.110-0'7
.6'70·0'7
6":0-0'7
. 6"'10· 0"1
.HO·O"l
6t:H~"''

s:,o .. O"i
~:o-c-:
"l2D-~2

. .,J~-12
. 2EO·l4
33D·l4

32t-l4
210·14
l20·l4
130·14
. 240·16
.190·16
.llD·1"1
.110·17
.140·18
.830·19
.!!>::>·20
.350·20
.560·20
.790·20
.260·19
.261:)·19
.s:o-:9
.S:.0-19
.Ht·-21
66:>-21
.3E:J-l9

cc:::-:.9

. 35D·l9
.230-19
. 930·20
.S80·2C
.l8t··l9
.1ii::l-19
.960·21
.270-20

.760·0!
."160·08

0

.14::>-0"1
.HO·Oi
.130·0'7
130· O"l
.l 00·0"'1
.lCO·O"''
4Jtl·lC

ooe

!>

360• 0&

.890·:<:

36D•C.S

es~· :.:

.H::.i·OS

89:;,·:~

.Hr:-::e

1!9:i·C~

.000

.200•09

.e9::.;·:::~

0

.3"1D•CE

. B9:J•C:

4"'0·09

@9~·c;

2

.22D•C9

.1!9D•C::

1.000
.236
1.COO

.oc:

.2C~·~S

890·:~

. 4':'0•CB

.ilSD·C~

!

450•01!

.1!9:--:::

0

. 3'7::>· ::e

.s~o-:.::

c

. :r·:D-:.s

S!l::;.: .2

c

. 37:··:5

.SS:··:~

.c.;::;,.:~

~===-:~

000
.000

. 35D·16
.1 OO·l6
.100-a

.110·1"1
. 61!t··lB
.17D·1 i
. 96D·lB
.95D·lB
.3 30-18
16D·l8

2

occ

.6.1.0-~7

.S2D-l":

89:>·:4

.1:2~

1.0CC

.230-l"
.lS:J-1 i
.98::1-H
.190-: '7
.55::>·!':'

. 9:!::-:::

H:J•:JE

.001

. !>80·12
.430·12
. "1'70-ll
.73D·D
.42tl·l3
. 5CD·l3
. 760·14
.120-14
.l4D·H
.160·15
.2!>0·16
.150·!6
.870-1'7
. 33::>-l"'

.n::>-:.-:

JeO•OE!

000

.l4!>C"'

u:·-:c

Users Ma"lual

.us
l

.....

.\ol ......

:. .co~
.:":~

.c::

ce::

.OCi

.OC1
.001

c

.3i0•0S

.e;:,.:~

.3'7D·OS

. e;;:.. ::

"5:·<:'7

.e~=··=~

.1C3

·······•·········••·•··••••··•·••·•············································
.............•..•.........•.......•....•.

It eventually computes the solution to its own criterion, however, it is
clear that BND3D has verified the MP~iM3D solution.
Useful Information
in BlvD3D.EXTRA
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The information provided by BND3D .EXTRA is arguable
essential. This file contains data for the sv."itching function and
Hamiltonian as functions of time. The plot below is a graphical
representation of what BND3D.EXTRA provides
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1--

SWiiCHING

I

j . ---.

HAMIL iOr..;IA',

I

BN030.EXTRA
0

0
C)

..01

·2 , 0 s

z

..0.2

-4 10'9

z

~
~

i
r-

,a-s -ic
2
-e ,o·s $2

·6

·0.3

.04

_, 10-f

-o.s

·0 6 -t---.......J...._..._ _-1-_ _ _~--------' ·1 2 10'!
0.8
0.2
0
0.4 TJME 0.6

The Hamiltonian is almost zero, and very close to the tolerance.
The jumps in the Hamiltonian at the sv.itching points is a common
numerical phenomenon. Also very important, note that this
verifies the assumed switching structure: thrust on at the
beginning. precisely ten switching points, and thrust on at the end.
Finally~ note the hump between the fourth and fifth burns, noting the
location of such humps is often useful in deciding the location of an
additional burn
Useful Information
in BS.D3D.REIJ\.T

The file ~BND3D.REI~"T" also supplies useful data in the form of a
detailed trajectory. The complete state and costate is included. The
p]ot below, a projection of the trajectory onto the x-y plane. was
created using the raw data in the "'BND3D.REI!\1"' file.

3

BND30.REINT

2
X

0
·1

·2

Note that this plot is rotated

VD.3. Run BND3D ~ith
Homotopy

aoc for clarity.

This tutorial begins with the solution file from the "Convert
~fP111\13D File to BND3D File, Run BXD3D;" tutorial.
Suppose we try and accomplish this change in one step, by altering
the "BND3D.GUESS" file. The script <"BND3D.SCRIPT'") is,
simply:
·
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BND30.CUESS
0
l
0
0

ld .. 4
ld-10
lCC
B!JDJD. SOL
l

BNDJD.RE:!NT

Here is the BND3D output to the screen:
]; c s ., 0
nu:E F:l-ihl. T! M! .
H:'I'!:":":>PY
~Ja
~~=

J;a

GO•
B~A•
~~·
~,~.

S•

0

l.OOOOOOOOOOOOOCOOC
o.o:c::~occc:cco::cot·OO
o.o:ccooc:oocococooor·OO
l.OOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOO
0

OOOOOO~OCCOOCOOOOOE•OC
ocoooco:o~oooooooor-oc
c.co:oc:oo~c:cccocoot·OC

c

.cc:occoc:~oo:ooooot·OC

~

lSP•
THR:JS'I'•
~:·

EI•
OMEGA:•

0 OOOOOOOOOC00000000£•00
0.56,309999999998982

o. !>l658Jco:~o:o:no:.4
l.oc:::cc:::.csjs;;2
c.ooocccococoocoocoor·oo
O.OOOOOCOOOCCOOOOOOOE•OO

~=·

I·I=

89 999999999i066660
2s sc:::::cogc:.osl9

AF=

E.ECCl499984~C9:0'3

EF•
OMEGAF•
JV.Fs

:-r·

c.ooc:o:o:coocococcct·CO
o.oooccoocoooooooooot•oo

o.ocococ:ooo:JcocccooE·OO
o.cc:oc~cccooccco:cct·oo

N:":E · AN::>t...tS M'JS':' U

IN ~tGJU:t.S

M• U
•!\: =~

N=~~

M='4

PR'£S:TU:£':; F..£:.1·>:'!\"E:
~IM'~ P~:':"'!'m

MS=lC
PF.E("lSICt-:

h"t..'MSE:i': OF

. ::.o:>09

I':E:F.A':':CNS~C;:J

.......................•.......•..•............................................
·····•································•··
AEIS.E:RJ\.
l.E"Ji:Ll
LE".'t:.. :
IT
LE\"!!..3
tu::..J..X Nt"•.;
CC'h":)tl"!l
r:·:F• tl': 1
.'~

0

2
3

4
!>
6
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.lSD-02
.lS0·02
.150·02
.150·02
.lSD·02
.161:1-02
.lSD· 02
.l5D-C2
.lSD-02
.1SD·02
.l5D·02
.!SD-02
. 2lD·C2
H::l-C2
.HD-02

.150·02
.150·02
.lSD-02
.15!:>·02
.li!D-02
.l5D·02
.lSD·C2
.lSD-02
.lSD-02
.lS:J-02
. :.so-02
.2€:>-02

.2.<D·Ol
.220-0l
.l9D· Ol
.190-0l
.4SD-Ol
.22D•OO
.490-0l
.37D•CO
.4lD•OO
.9CD•Ol
.8BD--Ol
.l3D•02
.180•02

.l~D-C2

.l30•02

.lS0~02

.lS:J-02

.l8D•02

.llD•03
.110.. 03
.lO!J•C3
.lOD•03
.llD•03
.l3D·0~

.llD•03
.llD•03
.llD--03
.460•03
.450.03
.620•03
. 82D• 03
. ElD•C3
.e::.D•Ol

.000

0

.39:J•::B

.s~;r.o:

0

.3':'D·Cl'

.89:J•C2

.E'7D•OE

.S9D--C2

.3;o-oe

. E9D•C2

0

.3€0•06

.69D•:2

0

.3iD•OB

. €90.02

0

. :! "D•C•8

e:~·=~

.003
.026
.005
.Oli
. Oll

0

. C•56

.Cl!
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.nD-C2

.HD·C2

.HD·C~

.l~r·-o
.l~D-C.i

. u: -c;
31:::>- 02
lf:·· c:

. H:· :;
£ - ....
....... ;;,..4
.l~::"··C2

9

lC

.13:0-C:I

.14~- c~

.l~=' .. ::
.1~:.--::

.1~:·-C:

.15:.- c::

.~£:~-:;

sr::;.-o:

. ! :. t>-:;

u::;.-::;

13D<::

.l5D· :;

c:· .. :;.

34::.--:;
.4Et••C;
.2;D.. ::

3C:::-c:
7£:·- c~

. 30D•C3
'6:r::·-:3

.3Ct··O:

.30D•C3

'13:-- c:
H:-::~

ll

."D- c~

.2SI:··v:t
.liD+C:l
.231>-C:I
.fCJ>- C::l
.2=:D•C2
.28:"• C:l
. 9Ct·<2
.2iD• C.i

.l4D· C

3C:O· C:
.H:::>-01

.l!io-c;
.J

.12:/• C.4
.HD·.)
.l OD• 04
.l"ID+C·4
.l c~ "'

c-3

.fCD•C'
.120+0,
H:/•04
.HD• C~
l '!>::>· c0
.2:D•C.4
'i
c'
. Ht·· r:
.2'71>- 05
.Htr-05

. lU
.023

c'.. L

~

E3

u
E!6f

.l5D<'C
.HD•OC'
. H:J•OC
.52D•O:
.H:·•OC
.HD•OC'
. lft'•OC
H::>•OC'
l ~=·· ~=

.l~D·Cl
.1!>~01

.l~:--oc

15D• Cl

.l5D•OC
.9£t>•C:
.l "7Z:··~=

.l~~·Ol

.15:1-::
.2E:.·C2
.H::'··C'~

.l4C.C:
.HD-Ol
. H:J·~l
. 3Cl>- ::;.

.2S:J•Ol
.2ED-Dl
. 2£> o;
.lCD•C4
24:J•Cl
.23D--Ol
.23D•Dl

.25:1-Cl

. 25D· C.:

.lCD<·J
.22t-':l
.2,:·•Cl
.4"1D--C3

.l50·0~

.220..0~

;~:-::

3(:.-:~

e::- ::

c

.3e:-:f:

E:-:-::

(,

•::·· :e

Es-:-::

0

.29:J<f:

:.::.: .

. EZ:·<E

r-~

1~D·C4

'l ~5
C~l

==··

'13~

.03E
.004

(lf.a::)' lm~!i o=.;; t te:i f Cl' );)r~:~ t:t·)

62

:-;:·<~

0~~
C·: ~

c

.24D•03
.200•0;
. 1 it>· c·::

.2~D-Of

. H:.- C::

Of~

.!>Et.Cf
l

0''".'"

.o!=

.26:J•C3
.l9:··C~

. 6E:J<~

~~:-:;I

i:lti<f

~~:-:~I

.:lH

.:n;,.. o:;
. S :!)- C·~ :. C·::
.1Cl
.lE:·· ::::
.lSD•:::!
C."'~
. se:,. o~
.cs:
.Hti<.3

0

=··: ~
:-;;:-:: I

.92!:1·::~

--

~·-..
.,
......

I

,

Execution was terminated early because B~D3D was clearly stuck
In this type of situation, where B~D3D has difficulty, it is often
useful to resort to homotopy.
B~D3D has a homotopy loop and is utilized, for this tutona1, with the
following script (supplied as "BND3D
HOM:OTOPY/BND3D.SCR1PT'"):
:e~:D3D.

GUESS

0
l
l

,"
"'"'
CDC
0.51E5S.3DO
0.56i3DO
€.6DC

c::o
ODO
ODC

ODO
2E. 5DO

c
ld-4
ld-7
100
m.;D3D. SOl.
l

BND3D.RE!NT

To make convergence easier, the tolerance was reduced to lO·i. Ten
homotopy steps have been suggested and the final semimajor axi~ i~
requested to be 6.6.
The output to the screen is very long for a homotopy run, and is
omitted from the tutorial, however, .it may be found in the file
.,BND3D H01\10TOPY/screen output." One the other hand, the
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.. BND3D HO~f0TOPY/BND3D.REPORT" file indicates how the
homotopy progressed:
IJ,

J<P.

0

.25
.22
25
30
19
19
26
19
28
-4
li
14
23

l
2

3
4

5

6
i
8
9
10
11
12
13

li

.
.

DU
u.
.9000000D•OO
.80000000•00
.iOOOOOOD•OO
.6000000D•CO
.5000000D•OO
.40000000•00
.30000000•00
.20000000•00
.10000000•00
.l3Sii79D-15
.7500000D-Ol
.SOOOOOOD-01
.25000000·01
.14571690-15

·.10000000•00
-.10000000•00
-.1COOOCOD•OO
-.100COOOD•OO
·.1000000D•OO
-.10CCOOCO•OO
·.10000000•00
·.10000000•00
-.10000000•00
-.lOOOOOOD•OO
- . .2500000D-01
-.25000000-0l
-.25000000-0l
-.2500COOO-Ol

This indicates that even though ten steps were suggest, thirteen were
required. Iterations failed for the ninth step. BND3D then adjusted
the step size (DU) to one-quarter and continued until completwn.
VII.4. Using MBCl\130
The following sample input file has been supplied for

~1BC!\13D

("Tutorials/MBC~13D/11BC~13D.GUESS"):
c::::~o::~:::::
c.co:::::::~~cc:c
c.~:c:::::cccoc:o
ocse~:~:c:c~ooo

1

~:..;::

Fieq::
:~-

c
c ~c:cc:::c:o::~~
o coo~:o::coccc:o
c o:c:~:::~o=~~:o
o o:oc:::::~::c::
c c:o:::~==~~c=:~

Go=

.Beta"'
Ro=

Rou,.
S•

Cd:
Isps
,
1.1-.r.Jstc,

134 occco~::c:~~ccc
C D300CCCOOOCOOCO

lu=

3.S,~3cs:ccoooooo

ei"

c.0237770,2:coooo

o:nega~:.

o.oooo:~c:coc:ccc

o.ococ::oo::coooo
O.OCCCOCOOJOCOCOC
l sooooococccccoc
c 333333333333333

AA~:

i-ll:'

Af•

ef=
.
omegaf=,

c.:c::~Jc:~~occcc
c.ocJ:J~c::coacc:
occ::o:c:ooc~co
·3 lli6S:l90~i31S6
~-3~5CCiE9352S2S9
C OOC:~C~CGOOOCOO

RJ,.!z

c

l-!:

X •

y =

uz ,."

-0.30913350,323169
-0.3934,3660534349

v "

w ..

o.ocooococooccooc

H•

l.527coc:ccoccoco

0.084lSOE~9,8C784
-C.C700639l~C701ES

La.m-X= •

l•.:n-Y:

o.oooooooccoooooo

La.m-Z• •

LaJr.-u ...

C.S317SS69975428l
C.i3ii83li3534899

lAzT,- v..

c.ocoocoooo:ocooo

La.'!I-W=
La.'!':-M::

0 762lll3liC20S86
l9.CS3149ee139i220

'I'F ,.

o.ooooooooooocooo
o.ooocooooooooooo

Gl •
G2

c

G3 •

-O.ESEOEi~9S635957

G4

c

-0.2359886Sl45i6i0

GS •
G6 •

-0.000~53092937198

G9 a
GlO::

-0.0266054~0141037
O.OOE3~l9f6699l77
o.oc:GJ;~::ccc~~c

0 ooc:ccocoooooco
o.ooooocoocoooooo

Gi ::o:
GS •
ACC=
!'I'M=
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~iBCM3D iterations, output to the screen <see file
.. Tutoria1s~1BC~13D/screen.output") fol1ow:

The

I TD\J..'':: Ot\ S •

CA.U.S

or w o2.\:l

"'

3~l~~E~l9~Ei32E•Ol
0.23i500i89~52E3E·Cl
o.oocc:::~:c::: E·
&·
-~ JCS:~l~O'!~!li£•00 -0.39344366C~Jc;s£-~~
c.:5;~coo:::oooor-oJ
0 84l50649C~~iECE-Cl -C.itOE!S:5:7t2E Ec.o~o~o~c:~:ocooE•CO
0 53JiS86997SC~EI•CC C 73i763l(353CS £·
OO~C~~CCOOOOOOE•OO
0 i82:lll:iO~C59E·vC 0 l9C53lt96£:3S £·
o::~oo:occc:~or-oc
o.ooo~oooooocc:cr·c: -C.E5£CE-~95£l~SEE·
·0.~35988~5l45~6iE•OO •0.4S309293il980C£·0l
c.oc:~oco:c:~=~~E·
0 00000000000000£•00 0.20SC3~ii29l090I•OC -o.2EE:~c:c:c:c37£O.El5l966E993~iOI·C2

X "' ·C

c.ooc::::::::::

0

o

c•

O.OOC00~00000000£•00

0.3lE0397El23i0l£-C2
C 4~i~lE9~E9E~2li-C;
C.8C'~~Ei295Sl7!t-C3
oo~c:oooocoooor-c~
o.22SJo;s;;,oe~er-oJ

o

-C.22i,~fE9i499E:E·CC
-c.~~5e~::l49589CI•OS

X

-c

J:C!E~:2209SCCE•:l
;:;JE:eJc:s::;r-:~

C l!;i:COCC~~OOOE•C!
-C S:l9SC9:;CE3C0£·2C
-C.46Cf!5l!E30:l5£·2C
·O.JC:2E:ilESiOE2E·l9
·C.23€2~E59i!'290E·OC

C.2C9C,!Cl€28696£·2C
0.6,E5666E:22l66I·C2

F

c

C c

o.oooooooooooccor-co
O.lei6cSEC7330E3E·C2
c occoccoc::cc:or-oc
o.oooooooooo~:oor-cc
o.oooc:oocooo~ccr-oc

O.l73l3lS39E96CSE-03
-o.:::;iJ93E~:::er-cc

-0.9v623S65S406E2I·::

0.2~92S6c::cc9~~E-::
-c.:s:~~;::~E~~e~r-~~
0.!3i£S3lC~SS6EOE-C~

O.S359ESE2:55~3EE·CC
O.iE2C3S:e;,:;:~E·C:

-D.32E:~es~J::::sr-::
·C.293e:~·!s:s~s:r-::
-c.l:::s~~i&E~c:~r-::

-C.lEC2SC-EE32E95E-::
·C.iC~e;;;;~3CS:S£·

o cc::::::c:::c:r·
.c:::::::::::::r-

-~:c:~:::::::::E-::

.25~E~''E~~::::E·:~
-~

-c

0

c:s:;;e~E~;,:;r-;:
705e:ca:~s::s:r-::
73CC~5E9:S3E!£E-::

O.l9:5l~E,~:c~~5E•:;

C.l2232C3SiEff95E-l9 -t
·C.20569E:s~'''EEE-OJ
0.2C55C~533l3/~9E•CC

~!E~::se:::~;;!-::
-:.:~,::9~,:~:3e~r-::
-c.2~':sE~2ecc~s;E-::

C.2,9:~:c,:EC5ll£-ll

-C SeCC2SEJCE54Ei£-2C ·C.30C&c;924£5:3Ct-::
·0 S€EE323CCCJ:iS£·03 O.E:-799!5!E2f39E-C3
-~ ~~!EfS2f:SlC:Ct·C!
-~.fSf5CCE!lSl!2CE-C3
-c l!Ei,::s3:2e~er-::
·C.~E!C5lC9:E:!JEE-C'
0 3EJCf~Eiil36C~I-OE

0,2,:36EiC60E2E!E·OS

C.~l2~EfeE3!~£"!E-:~

t.s~e:e~'Jc-~ce:E-:J

C.:,s::25il:S~S~E·C'

c .l!E!:7~:-e-;5cr-::
c ':E"::~e:~~es:r-:;
o e~e;::e;~:!:!:r-:c
c.c:::::::::::::£·::

O.JOE~CEE~iSEE:E£-05

c.es:!:-:et5ce:s£-::

c.se;c;~e~:sscJEr-::

·C.l5C93E9f,OCCOCE-l9
·C.2l:59!E530EE:5r-:s
·C 25325:::5S93E:E·Cc

r.1::s:e:~c::::cr-:~

IHnes cm:.:.tte:::

X

a

·C.3lllll6E2!J5iSE·Ol
·C.3l0097C3,lC2,0£·CC

-c

-C.75ieS~20E253i9£·2C

0 iS2l!l32~Ef!7,!-:: C :9:·31~E:EE~'sr-::
·C.l5E9!20fl!94ESE·20 -c f!E:e~E:::e:s:r-::

o !!~,c::o~oc~r~E·Cl
-C 5!E;37€iC9CS~CI-2'
-c ~~~5e4;Jeec~;2E·~=

-C.2359e65(iS9Eilt-oo
·C.i9~il33,22306C!-~i
C f!~~92SJ32lE92E·C2

F

z

c.E~s:e::se--:::r-::

:s:~Jl:~col:oJt-:: -c.;c~ec:-e:~e:s:r-::
C.B!9'9~Fs:'''C!E·:: •• 7~~:::~:-~p:;!r-::
C.!JlC~EJ::ES~4lE•C:

-~~EJ':'S~5~::,r-::

·C.4!l!i4~l:~JC!lE·Oj

·C E:E;tJ9!::e:EFr-:C.2CS,32i3E53E32E·O: ·C.2Et:!,tlE5F!:iE·::

0.2l2li202906S24£·25

c .. ·0.5Sl29998i68682E·20 O.B94lE3524Ell44£·2l
-0 7i94679390E26SE·Oi
-0 ill32i8B5CEJl2E-Oi
-C.49E5l912359!94I·Ci

0.2073EOSf9E~E33E·OE

0.33ClBl2l6B!lE9E·OE o.20CCli9E,;s~sor-c~
O.E72S4f£f259EE9E·20 -C.!5SOi:'SE!E 16!·~~
0.46:i3C:29f5CE7E·=C O.l09CCEE:26' !:E-~E
·0.20EE4EE2EE'l~SE·20 -O.SC79004!16C7S~E-20
c.s3:2E52E:e• e~r-:~
·C.4S2936l3El~3~l£-09
0.3Sii3ii2E3292!E·C9 0.71C5C:'l5'E :~E-:G
C.Sl,03326040l45t-ll ·O.liE!23Bf:3!973E-ll ·0.3463C~l3'': l!E-2l
0.330i~2:lE35954£-:0
C.2ll670fB09E~9!E-!C
C.19E::;;:~:; 9:!-:E

'l"HL Pl'lt-.'TING OF THE LAS'r I'r!:AA':'lOr.; G!V'ES THE
Vh:.t.'!:S TW.': AP..! PJ:'7'"JFJ\'I::: !Y ~R:)'::'.It>! vrc;;..:-

--- s::..·~"="I or-:

X

c

cot-.~.~-~!!'---

·0.3lll3lEE:5!5~9E•Ol

0.23E30S9C09266SE•Cl
O.t990ElC9Piil20£-20
·0.3l009703Cl(2CCE•C0
·0.!9:73l2~CO~lC3E·t~
·C.2C26'!~6;~6292I·;O

O.lS:iOOOOOOOCOOE•::
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0 !J94~08904444BE·Ol
703~0~90~:9~9S£·0l
·O.~~S~l7~7494Si4E·2~
~3348632289141£•00
0.73EJ4~492~Sl29E•OO
·0.799~8433860932£·20
C 16:!~~3=9Bt~~4E•:C

·C

C

0.19Ci3788066349E•02
•0.7576~1208253,9£·20

·0 l5E9520E3S9466E-20
·0.65608'6213@~91£•00
·0.23598@S'i~9!ili•OC

·0 45Jl7463073C!l£·03
·0.62BJ6395l0656BE·l 1
•C.79i7~334;23064E·l7

0.2054J213@53E32I•OO
·0.2BE054€l@5S627£·0l
0.635192533;~692£·02
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Appendix A GSHOOT's File Format

The input file.,, for ~~asHOOT"' has a specific file format. The filtmust consist of exactly 14 lines. The variables read from th1s filthave a specific order: :MU, GO, ISP, THRUST, MO. AO, EO, \\'0.
AD, ED, \VD, TMAX. NGS, and NIX. All variables are of the type
REAL except the last two, NGS and h"lX, which are of the typt11\.l'EGER. An example file is listed below.
• l C~·
• l C'C
" 0 ~E~3
Tt:.r..:s: s: o 5lH

ll'l'W

C:.C
Is;::
~=

a::-

..c

,..c
eo

•c

-~:::

'n-'.N:
N:;s
J'!X

.•.. : oo::o

c: :, c

~

:

.c
0

"..

...'"""
......

ON

1 2!15

C.2H

c

t~c:

....."' c:.oc

c~-

J

On each line intended to supply a REAL variable, the FORTRA."'\
layout is (1X,A9,F30.15); for 11\'TEGER variables. th1s
statement is (l.X,A9,11Q). Therefore, each line starts with a blank
space followed by nine characters, all of which are ignored. Only
the numerical data following is used.
FOR~1AT
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Appendix B The PA'I2D and PAT3D File Formats
The PAT2D file format is used by MPMM2D and PAT2D. The
PAT3D file format is only used by MPr-ir-13D. They are calJed the
PAT formats because alJ of the information supplied by the PAT2D
format is used by PAT2D; only some of the information is used by
r-1PMM2D and ~1PJ\1M3D. Exactly what information is used by
~1P~1M2D and MPMM3D -is described in Chapter IV.
The PAT2D format is represented below:
·~-

Y...;

.. ••
.. ••••
.... •••
... ••
c

j

GC

It

lSP
AO
EXO
!:YO
AF
EXF
EiT

•

e.x

.•
a

ey
,.
N:·RB •

I
1

NODE •

2

3

SE::. • l
mde.x.x. ).-. u. v.rr.. !x ly. ;.u. :v. liT., tL ;::. . ;2. ;3. g' g~. g€
l. I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, I, t. I, I. I, I, I, I,

2. I,
3. I.
4.

a
e.x

t,

I,
t.
t.

I.

I.
I,

t

I.

I,

I,

t.

I,

I,

t,

I,

t.

t,

t.
t,

t,

t.

I.

t,

t,

I,

I,

t,
I

I,
t,

I,

I

I.

t.

I

I,

t, t,
I, t.

t,
I,

I.
t,

lx.ly.:u.lv.l~·.tf.;1.;~.g~.Q4.g~.g€
I, I, I, I, I
I, 1, I, t. I, I, I.

I,

t,
t,
t.

I,

• •

:: I
e:,,. •
r;;::>E = 3
SE::. = 2

;.~de.x.x.:;·.·..;

l,

I.

I.

v.tt..
I,

I,

2, I, I. I. I, I, I. I, I, I, I. I, I, t, I, t. 1. t,
3 .•. 1 .•••.••••.•.•.••.•.•••••••••.
4.

a

I.

I,

I,

I.

I,

I.

I,

I,

I,

I,

I.

t,

I,

I.

I,

I,

I,

,. •

e.x
ey

,. •

t~C::E:

:

SE::.

,.

=t

::!
3

lh~tx.X.Y.U,V.M.Tf.L!.L2

l. t, I, t, t, t, t. t, t.
2 .•.• ' •.•.•.•.•.•.
3 .•.•.•.•.• ' •.•.•.
4 . • . • . • . • . • . • . • . I.

where the symbol w:#" is used in place of digits. The first eleven
lines give constants for the orbit transfer problem in type REAL.
These have a fixed order: TOL, MU, T, GO, ISP, AO, EXO, EYO, AF,
EXF, and E'i'F. Their descriptions follow:
TOL ..........
MU ...........
T ............
GO ...........
ISP ..........
AO ...........
EXO ..........
EYO ..........
AF ...........
EXF ..........
EYF ..........
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THE SOLUTION TOLERANCE
THE GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT FOR THE CENTRAL BO~Y
THE THRUST LEVEL OF THE ROCKET MOTOR
EARTH'S GRAVITATIONAL ACCELERATION AT SEA-L~v~L
[ONLY USED FOR GET MOTOR FUEL CONSUMPTION)
SPECIFIC IMPULSE OF ROCKET MOTOR
INITIAL OP~IT SEMI~OR AXIS
INITIAL ORBIT X-COMPONENT ECCENTRICITY
INITIAL ORBIT Y-COMPO~~T ECCENTRICITY
FINAL ORBIT SEMIMAJOR AXIS
FINAL ORBIT X-COMPONENT ECCENTRICITY
FINAL ORBIT Y-COMPONENT ECCENTRICITY
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Note that these apply to the transfer as a whole, esp. when referring
to the initial and final orbits. The FORTRA..~ FORMAT edit
descriptors for each of these first eleven lines is (1X.A6,E27 .20 J
The PAT3D format up to this point is identical except that HXO,
HYO, HZO, EXO, EYO, HXF, HYF, HZF, EXF, E'YF replace AO,
EXO, EYO, AF, EXF, and E'YF. Their descriptions fol1ow:
HXO
HYO
HZO
EXO
£YO
HXr

HIT
HZr
£Xr ·••••••••••
£Yr •••.••••..

INITIAL OP.BIT :X-COMPO!'."E:h"T ANG. MOl-'..D:T'..,o/.
INITIAL ORBIT 'Y-COMPONEN'T ANG. HOMEJ:'l""JX
INITIAL ORBI'l' 2.-COMPON:EN'! ANG. MOMD:'l'i..1X
INITIAL ORBIT X-COMPONE:h"T ECCENTRICITY
INITIAL ORBIT 'Y-COMPONENT ECCE!>."TRIC!'l'Y
FINAL ORBI'l' X-COMPONENT ANG. MOMD;"'!'W.
FlNAL ORBIT 'Y-COMPONDri" ANG. HOMENTt.o/.
FlNAL ORBIT 2.-COMPONDri" ANG. HOt-!D:T~
FlNAL ORBIT X-COMPONDri" ECCENTRICITY
FINAL ORBIT 'Y·COMPONDIT ECCE:NTR!CITY

For both PAT2D and PAT3D fonnats, the next line indicates how
many intermediate transfer orbits there are. The variable NORB
takes on this value. The FORTRAN FOR~1AT edit descnptors for
this line is (lX.,A6,13). This same layout is used for the ne>.."t tv.·o
lines, both also containing Il'."'TEGER data. These lines specify
data for the first burn. NODE is how many nodes, not counting the
first one, are to be used for this burn. Specifying a "3" for NODE
indicates that four lines of data wil1 describe the burn.
The line after NODE's is for SEL. The variable SEL indicates
which method should be used. Note that in the PAT2D
representation above, three different values are given for SEL. A
"1" indicates that the data below is in a multiple-point shooting
format but Direct Col1ocation with Nonlinear Programming
(DCNLP) should be used in the first attempt to obtain a solution. A
..2" also indicates that the data below is in a multiple-point shooting
format but that multiple·point shooting should be used in the first
attempt to obtain a solution A .. 3" indicates that the data below is in a
DCNLP format and DCNLP should be used in the first attempt to
obtain a solution. The following table summarizes:
SEL
1
2
3

Guess Format
:Multiple Shooting_
Multiple Shooting
DCNLP

Method to try First
DCNLP
l\1ultip1e Shooting
DCNLP

No matter what format the data lines \\"ill be in, the line follovdng
SEL's line has the FOR~iAT edit descriptors {l.X,A). The contents of
this line are ignored.
Note that since MP!\1113D cannot accept SEL=3, in PAT2D only
SEL=l or S~L=2 is acceptable.
The next NODE+1lines are the guess data for that burn. The
FOR11AT edit descriptors are {1X,I3,Al,50(D27.20,Al) irrespective
of which guess format is intended. Considering only PAT2D, the
multiple-point shooting format has 18 elements in each line. These
Applied Control Labora1ory
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elements are in the following order: INDEX, X, Y, U, V, M, LX, LY,
LU, LV, LM, TF, Gl, G2, G3, G4, G5, G6. "'11'-:TDEX" numbers each
line; t.l-.. e first line represents the initial point for this burn and last
line represents the final point for this burn. The lines for each burn
are evenly spaced. ~. Y, U, V" are the Cartesian components of the
2D position and velocity vectors, respectively. "M" is the mass.
•LX, LY, LU, LV, LM" are the values of the Lagrange multiplier
functionsror costates, ;,., .f.v, and )..m, respectively. •TF,. is the
length of time the burn lasts. "'Gl, G2, G3,. are the constant
Lagrange multipliers, "f• associated with the final boundary
conditions. "'G4, G5, G6" are the constant Lagrange multipliers, v 0 ,
associated with the initial boundary conditions.
For PAT3D, the multiple-point shooting format has 26 elements in
each line. These elements are in the following order: INDEX, X, Y,
Z, U, V, W, M, LX, LY, LZ, LU, LV, LW, LM, TF, Gl, G2, G3, G4, G5,
G6, G7, GS, G9, GlO. Their meanings are simple extensions of those
from PAT2D.
The DCNLP format has 9 elements in each line. These elements
are in the following order: INDEX, X, Y, U, V, M, TF, Ll, 12. All of
these are as described above, except 111Ll, L2" which are the Cartesian
components in the inertial frame of the thrust direction unit vector.
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